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Dedicated to all the people, named and
unnamed in these pages, with whom we had
the pleasure of working down thru the
KOAC Remembered Years! You've been
loyal and devoted to the 1922 dream of
educational broadcasting.
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An Open letter:
Bob Hinz is responsible!
I've wanted to do this story for a long time. In the mid-sixties during
the few years while Luke Lamb was in Oregon...and shortly after I had left
the station to head DCE's Information Services..Dr. Lamb in his role as
director of educational media would say, "Jimmie, when are you going to
write the history of KOAC?"
But I kept remembering more than twenty years before when I was
asked to help another editor on a shorter historical piece about KOAC.
The result was deadly dull. Somehow the facts covering the early span of
years didn't run together in an interesting script. Now what would happen
when another twenty years were added? So this writing...this dream was
delayed...!
Then the questioning memo came from Bob. It said, "Dear Jimmie —
KOAC will be observing its 50th birthday on December 7, 1972. It would
be great to celebrate on that occasion with the book of KOAC history
we've always wanted you to write."
Fifty years of KOAC history — of educational broadcasting! Robert
Louis Stevenson observed that art is the knowledge of what to leave out.
Our memories, which leave out so much, are artists of this school. The
incomplete survives; the part outlives the whole. And we all know the
agony of listening to the man who has total recall. Indeed, if a bore could
stop short of making his recital complete, he would cease being a bore.*
There was my "out" — and a wonderful one! You, the reader of The
Remembered Years escape the boredom and the agony of total recall by
the author. And should you be a former member of the staff or a devoted
listener, you enrich this story with your own additions to the history. Add
the names of favorite staff and talent, your own favorite broadcasts, the
*Alan Gregg For Future Doctors. Readers Digest, November 1971.

strange and humorous incidents from your own memory. All of these will
enrich your reading of my remembered years. And I hope, you won't say,
"We11...damn Jimmie, he left out the most important part!"
As I moved from the staff in 1963 Oregon Educational Broadcasting
included all four stations (KOAC-Radio and KOAC-TV in Corvallis and
KOAP-TV and KOAP-FM in Portland) and the radio and television
networks each reached some 75% of the people of Oregon.
If you and I were content to look at my remembered years from 1922
to 1963, the half century we celebrate would be incomplete. For this
reason I have added a final chapter or two in which we have gathered
together the news in the press, conversations with present staff, changing
times in Oregon and national and world events which have brought
changes to KOAC since 1963.
It's been great to have been associated with this pioneer among the
nation's educational stations and now to be able to tell you about The
Remembered Years!
J.M. Morris

KOAC staff of 1932 (1 to r, front to back) Anthony Euwer, Wallace
Kadderly, Zelta Rodenwold, Byron Arnold, Dix Perkins, James Morris,
Luke Roberts, Grant Feikert, Don Kneass, Cy Briggs.
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KOAC's first transmitter (then known as KFDJ) with Professor Jordan
holding the microphone. Students from his radio class look on and assist
with its operation.

The first KFDJ staff (1 to r) Webley Edwards, announcer, Wallace
Kadderly, director, Jacob Jordan, engineer, Grant Feikert,
operator.
yin

SOME JEMORIES
I was a high school boy in Eugene, Oregon, at the time. On my way
home from carrying a paper route for the Eugene Guard a friend, Milt
Koupal, invited me up to his room to hear his new "wireless."
It was the end of World War I and the fellows were back from France
where they had used this great new discovery to communicate between
trenches. Many of them had learned the code and were talking back and
forth sending messages over this grand new device.
Milt stuck a pair of "cans" on my ears. All I heard was the hum from
the power line right outside his window — but that was enough to get me
interested. In the next few minutes he told me all about galena crystals for
detectors, tuners made of coils of wire on Quaker Oats boxes, and things
he called condensers made of strips of tinfoil and waxed paper rolled up
together. In a few days I had duplicated Milt's receiver with his tuning coil,
the chunk of galena, some of the mechanical parts from my erector set,
and a single telephone earpiece. When the wire that was supposed to go
outside to an aerial was touched to a pair of metal bedsprings standing
against the wall in my room I heard code signals loud and clear! That
receiver had tuned in a sending set operating from the physics laboratory
on the University of Oregon campus just a few blocks away. 7YB was the
station's call and it was being used to try and bring in news for the student
daily "The Emerald."
By January, 1922, the Eugene Radio Club listed 18 licensed amateurs
as members. 7JU (me) was one of them, and I'd had that license for nearly
two years.
During this same time, students returning from World War I were
enrolling under the original G.I. Bill in engineering and physics at O.A.C.
40 miles away in Corvallis. Some of these fellows were in the lab of
Professor Jacob Jordan. Capitalizing on their knowledge and with his own
1

experimental skills (Jordan had been studying radio with Dr. W. Weniger,
head of the department, and himself a student in the first radio class held
in the United States) Jacob Jordan was busy building one of the new
wireless sets that could talk instead of merely sending out dots and dashes.
And KOAC was being born!
The next few years were hectic ones for me. Developing an intense
interest in amateur radio, attending Eugene High School, and keeping up
on the beginnings of the broadcast industry. I was building some of those
early broadcast receivers for myself and for others in Eugene. Out of this
grew a small business with the big name of "Eugene Radio Laboratories."
The stock included radio parts for people interested in building their own
receivers and complete sets which we were assembling in the shop.
KFDJ (later to become KOAC) on the OA.C. campus in Corvallis
became one of the stations which we used to test the sets being built. Then
there were Portland stations including KGW, those owned by Hallock and
Watson, and Meier and Frank. In the evenings we heard California stations,
too ...KGO, KPO, KNX. Powell Crosley was marketing a line of radio parts
and like so many others he used broadcasting from his own station (WLW,
Cincinnati) to promote interest and sales in this new entertainment
medium. We listened to WLW nights, way out here in Oregon.
All these thoughts seem necessary to emphasize the fact that The
Remembered Years stretch back to the very beginnings of KOAC. Not on
the campus until the fall of 1924, and then associated with KOAC only as
a student at O.A.C. for four years, there are still personal memories of
those beginning years: of hearing Professor A.G.B. Bouquet on Wallace
Kadderly's farm programs; of women's programs with Miss Claribel Nye
and her extension staff; music by the Petris; student variety programs
with Webley Edwards and Mel Allen, of announcer Art Kirkham, and of
Captain Harry L. Beard and the Cadet Band. Can't you just imagine the
sound of a college brass band playing in a plastered room that was the
physics lab in Apperson Hall?
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THE
KADDERLY
YEARS ....
In the fall of 1928 when I returned to the Department of Physics as an
instructor and began assisting Jacob Jordan as a remote control operator
for KOAC special broadcasts and sports I also experienced my first
association with Wallace Kadderly. Kadderly was the director of
information and exhibits for agricultural extension, and had been guiding
radio programing and a formal broadcast schedule from campus
departments. He was the logical one to assume the direction of radio
programs for the college.
It seems foolish for me to direct my typewriter to the Kadderly Years
when he himself has written for Oregon State publications extensively on
these same events. Specifically Kadderly's remarks titled "Radio KOAC
—Whatnd omItServs"ahendoftyar1925-6ndwritefo
the O.A.C. Alumnus of May, say:
Now comes radio to take its place as a utility and to occupy a
prominent position in our system of communication. Radio
communication is no longer an experiment or fad. It is past that
stage. It is recognized as an agency of education and inspiration,
of enlightenment and entertainment. As one writer has said
"radio erases city limits and state lines, and causes to disappear
the boundaries of nations, creeds and partisanship."
More than 500 stations, licensed by the department of commerce,
are now in operation. It is estimated that the potential radio
audience in the United States is more than twenty million.
Colleges and universities have been quick to utilize this newest
addition to modes of communication. Some 90 of them are
operating their own stations. Many others are broadcasting
educational material by arrangement with privately owned
stations. There has recently been formed the Association of
College and University Broadcasting Stations with 31 members.
Oregon Agricultural College has had a radio station in operation
since 1922. The original equipment was built by Jacob Jordan of
3

the physics department and had a power of 50 watts. Convinced
of the utility of radio in the field of education, the college
authorized, about a year ago, the construction of a broadcast
station with power sufficient to cover the state. Accordingly, one
of 500 watts power was designed and built during the summer of
1925 by Mr. Jordan. Broadcasting programs was begun October
2, 1925.
Responsibility for the operation of the station was assigned to the
physics department, and direction of the program service to the
College Extension Service, with an advisory committee of faculty
members representing all branches of college activity.
So much for background and use of radio by the college as one
means of carrying its message to the state that supports it.
A word about the programs. The basis of their selection is first,
that, the college occupies a distinctive field and should not
attempt to duplicate the types of broadcasts from the already
established commercial stations with their programs that are
about 90 percent musical, and second, that to KOAC broadcasts
should be applied the question "Do they serve the listener; do
they aid him in his everyday or seasonal interests or problems; do
they contribute something of value in a cultural or aesthetic
sense?"
Aims for High Type of Programs
Experience of almost a year gives us encouragement to accept as
our guide the declaration of Professor R.E. Rogers of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology that 'radio stations will
have to realize there is a large potential public ...that will not be
satisfied with entertainment all the time, with music, or jazz or
comedy skits, but that will furnish eager and steady audience for
the intelligent diffusion of ideas and culture and, in the largest
sense of the word, education.' Add to that the strictly service
features that are fittingly included in programs from an
institution that emphasizes the applied arts and sciences and we
have the aim of the program director at KOAC.
Comments from Oregon set owners who listen to the college
broadcasts lead to the inevitable conclusion that there is a large
potential audience interested in many features available from this
institution. The audience is there. All that is needed to reach it is
the exercise of a little ingenuity and judgment on the part of
those responsible for framing the programs.
This leads us to describe the material that is being broadcast.
By July 1, there will have been put on the air from KOAC about
400 lectures by 116 faculty members representing 35
5

KOAC Radio Programs, 1925-26
AD1.0 'station KOAC, oregon State Agricultural t:,l
loge. has been tot the air sines.' January, 1922, but 1,k.•
it formerly had a i)ower of only So watts, it7,
Ca115l'
range was limited. Convinced of the utility of radi.,
in the field of education, the College authorized a mod,
ern broadcasting station with power sufficient to cover
the state. The new station was designed and built during the
summer of 1925 by 1\11-. Jacob Jordan, assistant professor of
Physics, This station has an antenna input of 500 watts and is
equipped throughout with Miller, storage batteries that supply
plate voltage for the oscillators, modulators, and voice amplifier.
They also furnish voltage for the grids of the tubes and for
lighting
the filaments.
Building
of the station has been prompted by a desire op
the part of the College to make the resources of this Institution
more fully -available to the state, The slogan
of KOAC is "Sciencefor Service." Programs
will be prepared with that purpose in mind.
The department of Phy-sics directs the topo
eration of the station, Professor Jordan of t
department being chief operator. Programs
are prepared under the auspices of the 0. A.
C. Extension Service, W. L.
Kadderly of the Extension
Service being director of
Kadderly
programs an d announcer.
L.
W
W.
,A.rthor R. Kirkham is assistant announcer.
Lectures totaling 313, selected because of
their practical application in the home, on the
farm .11- in business, have been scheduled for
the current college year, extendinghese
fromlectures
OctoA-K Kirliham
ber 2, 1925 to June 30, 1926. T
will be given by 116 members of the college
faculty. Many of the lectures are in series that virtually constitute correspondence
courses.of campus football and basket-ball
play. reports
by
Play
games,
intercollegate
debates, occasional student convocations,
and annual commencement exercises will be put on the air.
Dates assigned to radio lectures are given on succeeding
ough the assigned dates will be fol
n. Alth it is probable that occasional ch angarc
of this bulleti possible
pages
abeclosely
d as
lowe
es will
made.asLiAeners interested in particular lectures
therefore urged to consult the advance programs published in
the press and radio program magazines. Upon application to the
0. A. C. Extension Service the advance monthly programs can
he ohtained regularly by owners L4 radio sets in Oregon.
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departments; more than 40 hours of music by pupils in the
conservatory of music and campus musical organizations,
including the glee club and madrigal, cadet band, and college
orchestra; 12 athletic events, including 4 football games by direct
wire from Bell field and 6 basketball games direct from the men's
gymnasium.
To be more specific, we present on Monday nights such material
as the following:
Timely reports and suggestions on control of insects and plant
diseases. Seasonal and timely talks of many kinds — vegetable
growing, poultry, livestock, beekeeping, etc. A weekly
interpretation of crop market news. A weekly talk to members of
boys and girls clubs of the state. A monthly summary of the
general agricultural situation. Miscellaneous lectures on subjects
known to be of interest in the field of farm crops, horticulture,
farm management, soils, agricultural engineering, or what not.
Included in the homemaker's programs we find series of
coordinated lectures covering such subjects as: child training,
household management, meal planning, nutrition and diet, home
planning, costume design, food preservation.
The Friday night talks have been selected because of wider
human appeal. Here we find talks on house heating, refrigeration,
home lighting, geology, literature, psychology, water resources,
fuels and their use, political economy, landscape gardening, care
of the automobile and many other topics.
Monthly reviews of business conditions and of books are included
periodically on the Friday night programs. It is on Friday
evening, too, under the direction of Paul Petri, that the hour of
music is broadcast.
If the reader has waded through that imposing array of material,
he may be asking the question 'Well, is it worth while; who
listens to you, anyway?
Hundreds Tell of Appreciation of KOAC —
Without the least hesitation, it can be said that it is worth-while.
But it is difficult to say just who listens to KOAC. We know of a
good many and can only guess as to others. It is a rare day that
does not bring from one to a half dozen cards or letters from
listeners that trace directly to some part of the program that he
has heard. And they say that for every comment received you can
figure a hundred or more actually received the broadcast. From
the hundreds of letters received we know that the college
7

programs have been heard in 32 Oregon counties, 17 states from
California to Massachusetts, and 4 provinces in Canada.
A conservative estimate, rather carefully worked out, places the
number of receiving sets within 75 miles of Corvallis at practically
4,000 in the country and 10,000 in cities, including 6,500 sets in
Portland (a low estimate). If we take in all of Oregon on the same
basis, it is estimated that the potential radio audience is about
80,000. That allows for 7,000 sets on farms and 13,000 in cities,
with an average of 4 listeners for each set. A rough survey by the
Department of Agriculture places the number of sets on Oregon
farms at 9,000 — practically a set on one of every six farms in the
state. However, until more is known about controlling radio
waves than the best experts have fathomed up at the present
time, there will undoubtedly be large numbers of these receiving
sets that cannot pick up KOAC.
Be that as it may, the fact remains that some hundred odd points
in the state have at one time or another reported reception of
KOAC's programs and that within a hundred miles of Corvallis a
vast potential radio audience challenges the best efforts of the
institution in broadcasting interesting, usable, inspiring and
helpful programs. Radio will replace no established means of
carrying the college to the people of the state. It can, however, be
made a most potent supplement, or complement, to these
activities. Evidence at hand indicates that through the
microphone the college is reaching into the homes of a host of
citizens to whom Oregon Agricultural College is but a name and
who know little if anything of its purpose and works.

We are continually impressed with the tremendous foundation by
Wallace Kadderly, his advisory committee of faculty members, and all of
the faculty who shared in presenting the programs during that year
1925-26...the solid base they gave to Oregon's educational broadcasting at
a time when so little was known about the direction of programs and their
content. From that first fundamental statement of purpose "their
distinctive field and should not attempt to duplicate...already established
commercial stations," to their audience studies to ascertain who listened,
where and why! Such a base of programing philosophy and the scope
and variety of the programs themselves seem little short of a miracle as we
look back on the first of The Kadderly Years.
In December 1932, Wallace writing in the Oregon State Monthly, gave a
report on "the new KOAC"...the transition that was taking place following
the creation of the Oregon State System of Higher Education. He outlined
8

for the Oregon State Monthly in detail the planning on programs that
inaugurated the new era of KOAC as "All-State."
"KOAC is Oregon's own station, operated under jurisdiction of
the State Board of Higher Education and located on the campus
of Oregon State College in Corvallis."
That identifying announcement goes out over the air every
evening as KOAC finishes its schedule for the day and signs off. It
suggests the new conception of KOAC and its programs – an 'all
state' station serving as a means of contact between the people of
Oregon on the one hand and on the other all of the state-owned
institutions of higher education as well as many state offices,
boards and commissions. As a department of the general
extension division under the direction of Dean Alfred Powers
formerly head of the University of Oregon extension service,
KOAC now cuts horizontally through the entire system of higher
education in Oregon; its programs have been widened in scope
and enriched by contributions from the university and the normal
schools.
Let's call the program roll. There are a number of familiar faces –
morning meditations, homemaker hours, farm hours, business
institute, the Home Garden, 4-H Club meeting, Music of the
Masters, Around the Campus, science news of the week, the
collegiate sportlight and numerous others.
The program ranks have been rounded out, however, and several
newcomers are present. For instance — Close-Ups of Oregon
Poets, written by Ada Hastings Hedges of Portland and presented
each Monday evening at 8:15; public health messages through the
University School of Medicine added to the afternoon
homemaker hour; inspirational and entertaining readings of his
own poetry by Anthony Euwer each Monday, Wednesday and
Friday afternoon at 3:30; Mr. Euwer's informal, whimsical chats
as the Philosopher of the Crossroads each Wednesday and Friday
evenings at 8:15; The Citizen and His School arranged by C.A.
Howard, State Superintendent of Public Instruction; which brings
to the microphone each Tuesday night at 7:30 a prominent
educator or layman active in educational affairs; Interpretation of
World Events and Trends in Development by Dr. Victor P. Morris
of the University of Oregon faculty each Tuesday evening at
8:15; and reviews of books at 7:45 on Thursday evenings.
Other features of the fall and winter schedule are musicales by
students of music – from the college at 8:00 on Tuesday night
and from the university at 8:30 on Thursday; programs by
independent colleges and universities each Tuesday night at 8:30;
news of hunting and fishing conditions in Oregon assembled by
9

the State Game Commission and broadcast at 7:30 each Thursday
night. As this is written plans are being completed for a half hour
program twice a week by faculty members from the Oregon
Normal School at Monmouth.
The farm and home hours continue to occupy a prominent place
in the program schedule — in fact a more prominent place than
ever. Full-time specialists have been added to the staff to care for
planning and executing these important and specialized services
to Oregon farmers and homemakers. When the 1930 census was
taken there were 116,299 receiving sets in Oregon — about
97,000 of them, or 85 percent, are within the 100-mile radius of
Corvallis. The homemakers represented in that group of 97,000
receivers constitute the largest single group of KOAC listeners. In
that 100-mile circle there are at least 10,000 receivers on farms.
In other words, the helpful, unadulterated, impartial information
available to the Oregon farmer and to the Oregon homemaker
through KOAC has a considerable potential audience.
That brings up a question often asked — who listens to KOAC?
It's a difficult question to answer in an adequate manner.
Evidences of extensive listener interest have presented themselves
from time to time. For example, a Lane county rural survey
showed that out of 2,047 families owning radio receivers 1,649
listened regularly to KOAC; a home study course in poultry
keeping offered in 1931-32 brought a definite registration of 602
Oregon people in 30 counties; in the fall of 1931 members of 37
homemaker radio clubs met to study child development and
parent-child relationships; a total of 4,139 copies of state and
federal publications were distributed in five months in connection
with mention of these in farm and home hours. And so on.
Another question frequently asked is this: Why does KOAC
operate so many hours each day (the station is on the air 12
hours daily except Sunday).
The answer to that is found in the fact that KOAC possesses an
unlimited license. That is, a license permitting the station to
broadcast any hour of the day or night, any day of the year.
KOAC, in fact, is the only publicly owned station in the United
States with an unlimited license and authority to use as much as
1,000 watts of power. Furthermore, it possesses a broadcast
channel among the very best, if not the best, from the standpoint
of the relation between cost of operation and effective coverage.
The Federal Radio Commission has decreed that a station must
operate at least two-thirds of its licensed time. Full time is
defined by the commission as 18 hours a day. Therefore, to hold
its unlimited full time license, KOAC must operate not less than
12 hours daily, except Sunday.
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But to get back to the status of KOAC under the reorganization
of the higher educational structure, plans were made almost two
years ago and approved by the 1931 legislature to greatly extend
the scope of the station through remote control connections with
the university and the state capitol. Costs involved in that
contemplated expansion prohibited immediate attainment of the
objective, nevertheless development of the programs in that
direction has proceeded within limitations imposed by
transporting program participants between Eugene and Corvallis
and Salem and Corvallis.
The all-state status of KOAC will be enhanced when the
transmitter is joined by land lines with the Eugene campus and
the capitol, but this enlarged conception of the station and its
programs is even now an actuality.
In conclusion, let me introduce the staff that plans and executes
the programs of the "new" KOAC; Anthony Euwer, well known
Oregon poet and humorist; Zelta Rodenwold, '19, director of
women's programs; C.R. "Cy" Briggs, '21, county agent in
Benton county for the past 10 years, director of farm programs;
LuVe Roberts, ex-'26, music director and chief announcer; James
Morris, '28, former instructor in physics, announcer; Grant
Feikert, '30, acting engineer; Oliver Perkins, '31, operator; Don
Kneass, ex-'34, announcer; Bryon Arnold, instructor in the
college department of music, advisor in production of music radio
programs.
In these two articles written in 1926 and 1932 by Wallace Kadderly are
exposed many of the dreams and plans for the expanding radio service that
was KOAC. Some of the dreams came to fruition quickly. Others like the
studios on the Eugene campus came more slowly, and there would be even
greater stress before the capitol studio and its connecting lines would
become a reality. The legislative dream of 1931 not only had to have the
money to provide the technical and program facilities, but also the consent
of administrators and politicians. The capitol studio would be 15 years
waiting to become a reality.

Some Comments from 1972...

It is obvious that the Kadderly Years were landmarks of design for
Radio Station KOAC, even for its younger brother
KOAC-Television...service to the people of the state in areas not available
from any other source. Over the years these needs have changed as
11

communication changed, as available media — newspapers, commercial
radio and television, telephone, transportation, films — have made the
events of the day more accessible to the individual Oregon family. But the
basic concept remained as a challenge to staff throughout history.
What is there that KOAC can do for people of Oregon which they
cannot receive from any other source? Wallace Kadderly and his backers in
administration at Oregon State and the General Extension Division
established this fundamental concept.
Wallace referred to the struggle for protection of the station assignment
from the federal government; the unlimited license granted to KOAC; the
hours of daily operation required to maintain that license; the power of
the transmitter under that license; the maximum coverage of the Oregon
country — wherever people live in Oregon; the valuable spot on the dial.
The records of station activity, technical and programming, are full
evidence of the efforts to maintain these station characteristics which
provide this standard of technical excellence to the people of Oregon.
Through the 50-year history every action of the station has been taken so
as to protect this frequency assignment that makes it unique among
public-owned broadcasters. Constant surveillance of F.C.C. rules gave this
protection.
Wallace Kadderly established guidelines for the station managers who
followed him...aspects of station excellence: the broad base of
programming representing all phases of the newly-formed Oregon State
System of Higher Education, private institutions, public schools, agencies
and commissions of state government — even the extension of studios to
the UO campus and the state capitol — all of these left little new to be
done. And yet each of these plans was so basic to the future growth of the
broadcasting service — financially, philosophically, politically, and actually
— to accomplish the future development of the station and its programs as
first envisioned by Wallace Kadderly. We hope we haven't missed too far
of the mark he set for us during the Kadderly Years!
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Professor Paul Petri and music student Helen Wood Hoyer in a
1929 KOAC concert from Covell Hall studio.

Professor Jacob Jordan adjusts controls on the newly-constructed
500-watt transmitter completed during the summer of 1925.
13

,*alifiana& O.A.C.'s Little orchestra in the l92 studio in Benton Hall. Wallace
Kadderly at the microphone.

Jacob Jordan tunes the 192$ Western Electric 1,000-watt transmitter
installed in the new Physics building (now Covell Hall) Grant Feikert,
operator, is seated at the audio control panel.
14
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Oregon Saves Her Radio Station
there is often a tendency to cut off
newer enterprises which have not had sufficient time to establish themselves deeply in the understanding and affections of the people. Frequently these newer enterprises are the
most vital and promising undertakings
of the 'community. This is especially
true of the college broadcasting station
which, in proportion to its cost, yields a
larger return on the dollar than almost
any other expenditure that could be
made for education. It is a particular
source of satisfaction that the great state
of Oregon has saved her radio station in
spite of the difficulties which the state
board of higher education has had to
face in balancing her budget. Thus for
a cost of $100 a day, or approximately
the salary of ten professors, the state
of Oregon will maintain this vital service to the entire citizenship of the state.
When the history of education is written, generations yet unborn will pay
tribute to the men and women who had
the vision and courage to pioneer in
education by radio.
Like many other pioneer enterprise
ffillE VISION and friendly attitude of Governor
radio station KOAC has had to b
1 Julius L. Meier have been an important
factor in preserving for the state of Oregon
for its life at every step of t
its fine radio station.
The National Committee on
by Radio was impresse
beginning with the e
promise of this mat
the committee g
KOAC Saved — Radio station
/
KOAC, which was near the point of
0
being "sold down the river" due to
fouls to operate it. was saved when B. F. Irvine made
%.°
peal for its preservation. He said, "No man should he on
Ci`.tm
is
board
of higher education if he permits that radio station,
r
04'
Jrk,
worth $200.000. Co be thrown away. He should be run out of
.‘t'' .1e 6, 4Dt
e
the state.'
bNP
. b °P
Dr. W. J. Kerr, president of Oregon State Agricultural Col.1/49
‘;‘
lege, presented a suitcase full of data comprising hundreds of
kzletters from listeners of the station, telling of its value to them.
On this showing several members of the board, all set for the
",;,••
"execution," decided to change their minds.
•
Dr. Kerr is to raise $7500 to "carry on" the station until
July 1, the new fiscal year, and then the board will provide
$36,000 in its budget to pay for next year's cost.—From the
Oregon Journal, March 19, 1932.

I

N TIMES LIKE THESE
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LEG/SCAT/YE
DIRECTION Basic administration of KOAC was first at Oregon State Agricultural
College from 1922 to 1932, then was placed in the newly created General
Extension Division with the establishing of the Oregon State System of
Higher Education at the end of those first ten years of KOAC history.
From time to time there have been measures introduced in the Oregon
legislature which have given direction to the operation and the services of
KOAC. Federal laws gave directions, too.
The record shows that in 1931 the Federal Radio Commission was
laying down national standards for operation of fulltime broadcast stations
(KOAC was one of these) which required that a station holding such a
license must operate a minimum of twelve hours per day but could be
silent on Sundays. KOAC up until this time had been on the air some four
or five hours each day. Attempts were being made to obtain permission for
KOAC to be exempt from the full-time, 12-hour day, rule. This would in
effect have said that KOAC could come and go from the air anytime it
wished — but no other station could use the hours we were not
broadcasting.
Legislative action was taken in Senate Joint Memorial No. 13 asking the
Federal Radio Commission to exclude KOAC from the provisions of
General Order No. 105. Memorial No. 13 was passed and sent to
Washington, D.C.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 25 empowered the State Board of Higher
Education to provide for the use of KOAC by the state boards,
commissions, officers, etc. Under this resolution data were assembled on
the cost of establishing remote control studios at Salem and on the
University of Oregon campus in Eugene.
It should also be a matter of record here that on July 14, 1931, an
official committee met representing each of the institutions in the State
System and the State Department of Education, Federal Commissioner
LaFount and Oregon's Governor Meier. The meeting produced a formal
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resolution requesting a year's delay in the imposing of the 12-hour day
restriction on KOAC. The resulting ruling of the Federal Radio
Commission denied this request and took steps to cite KOAC for hearing.
Seeing danger of denial of renewal of the KOAC license the State Board
of Higher Education authorized the station to go to a 12-hour day and also
authorized the manager of KOAC to seek commercialization to the extent
neces.cary to maintain the 12-hour schedule. KOAC went to the new
12-hour day on September 21, 1931. Budgetarily this was a difficult move.
I transferred, for instance, half time from physics to KOAC programing ,
with the physics department continuing to pay my full salary for the year.
Similar arrangements were made with other departments.
The Federal Radio Commission, at least unofficially, frowned on the
proposal for commercialization. Commissioner LaFount stated that he felt
it would be disappointing for a station with the purpose and activity of
KOAC to be forced to turn to commercial operation. Wallace Kadderly
was in San Francisco interviewing possible commercial managers when
word was sent to him by the administration of a reversal in decision and
"to come on back home." The proposal to go commercial did not come up
again until 1945 when Allen Miller, in resigning as manager, left his
recommendation with the administration that commercialization was the
only alternative to an increase in state support. KOAC must have better
funding. No action was taken on the recommendation but some better
state funding did come.
But to return to earlier history — early in March, 1932, the station was
told that the State Board of Higher Education had asked its finance
committee to study the value of KOAC. The committee asked President
Kerr to seek information on the extent KOAC was heard in the state.
Director Maris of the extension service assembled a group to confer on
how best to obtain the answers...H.C. Seymour, L.R. Breithaupt, Miss
Claribel Nye and Mr. Kadderly.
This group resolved to go directly to the radio audience. Statements
were prepared and the staff broadcast them for two days. I was in the
midst of an early morning newscast when Mr. Kadderly stepped into the
studio and placed a small square of note paper on top of my newspaper
with which I was scanning the headlines. The note expressed the need for a
response from our listeners concerning the worth of the station to them.
Response was almost immediate and unanimous. 986 letters and postcards
flooded the station in one day. Final count for the two days was
"continue the station" 2,898; "discontinue the station" 6. Of the six who
did not wish the station continued, five were from Corvallis and KOAC's
signal was causing them interference.
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President Kerr went to the next board meeting carrying two suitcases of
letters. He and B.F. Irvine, member of the board, made a plea for the
station and the finance committee appropriated the year's operating
budget of $36,000.
Since the Oregon senate had authorized the use of KOAC for general
dissemination of state business in Resolution No. 25, the station was
authorized by Governor Meier to obtain budget funds from other state
boards and commissions wherever possible to help support station costs.
This was difficult to do. Only the Board of Forestry was in a position to
use and contribute towards operation of the station. At the request of the
Board of Higher Education all alternate plans for future operation were to
be studied. Five alternatives were suggested:
1. Increase the value of the station by establishing studios in Salem and
Eugene.
2. Maintain 12-hour daily operation only from Corvallis.
3. Lease the station with attempt to reserve certain hours for
education.
4. Sacrifice full time license and operate on reduced hours.
5. Close the station and sell the equipment.
After much discussion the Board decided to follow the second
recommendation and operate the station 12 hours per day from the
Corvallis studio. It was also at this time that the radio station was
transferred to the General Extension Division under Dean Alfred Powers,
and Wallace Kadderly was named manager. The board saw this transfer as
making possible increased use by the other institutional members of the
State System. You have read of the expansion of the program schedule as
you read the Kadderly Years. No longer would it merely be the "college"
station. KOAC would belong to the whole family — UO, OCE, UOMS,
SOC, EOC, etc. It is significant to note that future guidelines for station
expansion have been pinpointed in all this action: studios on the
University of Oregon campus in Eugene and in the Capitol in Salem. A
makeshift studio in a practice room in the UO Music building was only a
few years away. The Capitol studio wouldn't come for 15 years.
F.L. Ballard, in his history of agricultural extension, writes of this
period:
The interim period between the taking over of KOAC by the
General Extension Division and 1946 was one of uncertainty for
station KOAC. Some members of the Board of Higher Education
were strongly critical. They appeared to base their objections
upon continuously increasing costs. On several occasions it
appeared there was likelihood that the station, now a valuable
property, would be sold to commercial interests. Each time such
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a sale seemed imminent friends of the station brought about
expressions of support from listeners which were suprising both
in their volume and their emphasis. Also, on two occasions,
attempts were made by Commercial interests to gain possession or
to come so close as to cause interference with the KOAC signal.
In all these situations the station prevailed, however.
An advisory council was appointed on radio policy with
representatives from the office of the Chancellor and from the
University and the College. This council met many difficulties in
maintaining and advancing radio station KOAC as an integral part
of the educational program of the state System of Higher
Education.
This advisory council reported reaching agreement to file an
application with the Federal Communications Commission for an
increase in KOAC's power to 5,000 watts.

We should go on and comment that the new transmitter design had
already been completed by Grant Feikert, engineer, and his staff, and the
present installation at Granger resulted from this study and decision. The
Federal Communications Commission granted authority for the 5,000
watts on a daytime schedule, but limited power to 1,000 watts at night in
order to protect the Tongue Point Naval station from interference. It was
on the occasion of KOAC's 25th anniversary, December 7, 1947, that the
fulltime power was finally achieved.
We find no references to this advisory committee and its actions
beyond 1945 but do know that the same group of men met on many
occasions in informal sessions to advise on station administrative decisions.
L.R. Breithaup, Major Ed. Allworth and F .0. McMillan served often as an
informal committee to hear my problems and to advise on a course of
action.
It should also be noted that in 1939, in the legislation which provided
authority for the increase in power to 5,000 watts the designation of "The
State Station" was also received, further strengthening the plans of the
KOAC staff to serve departments, boards and commissions of state
government, and moving us one more step closer to the studio in the
Capitol in Salem.
At this point the Oregon legislature had completed the major portion of
its actions relative to the radio broadcasting service. But they were soon to
take a number of positive steps towards educational television.
In 1951 when it became evident that the state's educational centers
were to have television channels reserved for nomcommercial purposes,
Douglas McKay, then governor of Oregon, called on Chancellor Charles D.
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Byrne for a report on what the state-supported schools proposed to do
about TV. Dr. Byrne appointed three of us to his study committee: Dr.
Glenn Starlin of the U of 0, Grant S. Feikert, Oregon State College, and I
represented the General Extension Division and was named chairman of
the committee. This committee submitted its report on July 1, 1952 and
Dr. Byrne in turn submitted it to the State Board of Higher Education.
The Board adopted our report and forwarded it on to Governor McKay,
where it remained on his desk as unfinished business following his
acceptance of the position of Secretary of the Interior in the Eisenhower
Cabinet. The attention of the new governor, Paul L. Patterson, was called
to this report by Chancellor Byrne, together with the new information
that the Fund for Adult Education had offered help to the extent of
$100,000. A similar offer was waiting for Channel 10 in Portland.
As momentum began to gather among citizen groups there were a
number of meetings with members of the Oregon legislature, hearings
before the House education committee, and a special conference of leaders
called by the governor. Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 7 was read and
adopted by both houses. This resolution empowered the governor to take
all necessary steps to secure continued reservation of channels 7 and 10 for
noncommercial, educational television. No funds were included in the
resolution.
On October 12, 1954, Governor Patterson convened a committee on
ETV with Gardner Knapp, of Salem, chairman. After four months of
study the committee reaffirmed interest in ETV for Oregon and
recommended the governor appoint a committee to definitely plan for
ETV. Introduced in the next session of the legislature by Senator Robert
Holmes and Representative Maurine Neuberger was a bill providing for an
educational television system with Higher Education. This bill did not get
out of committee.
Another bill by the Joint Ways and Means Committee, House Bill No.
748, provided $5,000 with which to study and report at the next session
of the legislature. This bill did pass. Governor Patterson designated the
State Board of Higher Education, and Chancellor John Richards
reactivated the original TV study committee: Starlin, Feikert and Morris.
At the same time Dr. Richards activated a study committee on the
possiblities for closed-circuit TV teaching between the campuses of the
State System for use in a possible research grant on teaching by television.
It is a matter of record that costs of interconnecting the campuses for
closed-circuit teaching proved prohibitive, but use of open-circuit
television to accomplish the same purpose was within the financial budget
of the project as proposed. KOAC-TV, Channel 7, went on the air in
21

Coil company, which owns
KPTV, already has offered the
use of space in KPTV's building atop Council Crest for a
transmitter site. Many of the
other capital outlay expenses
would take the form of equipment, rather than money.
Still using the experience of
other cities as a guide, McClung
said $80,000 of the annual operating cost might be raised by
a contribution, perhaps from
school districts, of $1 for eat%
pupil In the area; $30,000 in $10
memberships from f amities
which would use pamphlets,
published as adjuncts to the!
educational TV programs; and
another $30,000 in fees from
persons who take an active part
In adult education programs.
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PLAN FOR PLANNERS—Harrison T. McClung fright) explains to Dr. John R. Richards, chancellor of state system of higher education, composition of proposed committee
for planning educational TV programs. McClung, West Coast
consultant of National Chinni Committee for Educational
TV, San Francisco, presented plan to Portland group, Community TV, Inc.. which hopes te operate station here.

Education TV Group
Urged to Lay Plans
Community Television, Inc.,
last week received encouragement to organize an operatlona
committee to Plan Programs
and enlist talent.
The encouragement cam e
from representatives of educational, civic, industrial, and
similar groups who met with
officers and trustees of Community TV, Inc. The corporation is a non-profit organization which has applied for
channel 10, one of the outlets
reserved tentatively by the federal communications commission for non-commercial, educational purposes.

•
• •
THE OPERATIONS commit-

tee was proposed by Harrison
T. McClung of San Francisco,
West Coast consultant of the
National Citizens Committee for
Educational Television.
Explaining that similar committees have been used by many
of the more than 100 U. S.
cities which are building or
planning educational TV stations, McClung proposed that a
25-member committee be comprised of five persons from each
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of five groups: Schools, higher
education, cultural Institutions,
community affairs, and laborindustry-conservation.
Representatives of those
groups at the meeting gave
unanimous assent to the suggedion.

•

•

McCLUNG ALSO estimated
installation and operating costs
for a Portland station.
0e estimated the cost of an
adequate plant at $300,000 and
annual operation expenses at
$120,000.

•

• •

USING SEATTLE, San Francisco, Pittsburgh, and other
cities with plane for educational
TV stations as examples, he
said the sources for capital outlay for a station In Portland
could be: $100,000 from funds
and foundations; $50,000 each
from Portland State college,
which will have • course In TV,
and some other educational institution; and $40,000 for a
transmitter site. Mrs. Robert E.
Stearns, first vice president of
Community TV, inc., said Herbert Mayer, president of Empire

•

•

NO FINANCE committee was
considered at the meeting, although a group similar In composition to the proposed operations committee Is a possibility.
The corporation also discussed the feasibility of starting educational programs now,
over commercial TV stations,
rather than waiting until its
own station begins transmitting.
That system is in use in other
cities, It was pointed out.

OREGON CITIZENS' COMMITTEE
FOR EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
If you are looking for the facts and figures on the
proposed state-owned educational television developleant, the Oregon Citizens , Committee invitee you to
read the following information concerning the project.
THE PLAN ADOPTED= The Oregon Citizens' Committee for Educational Television,
Elmer McClure, chairman, 1135 S.E. Salmon, Portland, adopted the
following plan at its meeting January 16, 1953.
Transmitters - Channel 7, Corvallis (Nary's Peak site)
Channel 10, Portland (Council Crest site)
Studios
- Eugene, Corvallis, and Portland
Remote Mobile Unit and Kinescope Recorder
THE COSTS: Total physical plant as outlined above $894,833.00 less the sum
of $200,000.00 offered by the Fund for Adult Education, of the
Ford Foundation. Net Cost $691433.00.
THE DEADLINES: Definite action toward consummation of the project most be shown
by January 31, 1953, to protect the offer of the Fund for Adult
Education.
Reservation of the Channels 7 and 10 must be completed by the filing
of construction permit applications with the Federal Comoomications
Comaission by June 2, 1953, otherwise the channels are subject to
filing by commercial interests. The reservation solely for noncommercial, education television on these channels expires June 2.
THE COVERAGE: Good viewing from Cottage Grove on the south, to the state line
on the north, to the Cascade Range on the east, and the Oregon coastline from Tillamook to Florence.
THE AUDIENCE: 1,100,000 persons within Oregon boundaries.
THE PROGRAM:CMGs All the educational needs of the area would be served as
determined in consultation with educational groups, institutions,
school districts, libraries, art museums, etc., and upon advice
of the proposed Oregon Educational Radio and Television Council.
ADMINISTRATION: The resolution and proposed legislation adopted unanimously by
the Oregon Citizens' Committee for Educational Television calls for
administration of the television development by the State Board of
Higher Education. Also gives authority to the station management to
seek other /kinds from foundations, public agencies, etc., to develop
the maxima effectiveness of the educational TV programming.
COSTS PER PERSON AND FAMILY:

Physical Plant: 46.3 cents per Oregonian
41,39 per Oregon family
Annual Operations 13.3 cents per Oregonian
40 cents per Oregon family

EXHIBIT E-3
STATE OF OREGON
EDUCATIONAL TELEVLSION EXPANSION PLANS
PREPARED IV
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October, 1957, as a result of funding for use in the campus daytime
teaching-by-television project. It also became available for regular
open-circuit broadcasting and the KOAC staff began programming for the
general audience during the evening hours. The KOAC program staff, after
a daytime schedule of programs on radio, spent the evening hours on
broadcasts by television for the new Channel 7 audience.

Opera star Helen Jepson visited the KOAC studio for an interview prior to
her concert on the Oregon State University campus. We enjoyed the few
moments to talk with Miss Jepson.

Don Dill, KOAC's Capitol reporter, films a feature for Channel 7 with
David H. Cameron, Oregon Employment Commissioner.
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Foresters in Action...weekly gatherings of the Forester's Club
around the KOAC campfire. One of KOAC's outstanding series of
broadcasts.
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Recognition must be given to administration under which the station
staffs in programing and engineering performed their several functions,
though as we begin this chapter no long involved discussion is intended.
We do know that what happens in an enterprise such as educational
broadcasting depends upon the individuals who are in administrative
authority and the organization in the institution or the system of colleges
and universities under which the unit operates.
As we look back over The Remembered Years there appear to be four
major periods of time determined by administrative control. The first of
these is the ten year time block from 1922 to 1932. These were the years
when KOAC was a part of Oregon State Agricultural College. There
followed a block of 31 years following the creation of the Oregon State
System of Higher Education, the transfer of radio programing (and for a
while engineering) to the General Extension Division covering the period
from 1932 to 1963; then what might be called an educational media
period from 1963 to 1971; finally an administrative shift from the
Division of Continuing Education to direct administrative control under a
vice chancellor in the State Board's central office. The latter shift was
accomplished under direction of the 1971 Oregon legislature.
Those acquainted with the inside workings of KOAC could each
individually come up with other outlines for the 50 years since programs
were lust begun. I have jotted down several different outlines. It's an easy
task and no one seems to suffice. Particularly during the 31 years between
1932 and 1963 developments give me differing administrative slices of
station operation. But basically let's assume these four units clustered
around common administrative personnel and legislative purpose.
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ministrators gat er at KOA transmitter as station goes 5 ,000
watts. (1 to r) President Strand, OSC, Dean Cramer, General
Extension Division, Edgar Smith and Eddie Sammons, State
Board of Higher Education, Dean Gleason, OSC Engineering, F.
0 McMillan, consulting engineer, Grant Feikert, chief. Ben
Ballard is at the controls.

1922-1932
Prior to 1932 KOAC belonged to Oregon State Agricultural College. It
was operated under the administrative leadership of President William
Jasper Kerr. Dr. Kerr, a strong supporter of broadcasting, had delegated
program direction to his agricultural extension service. Agriculture and
home economics extension made great use of the new medium to reach
Oregon farm families. Operation of the physical plant was left in the
capable hands of the physics department, Dr. Weniger, head, and Professor
Jacob Jordan about whom we have heard much. Paul Maris, in cooperative
extension, had delegated programing to Wallace Kadderly of the
information and exhibits office. To support this group Dr. Kerr named a
faculty advisory group: including men like E.T. Reed, L.R. Breithaupt,
Major Ed. Allworth, Paul Petri, Frank Ballard, Harry Seymour, F.O.
McMillan.
1932-1963
The opening year of this second period saw inauguration of the new
State System of Higher Education and the bringing together of all colleges
and universities in the state under the new State Board of Higher
Education, and its executive officer, the Chancellor. Dr. Kerr was named
as the system's first chancellor. In the reorganization that occurred all
extension activities common to the several institutions were combined in
one General Extension Division and Alfred Powers was named dean.
KOAC joined with audiovisual instruction, state-wide night classes,
correspondence study, and the Portland Extension Center under Dean
Powers. Wallace Kadderly transferred from agricultural extension to the
newly created General Extension Division to manage KOAC and serve as
its program director. Grant Feikert was named engineer.
Kadderly, in an earlier part of The Remembered Years points up the
fact that this change in status of the station opened up whole new
horizons of service for KOAC: becoming a radio outlet for all institutions
of the new system, as well as agencies of state government. These changes
resulted in growing pains in both programing and engineering. Programs
as broad in scope as the entire system and state government seemed to
demand greater coverage of the Oregon population and more hours in the
broadcast day. These demands in turn became budgetary ones. Engineering
could not increase power without expanding the physical plant.
Programing could not increase the length of the broadcast day without
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NY-Wins Point in
Radio KOK Batik
A brief 10 word message from
Ben S. Fisher, representing radio
KOAC at Washington in the titstion'atiglrt to keep KOY of Phoenix,
Arizona, off the 550 kilocycle wave
length, stated that the rodentl communications commission had "af.
firened KflY decision grouting SY/
KC to 'them."
The message tame to L. R. Breithinipt, head of the local committee which hes been in charge of
the Ii0At nirgie of thapase.
Breithaupt said he needed more
particulars before he would be able
'to decipher. the. eltr..L.EatiallOn ad
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more money for staff and program content. The status quo no longer
prevailed for KOAC.
It goes without saying that when a complete reorganization of the
administration of a group of state-owned institutions takes place such as
happened in Oregon, there will be many struggles. Institutions, and
departments within those institutions, hesitate to give up courses, books,
laboratory equipment, faculty, even deans. Situations like these came in
Oregon with the creation of the new state system, for there was real
elimination of duplication for the saving of the budget dollar with
common educational objectives and courses centralized on a single
campus: liberal arts and humanities to the Eugene campus, science to
Corvallis, business administration to Eugene, engineering technology to
Corvallis, music majors to Eugene, etc. Books were moved between
campuses, faculty, administrators.
In a family quarrel ones view of the conflict depends on which side you
find your loyalties. Such a quarrel developed between the General
Extension Division and Cooperative Extension over protection of the
assigned station frequency when a Phoenix, Arizona, station filed with the
F.C.C. to transfer to KOAC's valuable frequency of 550 kc. Legal advice
to KOAC administration was to the effect that KOY was within the spirit
of the new radio law regarding station separation (1,000 miles) and that it
would be futile to fight. Yet it was a known fact that at night KOY would
seriously hurt reception for KOAC in important southeastern Oregon
areas. Oregon State College thought the General Extension Division had
done too little to protect the KOAC frequency from encroachment by
KOY and sought to sway the Commission by public letters and petitions
to grant KOAC new hearings and in effect rescind action already taken in
favor of KOY. The two administrations were polarized. Station
management was split apart with engineering returned to Oregon State
College, as well as the F.C.C. license for the station, programing remaining
with the General Extension Division. This was an administrative decision
that affected total management for the next 25 years.
Today, with what we know about the resolution of conflict, we
probably would say that communication was lacking between OSC and
GED. In the light of present knowledge and from the safer vantage point
of the years it appears certain that communication between old and new
administrations of KOAC could have brought the two together into a
powerful team, and KOAC might have reached a new peak of success. But
we have to remember a part of history as today we pick up the telephone,
use the tie Imes to other state offices, order a state car and in an hour can
be in an administrative office in Portland or Corvallis. Communication was
more difficult in 1932. The archives hold a telegram sent at nine o'clock
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one morning from Manager Luke Roberts in Corvallis to his dean, Alfred
Powers, in Portland: "Are you coming down today as planned?" and the
telegraphic reply some time later that morning: "Not today. I have a
conflict." It would be hard to sit down and use the "no lose" method of
Dr. Tom Gordon, Pasadena psychiatrist that he uses in his A.E.T.
(administrative effectiveness training) classes. These skills need the
closeness of modern communication in order for satisfactory solutions to
be reached. Richard Hubbell in his book 4,000 Years of Television
emphasizes the point we're trying to make, when he says "...progress of
civilization has always been indissolubly linked with man's ability to
communicate with his fellow man. To communicate — to send ideas,
thoughts, and information from one person to another. In lands where
there is no communication with the rest of the world, there is no
progress."
It would take too long to analyse the differences in top administration
from the occupants of the chancellor's office. Suffice it to say that each of
the men, Kerr, Hunter, Byrne, Richards and Lieuallen, studied the various
elements that go to make up a successful broadcast station and/or
educational network and each made his own unique contribution.
Planning for television began under Dr. Byrne as chancellor and with
the early support of Dean Cramer. I made my first study and report for
Cramer in 1947. Dr. Byrne appointed his first official study committee
(Morris, Feikert and Starlin) in 1951-52. John Richards, who succeeded
Byrne as chancellor, came with very close ties to the national movement
for educational television and gave his full support to Oregon being
included. His genius in this area and the friendships he possessed with
national ETV groups (Ralph Steetle headed the Joint Council on
Educational Television in Washington, D.C. at the time) meant much to
Oregon ETV. Dr. Richards personally directed our efforts in what turned
into a successful drive for funds and facilities to put Channel 7 on the air
in Corvallis, in 1957, and four years later to add Channel 10, Portland. In
the midst of this push for ETV Dr. Richards brought Ralph Steetle to the
staff of Continuing Education. With Steetle came his experience in
educational broadcasting and his Washington years as executive director
for the J.C.E.T.
Dr. Roy Lieuallen rounds out the group of chancellors who saw
educational broadcasting through the 1932-1963 phase of the 50-year
history. He figures most prominently in the final two segments of
administrative history: 1963-1971, and the current phase which follows
upon the 1971 legislative decision which split broadcasting from the
Continuing Education budget and placed it directly in Dr. Lieuallen's
office.
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STATION
MANAGEMENT
Program managers left their marks on KOAC through the next 25 years,
too. Managers Luke Roberts, Allen Miller and I, like Kadderly, were
responsible for the day-to-day program development. We served under
deans of general extension including Alfred Powers, V.V. Caldwell, J.F.
Cramer, Phil Hoffman, and James W. Sherburne.
Shaping the administrative atmosphere under which program managers
and deans together worked on KOAC, were the chancellors of the State
System. Following Dr. Kerr were Dr. Frederick M. Hunter, Paul C. Packer,
Charles D. Byrne, John Richards, and Roy E. Lieuallen.
Luke Roberts and I both had been staff members during the Kadderly
years and sought to implement the programing philosophies with which
we had been active and supportive. Recently I made the observation that
really Luke and I didn't do anything new during our years in program
management. We just sought to carry out the Kadderly dreams, seek the
budgets with which to expand facilities to studios in Eugene and Salem,
overcome the philosophies of politicians who were afraid for us to put a
studio in the Capitol, lest our scheduling of state government and the
broadcasting of legislative sessions embroil the station in politics. All the
while basic programing philosophy followed lines laid down by
Kadderly: provide an alternative to commercial programing for the
radio audience, seek to program in those areas not served by our
commercial competition.
Allen Miller came to KOAC between Roberts and Morris with a
management viewpoint which differed from both. He sought to compete
with commercials, use some of commercial's techniques, play more
popular and western music. But in all fairness I must add that Allen kept
the basic educational services of the schedules : the news in depth (in fact
he greatly added in this area through Chicago Round Table techniques
which he had pioneered for the University of Chicago), increased our
attention to special events, worked hard for the new studio in Salem,
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supported the School of the Air with professional staff. From this point in
time I guess only in the area of music did he capitulate to commercial
trends but audience surveys indicated forcefully that our listeners
appreciated the return to the classics, pops and concert music in later
years.
Miller left KOAC in 1945 and Dean Jack Cramer put me in charge of
KOAC programs. Cramer spoiled me when he called me in his office and
said "You're going to run the station. I'll back you up on every decision
you make — but I'll tell you when you're wrong!" It was with that
challenge ringing in my ears that I began 18 eventful years. And Jack kept
his word. For about a year in 1955-56 Cramer, who moved to the
presidency of Portland State, was succeeded by Dean Phil Hoffman and
then by Jim Sherburne. I had had the good fortune to know Sherburne
well from Oregon State graduate school days when course work had been
taken under him. Sherb had been head of psychology at Oregon State and
knew KOAC well.

1963-1971
Dr. Luke Lamb came to Oregon from Missouri in 1963 to assume the
task of integrating all educational media of the division into a single
unified department. He had been sought by Dean Sherburne for just this
role.
There were many changes when Luke, after some months of study,
announced plans for his new unit. The broadcasting stations (KOAC-Radio
and KOAC-TV, KOAP-TV and KOAP-FM) were merged with audiovisual
instruction and instructional materials into a single department. New
managers were appointed for both stations, Bill McGrath at KOAC and
Lester Mock at KOAP. I moved into a position as assistant to the director,
leaving this within a few months to accept the job as head of DCE's
Information Services. Ken Warren moved up from the KOAC staff to the
assistant director position. Upon Lamb's resignation in 1967 to move on
to the University of Wisconsin, Lester Mock became director of the
broadcast unit, Bill McGrath manager of KOAP, and Bob Hinz manager of
KOAC. The unification of educational media ceased as a department when
Luke Lamb's position was not filled following his resignation. Ken Warren
moved from the media office to the new responsibility of head of
Instructional Materials.
I've always taken pride in the fact that Mock, Hinz, McGrath and
Warren were all on my staff at KOAC. Hinz came from the University of
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Oregon via study at Stanford, McGrath from the OSU speech department
faculty, Ken Warren from commercial radio in Fresno, California, Les
Mock worked as a student while an undergraduate in education then
stayed on at KOAC following completion of his degree program
1971 to Date
Here there are abrupt and dramatic administrative changes due to the
action of the 1971 Oregon legislature. This session, as mentioned
elsewhere, took educational broadcasting from the Division of Continuing
Education where it had operated since 1932, and placed it as an individual
unit in the office of Chancellor Roy E. Lieuallen. Dr. Lieuallen named
Don R. Larson, assistant chancellor for public affairs, as director of
broadcasting. Under Don's leadership is evolving a new image for Oregon
Educational Broadcasting. Be sure and read the chapter "The Future —
Campaign for Excellence."
Again we empnasize the opening statement of this chapter. What
happens in any enterprise mirrors the people who administer the program.
The engineering directions guided by Feikert and Jordan, and the work of
the program managers (Kadderly, Roberts, Miller, Morris, Mock, McGrath
and Hinz) under leadership of Deans Powers, Caldwell, Cramer, Hoffman,
Sherburne and Andrews...all integrated by the basic decisions of the
several chancellors...paved the road down which educational broadcasting
traveled in Oregon.
Fifty years of KOAC broadcasting: 1922-1972. And may there be
many, many more such years!

Allen Miller holds the George
Foster Peabody Medal awarded to
KOAC in 1942.
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A very quick glimpse at early commercial broadcasting seems in order if
one is to put the original KFDJ in its proper perspective and then be able
to look at the two parallel tracks that educational and commercial
broadcasting have travelled during the growth years. The dial, AM and FM,
packed solid with today's stations, makes it difficult to remember what it
was like in the early '20s.
Incidentally when you look at the frequency response curve of the old
carbon mike you wonder how the listener ever really understood the
speech or recognized the music that was broadcast. Grant Feikert, in his
professional engineering thesis,1 plotted the curves of that carbon mike
and the new dynamic microphone of the '30s. The 1920 version had no
tones below 200 cycles, no highs above 1,500 with the peak at 1,000
cycles about four times the volume of either the low or the high end.
"That ain't good." By 1937 the dynamic mike was able to respond to
frequencies down to 40 cycles and up to 1,500 almost in a straight line,
and then in varying amplitudes on up to 12,000 cycles per second.
Obviously sound pickup became more like the original speech and music
than it had beer 15 years earlier.
Roger Houglum, veteran educational broadcaster for the Eugene school
system and Lane Community College, has gathered some of his memories
to add to mine on early Oregon radio stations. We've already mentioned
KGW and KOIN among the pioneers. Actually Wallace Kadderly spent
considerable time telling me about the many visits he made to talk over
basic radio programing with Dick Haller, manager of KGW, and Dolph
Thomas, manager of KOIN, then operating from the basement of the old
Heathman (now the Park Haviland Hotel). Faculty people from Corvallis
/ Grant Stephen Feikert, The Economic and Technical Aspects of Radio
Station KOAC, unpublished thesis, Electrical Engineer, Oregon State
University Library.
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traveled to Portland during 1923-24 to contribute public service
programing to KGW. Admittedly this was an effort to help the Oregonian
get the assignment as Portland's NBC network outlet if and when that
network was formed. He did and they did!
Add to these two stations the Meier and Frank Co. with 50 watts of
power on 1210 kilocycles, their studio in a 6th and Morrison show
window; KFIF, Benson Polytechnic High School, 100 watts on 1210 kc;
KQP, I-LB. Read, 50 watts on 1140; KFJR, Ashley Dixon, 50 watts on
1140; KTBR, Brown's Radio Shop, 50 watts on 1140; and KFWV, Wilbur
German, 50 watts on 1410 kc. With Roger, I'll agree there must have been
some, real hassles over the shared-time frequencies of 1210 and 1140
kilocycles and the right to broadcast in prime time.
KGW continues to operate under the same call letters as 1926, and at
almost the same point on the dial (610 kc in those days), Benson went on
to become KBPS for the Portland Public Schools, KOIN remained, KFWV
became KWJJ; KFEC, KFJR and KQP no longer exist in Oregon.
First broadcasting in the state outside of Portland was in Eugene in
1923. An advertising dentist by the name of S.T. Donahue set up a crude
broadcasting station in the reception room of his dental offices in the
building across the street from the Heilig theater. I was there for one of his
first live studio programs when his performer was a male opera star
appearing at the Heilig. Imagine the sound in small hard-finished lath and
plaster "studio" when this rich baritone voice was allowed full volume!
The result was a reverberating high-pitched whistle which was permitted to
continue to the end of the song by a very startled singer...whose next
words were "My! I've never sung in a place like this before!"
Not good broadcasting by today's standards, of course, but every
program was one more addition to the store of knowledge about a great
new system of communication.
Also in Eugene at about this same time, Royal Lewis, a radio pioneer
and ham operator was broadcasting recorded music from his home near
the millrace on East 8th Street, and the newspaper "SPARKS" of the
Eugene Radio Club reported the Eugene Radio Laboratories was making
plans to build a broadcast station. This predicted station failed to
materialize. As the owner of Eugene Radio Labs I changed my plans,
closed the business and moved to Corvallis to attend O.A.C. Thus began
my lifetime of association with KOAC. We often wonder about the course
of events if we had carried out those earlier plans!
It was then just a few months until Frank Hill put a broadcast station
on the Eugene air from a studio upstairs over the family 5-10 cent store on
Willamette street. Frank took the station on through its pioneer days to
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become KORE and he and Mrs. Hill to become very successful commercial
broadcasters.
It should be a matter of record, too, that the military contributed to
broadcasting history in Eugene. During the summer of 1921 the army
moved a contingent to the Eugene airport to serve as fire protection for
the surrounding forests. A rather powerful transmitter was part of the
installation for communication purposes. During a number of hours each
day, and quite aside from its needs for communication, phonograph
records were fed into the transmitter. Not only did this provide
entertainment if you wanted to listen...so powerful was the signal that a
great number of Eugene telephones heard the music loud enough to drown
out all normal conversation.
Many of the earliest of stations disappeared from the air, a few
remained, and other new ones began to obtain licenses to operate. Ten
years later there were 20 commercial stations well established and the two
educational stations, KOAC and KBPS. KOAC continued as one of the few
of its kind on the nation's land grant college campuses and KBPS as the
only remaining high school AM station in America. Nationally the
depression years saw 202 college stations become just 22!

The O.S.B.A. Years

Allen Miller had just come to KOAC in 1941 as program manager when
the heads of the commercial stations organized their first association to
solve some of their common problems. Allen had worked closely with the
commercial stations in the State of Washington while he had been at
KWSC, and prior to that time he had originated the Chicago Round Table.
This discussion program was the forerunner of Viewpoint, Face the
Nation, Meet the Press, and all the rest. The Chicago Round Table was a
popular commercial network program so it was natural for Allen to be
drawn into the first meetings of broadcasters in Oregon.
There were bills in the sessions of the legislature which had a bearing on
broadcasting in the state, broadcasters were being encouraged to take an
active part in the National Defense Program, there was an increasing
demand for coverage of high school sports, all of which were common
interests for commercial and educational broadcasters alike. Here was
begun a close working relationship between commercial and educational
broadcasters in Oregon.
By 1946 agreements had been worked out between the General
Extension Division's Dean J.F. Cramer and the Oregon State Broadcasters
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Association to establish a much needed association office at KOAC. I was
named O.S.B.A. executive secretary.
A monthly newsletter was begun; network origination of high school
championship sports in basketball and football provided these games to all
Oregon stations with costs prorated among the ordering stations for
telephone lines, engineering and sports staff; a placement service for men
and women seeking jobs in Oregon stations. Here, too, were the beginnings
of cooperation between the Oregon State Fair and the commercial
broadcasters in promoting those "8 Great Days!"
KOAC also sought to serve member stations of the O.S.B.A. from its
own programing. Recognizing the public ownership of the educational
service, and the fact that commercial stations reached many people living
on the fringe of KOAC programs, it seemed appropriate to spend a few of
our dollars on distribution of our programs to commercial stations wishing
to broadcast them. It was also recognized that many who tuned to
commercial stations never tuned to educational broadcasts. Here, then,
was a whole new audience for our programs.
Such service to commercial broadcasters became possible in 1946 with
the coming of the tape recorder to broadcasting, especially after processes
for mass duplication of tapes were available, and tape recording became
standardized to the point that tapes we made could be played in
commerical stations and returned to Corvallis for erasure and reuse on
other programs. There followed extensive distribution of selected school
programs, agricultural tapes and broadcasts we were preparing for state
agencies: traffic safety, aeronautics, labor, health, highway, etc.
The O.S.B.A., increasing in membership, with the normal growth of the
state, found its needs changing. One of those was seen to be a new
relationship with the School of Journalism at the University of Oregon
from which many of its broadcasting news staff were coming. It seemed
wise to follow the pattern of the newspaper publishers and move the state
O.S.B.A. office to Eugene where their executive secretary could also teach
radio journalism. Our role as executive secretary terminated and we were
sorry. But almost immediately we were swept up in a wave of efforts to
bring educational television to Oregon. And we blessed Bob Summers for
coming to Oregon to end our O.S.B.A. page of history. KOAC has
continued its assistance to commercial broadcasters in Oregon as a member
of their association and continues to work with them in supplying taped
and live broadcasts produced for Oregon Educational Broadcasting that are
also of interest and value to member stations.
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NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
It's a common American trait for a group of people to get together and
organize around a common interest. Business people organize a Chamber
of Commerce to study local business problems, commercial broadcasters
assemble to discuss industry items, a racquet club forms to promote its
special exercise. From the beginning, managers of educational radio
stations were getting together to bat their ball around, too.
The records of the F.C.C. show that during the first 15 years of
broadcasting, 1921-1936, there were a total of 202 educational stations
licensed but the attrition rate was high and only a third of them lived more
than three years. The 202 became 22 during the depression with the most
of those survivors on the campuses of the land grant insittutions. It is
conceivable that educational broadcasting as we know it could have died if
it had not been for the land grant colleges and the grasp which their
cooperative extension services had of the use they could make of radio in
dissemination of information to rural America. The Hatch Act establishing
the land grant schools directed them to use all means of communication to
distribute agricultural and home extension information...and here was
educational broadcasting!
Looking at the post-depression map of educational radio stations I still
get some of the old feelings of isolation out here on the west coast with
only KWSC, Pullman, as a college station neighbor. Kenny Yeend, manager
at KWSC, and I corresponded every once in awhile about common
problems. And then there was Major Garland Powell, manager at WRUF,
Gainesville, Florida. He was almost a legend to us, he was so far away...and
the N.A.E.B. was almost a Big-10 Club. So many of them were clustered in
the Big-10 region. Our first visit to one of the N.A.E.B. national meetings
brought us in contact with Harold McCarthy, Wisconsin, Frank Schooley,
Illinois, Bob Coleman, Michigan State, Burton Paulu, Minnesota, Dunn of
Oklahoma, Hull of Ames, Menzer of Iowa City.
The National Association of Educational Broadcasters has continued
down through the years to be a strong voice for education-owned stations,
through its influence in Washington, operation of a network among
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member stations, and as a professional association for people. For a few
years during the forties it was joined by the Association for Education by
Radio devoting its efforts to in-school use of radio. The total
organizational movement has also included the television forces of the
Joint Council on Educational Television, mentioned in the chapter on
ETV, for which our own Ralph Steetle served as executive director. The
J.C.E.T. helped to preserve the channels set aside for ETV while educators
and citizen groups fought to convince legislators that ETV was here to stay
as a tool of education, and while methods of financing construction on the
reserved channels were being developed.
As these stations finally became reality then the organizational
structure added National Educational Television. The University of
Oregon's president Harry Newburn resigned that post to take the
challenging one as president of N.E.T. The 1950s saw Dr. Newburn giving
substantial leadership to the ETV movement from his Ann Arbor,
Michigan, office.
Bob Hinz, general manager of KOAC, echos our feeling of loneliness
separated for nearly 50 years out here in the far west when he says:
Except for occasional get-togethers at national conventions and
membership in National Educational Radio (a division of
N.A.E.B.) radio managers and their stations functioned alone and
with very little sense of national unification or purpose.
This was completely turned around when Congress passed the
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 and established the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting. CPB quickly set up a Radio Advisory
Council composed of 12 educational radio station managers from
around the country.
Out of RAC, among other things, came National Public Radio,
Inc. Headquartered in Washington, D.C. NPR became a national
production entity and interconnected nearly 100 stations in 1971
to form the NPR network and began daily, live program offerings
to member stations. The daily "All Things Considered" is NPR's
anchor program; "90 minutes of rich diversity of ideas and
speaking with many voices." NPR depends heavily on program
submissions from its member stations, foreign, and other
domestic sources as well as its own Washington staff. KOAC and
KOAP-FM, Portland, became charter members of the NPR
network.
It is fitting to note that Bob Hinz was named a member of the original
CPB Advisory Council and in KOAC's 50th year is a member of the NPR
Board of Directors, serving as vice-chairman.
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PRE55UPIE5
OF TIME
It's amazing how one's understanding changes with the passing years.
The pressure of time used to be one of our favorite topics of conversation
during The Remembered Years. The successful broadcaster developed
habits of punctuality. Even of arriving in the studios well ahead of
broadcast in order to catch your breath after climbing the stairs of Covell
Hall. The clock didn't stand still for anyone.
If you were standing staring at the teletype news ticker across the hall
from the studios when the clock moved to noon there was a minor
catastrophe in the control room and occasionally a near-collision in the
crowded hallway! There was no time to wait for the last bit of a news
story to write its way across the platen. If the emergency bell on the
machine had just rung you quickly arranged for someone else to tear the
story off the machine and rush it to you at the microphone.
If programing called for changing announcers, or a guest to appear, and
he was nowhere in sight, you made do with what you had on hand. This
might be phonograph records, bits of newsy information, thumbnail
sketches of household or garden advice, highlights of features on the
schedule for later in the day, public service spots, or what have you.
So it was natural for pressures to build.
It's interesting how perspectives change. We had developed that sense of
"making do" with the program material that was handy. You went on the
air with what you had. As a program participant you knew what was
missing that had really been intended to be included. You knew what
music had been carefully prepared or planned for, which speakers were
supposed to be in the studio. But always there was that thought in the
back of your mind "not responsible for last minute changes in announced
programs!" This seemed to take the pressure off. And — just perhaps — the
listener wouldn't know that the program was not like it had been planned.
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From the vantage point of the editorial chair of Continuing Education
Publications we can now see how small the pressures really were in those
days of broadcasting. This is the week that a book is supposed to be off
the press to be used as a text in a new course just starting. Publication date
is still two weeks away...perhaps three. This is the morning that you have
an emergency crew in the mail room ready to prepare the fall promotion
campaign. The copy got bumped on the press yesterday to make way for
an emergency printing of high school visitation materials. You're printing
the proceedings of a recent conference for which people are waiting. And
you still don't have all the manuscript from authors. In retrospect we'll
take the time pressures of broadcasting. When the clock says this is the
hour and the red light goes on from the control room you begin the
program...take the several components you have in the studio, and with
these mold and adjust so as to give the listener the best and the most
complete broadcast possible.

"

RECORDING

In retrospect much of this pressure of time has been lost in the modem
broadcast studio. Those were the days of live broadcasting in The
Remembered Years...the exact moment when the program was produced
was also its time on the air. Today's modern miracle of tape recording had
not yet arrived. There was little opportunity to store up the broadcast. For
over 20 years there was none. The soloist, orchestra, band, panel of
speakers, whatever the program makeup, production could not be
scheduled in advance of going on the air. Rehearsal — yes — but not
production. Everything was assembled in the studio at air time.
Today segments of programs can be put together, tape recorded, stored
on the shelves for future scheduling. Bits and pieces spliced together and
put in the can until scheduled.
Of course we recognize the many advantages that have accrued to
broadcasting from the developments of magnetic recording. KOAC took
advantage of them earlier than many broadcasters. One of the earliest wire
recorders was purchased in 1946 for the use of Arnold Ebert, then farm
reporter for the Agricultural Extension Service and KOAC. Just a little
while later the very first Soundmirror tape recorder delivered to a
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broadcast station in the Pacific Northwest came to KOAC. It was a marked
improvement over the original wire, quality was better, and the
opportunity to clip and splice tape gave the potential for editing programs
which could not be done with the roll of steel wire.
We admit the tremendous advantages of scheduling at the best time for
broadcast to the intended audience, the ability to obtain guests at hours of
greatest convenience (often it spelled your ability to obtain exactly the
right program content), production conflicts were smoothed over in use of
studio facilities. To say nothing of the tremendous library of educational
materials stored for future use. The many hours per week of Oregon
School of the Air broadcasts would have been impossible with the limited
staff and financing available without the miracle of tape recording.
But we remember the many scrambles occurring for production staff
and guests in those last few moments between the "ready" signal and the
red light which said "You're on the air!" And the times when somebody
didn't make it and you went on without him. And the time when the
reception door locked behind Burton Hutton — he was outside across the
hall at the news teletype in in the evening when he was all alone.
Relentlessly the phonograph record was going round and round and the
needle was getting closer to the end of the music. A desperate scramble
and jump and Burton was over the transom above the door and into the
control room just as the record came to the end of the music!
In contrast we remember the times when the clock wasn't so important
after all. If another radio station had a program to which all the listeners
were tuned, what was the use of staying on the air? Does that thought
seem ridiculous? Then, perhaps, you've forgotten Amos and Andy! And
their tremendous popularity. Theaters darkened their screens, turned up
the house lights, and rolled one of those new-fangled radio sets out center
stage so the audience could listen to Amos and Andy! What alternative did
the theater manager have? People were staying home to listen to Amos and
Andy in preference to seeing the picture at the local cinema. So with other
radio stations, KOAC announced its intention to go off the air for the
duration of the Amos and Andy broadcast...power was cut...the carrier
was turned of...and staff and program guests sat in the studio and listened
to Amos and Andy!
Closing time for a broadcast was supposed to be equally important.
There were many occasions when participants were inclined to run over
(after all, they reasoned, on KOAC there were no commercials to insert in
programs and at station breaks) and perhaps the staff was too relaxed at
times regarding closing. But the underlying emphasis was on keeping in
step with commercial practices in scheduling. You could hardly expect the
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average listener to spend all his broadcast day with education programs.
The basic habit would be selection of certain segments from the KOAC
schedule intermixed with entertainment programs from commercial radio.
This is a habit that continues to this day, even between commercial
stations. Not so much today between radio stations because we choose
these for the type of music they offer, but in television this habit of
selective viewing among all the station's offerings has built a big business
for TV Guide and the newspaper supplements.
For KOAC this pressure to end a broadcast on time resulted in the
funniest blooper ever recorded in The Remembered Years. Anthony
Euwer, poet and philosopher, a member of the program staff, was a
popular reader of adult stories daily at mid-afternoon. Tony was in the
midst of the famous novel Don Quixote. Those were the days when the
staff member usually handled his own controls, but Tony wasn't
mechanically inclined. The control board, mike switches, turntables all
confused him. So Wallace Kadderly permitted the luxury of an announcer
and control operator on the program and yours truly was there. Tony had
just reached the point in the story where Don Quixote has ridden up to
the gates of the city on his little donkey — when he looked up at the clock
and saw that it was time to quit for the afternoon. "And so we leave Don
Quixote sitting on his ass until tomorrow afternoon at this same time!"
That comment didn't sound like Tony had intended for it to come out.
There wasn't a chuckle — not a sound. In fact there was a very long silence
before this announcer had the self-control needed to open the
microphone and give the station break.
One of those popular little paperbacks of radio boners gives me the
credit for that mistake on one of its early pages. I hereby deny my guilt
and toss the kudos to Anthony Euwer!
Some other examples of time...
The basketball game (in fact more than one) in the 1925-27 years when
the batteries on the transmitter power supply ran out before the game was
done. A fan letter in those early days asked whether the transmitter had
dry batteries...if so, how new were they?...or storage batteries... if so, how
long since they had been charged? It should be noted that transmitter No.
2 had storage batteries and the time the transmitter was off the air
between program schedules was supposed to be long enough to charge
them up for the next on-the-air run.
Speaking of what errors do to programs and announcers, there was the
pianist who had a concert number that had been timed and planned for 12
minutes — but on the air it actually took only 7 minutes! Timing errors
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have always been natural mistakes, and cause confusion and consternation
for the program producer. I can well remember the scramble Luke Roberts
had to fill the five minutes that pianist left out.
And I remember, too, a mad dash from Eugene in a Model A Ford
roadster to reach the Whiteside theater for the organ broadcast scheduled
for 12:30 noon. (I made it, barely, and Eddie Syring, the organist, was
never the wiser! Nor was Wallace Kadderly until he reads this!)
The technical capabilities for program storage and transmission have
had interesting effects on the historical development of radio programing.
Any broadcast capability was limited in the first KFDJ/KOAC
transmissions to the area immediately surrounding the microphone. There
was no opportunity to develop a program which could not be brought into
the little makeshift second floor studio. History records the fact that an
actual broadcast occurred with the college cadet band jammed into the
studio, and announcer Art Kirkham out on the roof of the building's front
porch holding the microphone...just beyond the open window of the
studio...keeping dry under an umbrella, no less! It was raining. A similar
event took place after moving to the new physics building — only there
was no front porch and the mike was resting on a board nailed to the ledge
outside the open window. No chance to move the band to any other
location because connecting cables had not yet been installed.
Then wires inside a lead sheath were run underground on the Corvallis
campus through an old wooden pipe once used for a water system. And a
campus network for program origination was developed. The "old
women's gym" now the Mitchell Playhouse, the men's gym, and Bell field
were tied to the studio on the top floor of Benton Hall, and programs were
no longer limited to that burlap draped piano studio of Paul Petri. Captain
Beard and his Cadet Band could play in the old gym, college convocations
could be broadcast and basketball from the men's gym, football, baseball,
and track from Bell field. And a "remote" amplifier was built by Professor
Jordan with which to feed the program over the cable to the transmitter.
As the years went by spurs were added through heating tunnels, and
underground trenches, to extend the service to the Memorial Union and
the new athletic plant at the Coliseum and Parker stadium.
This ability to originate live programs from other locations took a big
jump forward when Pacific Northwest Bell added broadcast lines to its
service. Telephone lines could be leased for broadcast putposes and it
became possible to order service off campus. Programs could originate at
the Whiteside theater or the Hollingsworth Funeral Home in downtown
Corvallis — or the American Legion hall — or on the University of Oregon
campus in the music building, Hayward field, or the state capitol in Salem.
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If only there was a way to record the lecture, the concert, the
convocation or the game. But KOAC, like other broadcasters, was
operating years before this engineering capability was introduced.
Then recorders began to come in 1937.
From glass to mylar, with detours along the way over aluminum and
steel paths. Such was the history of "electrical transcriptions." The word
recording had a phonograph connotation, gave the listener the feeling that
the program didn't really exist, almost that it was being faked by the
broadcaster. The announcer was forced by law to say that he was playing a
record. People inquired about how many records you were playing,
criticized the number of hours of recordings that were being played — not
how many hours of Beethoven or Bach or Brahms, or how much opera was
presented. The broadcast was playing records.
So the industry invented a new term and programs which originated live
and were put on disc were "delayed to this more convenient time"
electrically transcribed! A whole new era was open to the program
manager. Those features which originated outside the studio could be fed
over lines or cables to control room and stored on electrical transcriptions
for delayed broadcast. Regularly scheduled programs no longer had to be
cancelled or moved to another spot in the schedule. On many occasions
this was still done if damage was not caused the regular schedule. Listeners
still liked to hear the program on the air at the time it was presented live
on campus (We still do, don't we? It makes us feel good when we are a part
of that live audience). But the practice of recording and delay has become
an important part of broadcast scheduling.
The first electrical transcription for KOAC was a fragile 16-inch glass
disc surfaced with a layer of black acetate enamel. I can still see the red
label on the big transcription box "Corning glass." You placed this disc on
a special lathe, lowered a steel needle down gently to cut a spiralling
groove. The groove was wiggly because you drove it with the program
amplifier and caused it to vibrate in unison with the frequencies of the
sounds being picked up. Reverse the process...play a program amplifier
from a needle travelling around these same wiggles and you heard the
sounds of the original program recorded on the disc.
Grant Feikert, chief engineer, developed the fast KOAC equipment for
electrical transcriptions urged on by Luke Roberts who wanted to take
advantage of this new programing capability he was reading about in
Broadcast magazine. Luke was on leave when this transcription machine
was finally completed. He was in New York on a Rockeffer scholarship
when I wrote him to tell of the completion of the transcription table and
lathe and the wonderful addition it turned out to be for studio use.
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Sure there were imperfections. Once in a while you got a glass disc with
a flaw in the enamel surface which didn't record right...or a faulty feed
from the mike to the recording head, and the groove cut in the
transcription turned out to be nice and smooth — no program! Or you
dropped the 16 inch glass disc and broke it.
This fragile electrical transcription also had its problems in
transportation through the mail or by railway express. Big wooden boxes
were designed in which to ship them. More than once when a program
arrived and you opened the wooden box... you found the disc in splinters.
Aluminum discs replaced the glass ones. This overcame the problems of
breakage and they could be handled with greater ease. These didn't break
— but they would bend! A transcription that was dropped would have the
first minute or so of the sound track so badly warped that it wouldn't
play. No amount of straightening would help. So you either put it aside,
didn't use it, or set the needle in beyond the bend to skip the opening.
Not many of these old transcriptions survive in the historical files of
radio stations. Their life was short in the playing, needles had to be
changed continually, and any mistreatment of the disc reduced its already
brief life.
The detour to magnetic steel wire brought KOAC its first magnetic
recorder. A spool of hundreds of feet of steel wire, which when passing
over a magnetic recording head put the program on the spool as a
realignment of the magnetic properties of the wire. When the process was
reversed those magnetic impressions were played out and amplified to
sound like the original broadcast. Fidelity was better than the old discs,
more of the frequencies of the original program were included in the
playback, and less background hiss from the process.
Then came magnetic tape! Like the wire recorder this too was brought
from Germany at the end of World War II. The Brush Development Co.
got the opportunity to develop the prototype of the new magnetic tape
machine. We heard that the new Brush recorder was on its way to
Appliance Wholesalers in Portland. Through their Mr. Douglas,KOAC was
able to purchase the first of these to arrive in the Northwest.
KOAC did acquire an RCA magazine load wire recorder shortly before
the transition from wire to tape. Like the magazine local cameras, the
RCA wire was a small-sized portable. We remember so well taking it to a
Lions Club meeting one Friday noon. None of the men at Lions Club had
seen one of these, especially Dr. Faust, a new member of the community
and club. He entertained that day with his accordian, and I had the mike
as inconspicuous as possible at the speaker's table, the little recorder by
my plate. The recorder was started as Dr. Faust began his number. Before
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he finished we had stopped the machine, quickly rewound the wire, and
was all set to play it back as he wound up his number with a flourish. The
men began to applaud, and out of the applause came the sound of the
accordion. Dr. Faust's slight bow of appreciation and his "thank you" was
interrupted with a start as he heard his own music...wide-eyed,
puzzled...he looked down at his accord ian still gripped tightly between his
two bands! A brief gasp of amazement, then recognition of what was going
on, and a roar of laughter from the crowd of Lions. The club's tail twister
charged me a dollar for advertising!
11111
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"Now, just which tape was it you wanted?" Less Mock supervised the new
tape library when it was put into service for Oregon schools.

The miracle of tape recording has continued to this day. Machines more
versatile, better frequency response, the paper tape giving way to plastic
and then to mylar. Better lubrication on the tape, less head wear on the
recorder. By 1950 KOAC had expanded its tape recording facilities in
order to distribute programs from the School of the Air to teachers, and
tapes from departments of state government were going to commercial
stations of the state: traffic safety, industrial accident, aeronautics, game
commission, and others. Back would come the tapes after playing to be
erased and used again next week.
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Almost everyone who talked with us about the promised book of
KOAC history reminded us they'd read it if we would make it funny, and
insisted on our telling all the humorous things that happened down
through the years. But as we tried to write the first draft of The
Remembered Years it sometimes sounded dry and dull. Somewhere along
the road we missed the turn to the Land of Fun and Games.
The spirit moves me to write these few scribbles that follow into which
we crowd as many of these incidents as possible. Some may even be told
twice — here — and again in the chapter where they really belong. Then
each time in the remainder of the book when reading gets dull, you can
refer back to this hodge podge...liven up that bit of history.
I mean, like we said: Luke Roberts falling on the stairs in the early
morning hours and breaking the armload of records scheduled for that
day!...Burton Hutton locking himself out in the hall with a record going
round and round...and he's the only one on duty. Crashing and crawling
through the transom over the hall door he gets back in just before the tune
runs out!...my coming quickly through the office door and giving a
co-worker a friendly swat on the rear, only to find out too late that it was
the boss!...Burton Hutton's luck for getting girls as secretaries who were
either getting married or pregnant. He wanted to blame the typewriter and
thought of changing machines!...Linc Miller ready to give the opening
announcement for a news commentary and having the steel needle on the
record player prick his finger as he started to cue the theme. And what
came over the air was "G-- dammit, The Monitor Views the News!"
Unfortunately Linc had a goodly staff audience, including manager Luke
Roberts.
Bob Roberts and his very realistic animal noises filling the office air as
staff answered the telephone. Over the wire after the usual greeting "Good
morning, KOAC"...a pause and then a puzzled voice "Are you sure?"
John MacDonald in his mad rush across the hall from the news room to
the studio at 12 noon, after tearing the last hot news item from the UP
teletype. Woe to the unsuspecting student walking out of a Covell hall
classroom!
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Bill Gaslcins, preparing to read the World Bookman manuscript for me,
leaving the studio for the last few moments between rehearsal and
airtime...and not returning to do the broadcast. The shutoff valve on the
restroom toilet had failed to function and Bill had been caught in the
flood as the overflow filled his trousers!
The time at the studio on the fairgrounds in Salem while a special event
was in progress and the cannon was being used in solemn salute. Someone
failed to shut off the booth microphone. KOAC staff members were heard
making inappropriate remarks after each shot was feed. Arnold Ebert's
wife, Margaret, trying desperately to get the telephone line from Corvallis
to Salem to tell us we were still on the air!
A feminine member of the staff in physical education, scheduled for
the early morning exercise program, over sleeping, arriving at the studio
just in time for the broadcast — clad only in nightie and fur coat!
Linc Miller losing his aplomb at the mike during an Oregon Logger
broadcast in a studio jammed with Logger fans — he looked across the
crowd to suddenly see a young mother nursing her baby!
The vacation relief we took for Zelta Rodenwold when we interviewed
all the men on the KOAC staff about their favorite foods. There was a
serious tone about it but also a lot of fun with the recipes. When Zelta
returned she wrote a memo which said anytime in the future when we
filled in for her we were to play phonograph records!
Our troubles in trying to take press photos of Oregon School of the Air
productions for publicity purposes. Betty Patapoff was forever closing her
eyes just as the flash went off. The archives have been full of pictures of
Betty with her eyes closed!
Driving all the way back from Eugene, forty miles away, to put one gun
shot into a special broadcast for the Timberwolf Division from Camp
Adair...and missing my cue! No gun shot when there was supposed to be
one.
An early student announcer sneaking a smoke in the coat closet off the
KOAC reception room, getting rid of the butt by throwing it out the
window. Having the litter that accumulated behind a bush expose him to
the boss!
The excitement in the reception room when Don Kneass was
confronted by a demented listener from nearby Phllomath insisting that
Don had called him a son-of-a-bitch over the air! Don was happy to see the
local police arrive to escort the visitor out of the studio.
Answering a request for a demonstration of the sound of horses by
tightly holding your nose between thumb and forefinger and rattling our
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lips as we blew rapidly into the hand...only to learn that what the visitor
really wanted to hear was the sound of horses hoofs on pavement that
were made with cocoanut shells!
An unusually prosaic day in 1944 being interrupted by the news on the
UP teletype that KOAC had been awarded the George Foster Peabody
medal for outstanding public service. The University of Kentucky Medical
School had nominated us for the award for broadcasting their electrically
transcribed series on venereal disease. Then it was that Allen Miller learned
no other station had had the guts to play it! (A wonderfully successful
series and no listener ever complained about program content).
The noon news was just finished and the standard Farm Hour intro had
been given... the cue thrown to Arnold Ebert who went through his usual
greeting to the noon audience. Introducing his guest, a farmer from Linn
county area, Arnie with eagerness said, "...and what kind of farm do you
have?" Without a moments hesitation the gentleman answered..."I'm a tit
puller!" In all fairness we must add that Arnie recovered quickly and went
on to quiz his guest about dairying in the Willamette Valley.
Then there was the letter from a TV engineer on Portland's East side
the week that Channel 7 signed on the air. He enclosed a beautiful
photograph of the test pattern on his set's picture tube. The comment was
to the effect that so far as he was concerned the test pattern was all we
needed to broadcast. He wasn't interested in our programs!
Special holiday schedules often caused headaches when the program
director was trying to keep the station on the air and still let staff
members make their own family and personal plans for the day. Christmas
Eve was always a problem, of course. Especially that time when two
members of the staff were to exchange shifts immediately following the
news at 6:15. The first one finished the news at that time, set up the tape
for the beginning of the shift for the next man, and stepped out of the
control room after giving the customary station break. The tape on the
next program ran out and was followed with dead air. Frantically the
engineer on duty at the transmitter called and called the studio number —
no answer. He dialed my number — line busy. He dialed Les Mock and got
him. Les called campus police. By that time I had also heard that there
were problems at the studio. In a few moments three met on the front
steps of Covell Hall — Mock, the campus police, and me. We ran up the
stairs to the third floor not knowing what we'd fmd...no one! The
announcer scheduled to replace the newscaster at 6:15 had become
confused by the new schedule for the evening. Both men had been in the
offices earlier and each thought the other one had the programs following
the news!
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State Radio Station KOAC
Begins 33d Program Year
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Historically the station has broadcast farm programs at noon and
evening. We always were impressed at KOAC with the need for an early
morning farm program but never able to maintain a daily schedule longer
than the 12-hour minimum required of a fulltime station by the Federal
Communications Commission.
Budget reasons are obvious. At one time in the early days the station
offered a fragmented schedule, coming on for a brief period in the early
morning hours, again for a while at noon, and then returning for a third
time for the late afternoon and evening schedule. This schedule offered
many disadvantages not the least being the fact that our audience never
seemed to understand just when the station was on the air.
The list of men at KOAC in the role of agricultural director reads like a
"Who's Who" of Oregon agriculture.
Wallace Kadderly, himself, came to KOAC management and programing
from agricultural extension information, so it was natural for him to
program heavily in this field. We refer the reader to the earlier chapter on
The Kadderly Years to note with what seeming interest, certainly with
dispatch, Kadderly moved into the broader cultural programing that
became significant to the new station objectives in 1932 in the creation of
the Oregon State System of Higher Education. His devotion to agriculture
never dimmed his overview of the total station program service.
The concomitant factor related to farm programing interest on the part
of the administration was that this was an area that literally put thousands
of dollars into the pockets of Oregon farmers. Directly this was
accomplished by the market reporting service established for the station
by L.R. Breithaupt in obtaining the leased wire service of the United
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States Department of Agriculture and the extensive reporting and
interpretation done on KOAC's twice daily market reports. These reports
became sacred to the schedule. Many changes that were apt to occur in the
daily schedule with the demands of special remote broadcasts and campus
lectures were made without touching the market report periods. Well,
almost never! If you violated this principle the program director was sure
to hear comments — from those who wrote the reports and those who
heard them — or had hoped to hear them! And our sympathies were
always with them. If you were a farmer and making maximum use of the
daily markets for the commodity you grew, at harvest time you hoped
they would move to market on the dates when sales would return the
greatest profit. KOAC market reports presented faithfully in regular time
slots were most important to you as grower.
Add to this financial worth of accurate, up-to-the-minute prices on the
national, regional and local markets, the monetary worth of information
of the latest research in soils, crops, livestock, and harvesting techniques.
No wonder the farmers of Oregon follow KOAC farm broadcasts. Guests
on the programs throughout the 50 years have included faculty and
research staff, county agents and other extension personnel, the farmers
themselves and their organizations: grange, farmers union, farm bureau,
the co-ops.
Gus Hagglund, while still a student at O.A.C. was one of the early
additions to the staff to assist Kadderly with farm programs. Then came
C.R. "Cy" Briggs, Benton County agent (Cy is credited with being the first
county agent in the nation to broadcast regularly to a radio audience) and
left the county agent spot to become KOAC's first fulltime farm director.
We remember him well and enjoyed doing our share by reading market
reports in the twice daily schedule as well as many manuscripts for faculty
and extension contributors whose schedules prevented them being there in
person.
Incidentally it was with these market reports that many of us started
our broadcast careers. Talk to some of the early staff — as we did on the
occasion of the March, 1972, tribute to this 50th year of
broadcasting...Clarence White remembers first reading market reports; Joe
Mitchell, Clint Gruber, each recalled his share, as we did, and the list
would be long of students who as staff members first read the market
reports... Rex Robinson, Bill Gaskins, Linc Miller, Don Kneass, Freddie
Gleason, Barney Keep, Loren Hassett, to name just a few.
Earl Britton, well-versed in Oregon agriculture joined the staff following
Cy's acceptance of a job in agricultural information in Washington, D.C. in
1935. I remember Earl as a methodical, well-organized programer,
gathering together all the essential elements from their sources:
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cooperative extension, experiment station and school of agriculture,
weaving them together into a well-balanced source of information for
Oregon farmers.
I've made mention elsewhere in The Remembered Yeas that between
these two men, while the search was on, I handled farm programs for some
six months. A great experience for this non-farm announcer. Tremendous
support was received from the participating faculty of all departments
concerned.
Burton Hutton followed Earl Britton into the farm position. He
combined his talents in promotion and publicity (Burton came from the
O.S.U. Publications office) with his wide knowledge of farm information
and his affinity for boys and girls club work. He left KOAC in 1945 to
head 4-H club work for Oregon, a position from which he is now retired.
Burton also brought other talents to the staff, while here he did a great
many sportscasts in football and basketball. He was also active in
developing programs from the state capitol in Salem in agriculture, from
the highway department, and other offices, helping to establish the good
working relations which later enabled us to move in and develop the studio
for KOAC located in the capitol.
Hutton served his last four years on the KOAC staff under Allen Miller
as manager. And it is to Allen that we owe the credit for establishing a new
relationship with the cooperative extension service in which extension and
KOAC inaugurated a joint budget for the farm program director.
Negotiations began on this arrangement just prior to Miller's resignation to
accept appointment to the Rocky Mountain Radio Council in Denver, and
Dean Jack Cramer named me to be program manager. We continued the
task of working out the administrative detail on this joint farm
appointment with Jean Scheel of cooperative extension. Isolating all of the
costs of the farm program segment (salaries, wages, materials and supplies)
we drew up an annual budget on a share-alike basis. It was agreed that
cooperative extension would assume professional control of program
content and KOAC would assume authority for production of the program
on the air. Scheduling problems would be mutually agreed upon.
This was a great step forward and a cooperative arrangement that from
the vantage point of the years might better have been developed in many
other areas of program content: women's, continuting education,
journalism, sports, etc.
Arnold Ebert came to KOAC from a county agent position in the
Portland metropolitan area to be the first farm program director under this
new shared appointment, and was enough of an innovator to quickly take
hold of the new wire recorder and bring flexibility to KOAC programing
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that these new "wings" gave the bird. A wire recorder was quickly
purchased for Arnie. Into the field he went to talk with farmers, extension
specialists on demonstration plots, taking his audience via radio to
agricultural meetings, around the grounds at State Fair, and the Pacific
International. Now listeners could in a very real sense participate in a wide
variety of events. The wire recorder — poor in quality of reproduction —
was quickly replaced with the tape recorder when Brush Development
brought out its first magnetic tape machine. And portable tape recorders
have been a stock item for KOAC since that first year, 1946.
The tape recorder has freed the program participant from the demand
of actually having to be in the studio at the scheduled time for the
broadcast. No longer need a specialist say "I can't make it, I'll be in Bums
— Salem — wherever." Arnie could say "Come anytime that we're both
free." A new flexibility came to farm programs...in fact to all KOAC
programs. This tape trick also put the farm director on the road. No longer
must he be in the studio at the scheduled farm hour time (or have a
non-farm announcer like me substitute) but he could put his own voice on
magnetic tape. And Arnie could be attending meetings or demonstrations
anywhere in Oregon, even taping other programs for use on the KOAC
farm hour.
Arnold Ebert stayed with us until 1955 when the opportunity was
given him to chairman the agricultural extension service information
section. But in this new role has kept closely in touch with his successor in
this joint position. Bill Smith followed Arnie into the farm program
director slot and remains to this writing, though the work has vastly
changed and enlarged with the coming of television and the broadening of
the program service using the new media. Basic content has broadened,
too, with the farm family interest in all the events of the day.
Bill moved his major emphasis into television in 1957 when KOAC-TV
took the air, keeping supervisory responsibility over radio farm programs.
Added KOAC staff aids both in on-the-air duties and in production for
television. The weekly program "Oregon at Work" evolved for the O.E.B.
(now OEPBS) from Bill's TV farm programs and covers today the broad
scope of Oregon industry. But Bill would be the first to say that much of
the content of this series is of course related in some way to agriculture.
Production, with the help of director Dick Potter, using a great deal of
film as well as modem studio pickup, competes favorably with much more
expensive commercial programs. Like some other areas of KOAC
programing, these farm programs have had extensive replay by film and
videotape on commercial stations throughout Oregon.
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Rollie Smith, editor of OEPBS "The Hungry Eye" headlined KOAC's
Bill Smith in his September issue as a "winner" for awards won at the
1972 national conference of the American Association of Agricultural
College Editors. A program dealing with a land reclamation project in
Eastern Oregon which would use Portland's garbage earned a blue ribbon
(excellent). A radio feature on sheep production rated very good. Not that
special honors are new to Bill. He's been winning them for years and is
widely known as one of the best producers of agricultural and industrial
programs in the business.
Farm youth programs stand out in the memory of all KOAC staff. The
names of Harry Seymour, L.J. Doc Allen, Burton Hutton, Cal Monroe,
Glenn Klein, Helen Cowgill head the list of youth leaders who brought 4-H
club activities to the KOAC schedule.
Monday nights were 4-H club nights on the air, with leaders and club
members participating in club broadcasts. And 4-H summer school! What a
barrel of memories in KOAC history. Every delegate from all over Oregon,
every leader, in the studios to report back to families and friends of the
busy schedules during the days on campus. And on the air, too, were the
afternoon and evening assemblies.
The annual 4-H club summer school playwriting contest was a great
event for us, too. Original plays written by Oregon 4-H clubbers, cast and
presented by the club members themselves during summer school. A
manual with a set of guidelines and presenting the fundamentals of
playwriting was distributed through the club office, together with the rules
of the contest. The prize winning plays were made a part of the evening
schedule from the KOAC studios — one play a night during summer
school. A new learning experience for clubbers, good fun and variety for
the evening county programs.
The name of Mary Helen Alexander, Hood River county, heads the list
in the playwriting contest. Year after year she had an entry and she had
her share of winners, maybe even more than her share. Later she led her
own playwriting club in her county.
From our first 4-H summer school in 1929 we were impressed with the
great entertainment talent of these Oregon youngsters. One of our early
assignments was an annual 4-H Radio Revue held before an evening
assembly and featuring the talent of club summer school. Auditions and
rehearsals started with the opening day of summer school. Judges listened
to pianos, saxophones, pianos, quartets, pianos, trios, horns of all types,
pianos, skits, dramatic readings, and pianos. After final tryouts, judges
selected the individual numbers to appear on the program, and the
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performance was staged before the entire summer school audience. It was
great fun!
Duane Tucker, in remembering some of his favorite moments while on
the KOAC staff, recalled one of the 4-H radio review auditions when he
and Arnold Ebert were listening to those pianos — all approximately the
same aged artists, similar stages of training, almost identical types of
selections. Arnie passed along the observation to the judges, "Just about
like trying to tell the difference between two ball bearings!"
It is safe to say that KOAC's 4-H club broadcasts, like so many club
activities pioneered by Harry Seymour and Doc Allen led the way in
national 4-H club radio. But changes were bound to come. Enrollments
were swelling to the point where the Corvallis campus could hardly hold
them all. And the university summer school was growing, too. The two
weeks for clubbers overlapped college summer classes. So enrollments
began to be limited and the session shortened. Fewer days on campus
meant changes in program, so gone were the radio plays. Gone, too, was
the earlier scheme of having every dubber in the studio to say hello to the
folks back home and to speak briefly about his experiences at summer
school. But KOAC continued to be an important part in the total Oregon
4-H club program.
In retrospect, after working with KOAC farm programs down through
the years, and in summarizing these activities for The Remembered Years,
I am increasingly impressed by the scope of the schedule announced in
KOAC's first fall program bulletin after construction of the new 500-watt
transmitter during the summer of 1925. Wallace Kadderly in that opening
announcement for KOAC farm programs included these:
Agricultural Engineering with F.E. Price; W.J. Gilmore; George W.
Kable.
Animal Husbandry with E.L. Potter; A.W. Oliver; H.A. Lindgren; O.M.
Nelson; B.W. Rodenwold.
Bacteriology with G.V. Copson.
Boys and Girls Club Work with H.C. Seymour; Paul V. Maris; Miss
Helen Cowgill; L.J. Allen, A.G.B. Bouquet.
Dairying with P.M. Brandt; I.R. Jones; N.C. Jamison; V.D. Chappel;
B.T. Sims.
Entomology with Don C. Mote; H.A. Scullen; Joseph Wilcox; B.G.
Thompson.
Farm Crops with G.R. Hyslop; E.N. Bressman; E.R. Jackman; M.B.
McKay; Don C. Mote.
Farm Management with H.D. Scudder; R.S. Besse.
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Horticulture with W.S. Brown; C.E. Schuster; C.J. Hurd; C.L. Long;
Henry Hartman; A.G.B. Bouquet.
Poultry with A.G. Lunn; W.T. Johnson.
Plant Diseases with H.P. Barss, S.M. Zeller.
Soils with C.V. Ruzek; J.S. Jones; R.H. Robinson.
A total of 130 lectures by 43 members of the agricultural faculty
scheduled for Monday nights on those first farm hours in KOAC history.
Think of the years of training and experience, the knowledge, powers of
research and observation assembled in that burlap lined KOAC studio
during 1925-26. Is it any wonder that the progressive Oregon farmer
adjusted the catwhisker on the crystal and put together his first vacuum
tube receiver to "pull in" KOAC farm programs!
The 1925-26 faculty established a mark of excellence for radio
broadcasts that KOAC sought to match throughout The Remembered
Years.

omen
=Especially
If modern women's lib takes an unprejudiced view of her sex and puts
woman up on a pedestal equal in all ways to men — we've been doing this
at KOAC throughout the 50-year history.
Women's Programs have been second to none — the same professional
standards for the staff, equal time on the air, the highest quality
production, full share of special event time, equal responsibility and
highest production standards.
From the earliest days programs featured the women from the
cooperative extension staff and the school of home economics. The
1925-26 schedule was rich in their contribution to the new broadcast
station: homemaking, household administration, household finance,
household art, household science, physical education for women. Lest you
think that all programs centered around the home, on Friday nights
women were appearing for the college library in a series that literally
continues down to the present time.
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The first programs bring names of people long remembered: Claribel
Nye, Florena Jenks, Marion Gunn, Mabel Wood, Zelta Rodenwold. I am
sure that there were others. These women laid a groundwork for a 50-year
program schedule. Supplementing the faculty lectures were the timely
homemaker chats with "Aunt Sammy." These were prepared in
Washington, D.C. (hence the name Aunt Sammy) and Marion Gunn and
Zelta Rodenwold gave these chats on a regularly scheduled basis during
daytime women's programs.
Zelta Rodenwold tells about having Wallace Kadderly walk down the
few blocks to the Rodenwold house one evening to talk with her about
just trying her hand at reading manuscripts from time to time as needed on
the new broadcast station. She was then editor of the O.A.C. Alumnus.
Like most everyone else we know, the didn't think the could do it.
Kadderly insisted that she try. Out of this beginning with the Aunt Sanuny
chats came Zelta's more than 20 years as director of women's programs for
KOAC.
In a recent visit with her (the is now retired from professional life and
living in Portland) we still found the vitality and enthusiasm she gave to
her programs for women, and the understanding of women's needs
brought to her new job in the 20's and 30's. Being a creative person Zelta
was innovative in programs where there was no background of experience,
no heritage to receive from previous staff...everything the tried was brand
new, being done for the first time. Out of these efforts came twice-daily
broadcasts "Especially for Women"; the organization of study clubs,
groups of women in various localities within the coverage area, often with
very few radio receivers in their homes which forced them to come
together if they wished to listen. And an assortment of programs by
women's interest groups: Federated Garden Clubs, American Legion
Auxiliary, D.A.R., League of Women Voters. Then there were non-credit
courses such as art lessons with Bernard Hinshaw, college classes like
Shakespeare as taught by M. Ellwood Smith. There were practical
vocational talks: choosing the correct product with which to paint your
house, care of the tools in the home workshop, how to use and care for
the electric razor.
It is worth noting that by the time Zelta left the station for
Washington, where she edited the journal of the American Home
Economics Association and followed this with assignments at Beltsville for
the Department of Agriculture, the radio clubs had run their course for
KOAC.
There were now sufficient radio receivers in homes. It was no longer
necessary to organize groups of women and have them cluster around the
radio of one of the more fortunate families to listen. This recalls to mind
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that some of the pioneering projects in sections of the east saw agencies
installing receivers in communities (mountain, mining, and otherwise) so
that whole communities could for the first time gather to hear radio
broadcasts. Here in Oregon the principle worked to provide clubs of
women with programs pertaining to their interests. These clubs also
provided opportunity for them to hold their own discussions following the
close of the broadcast. But by 1945 they had for the most part run their
course.
Zelta Rodenwold opened her microphone to women students:
Associated Student programs on the weekends (Saturday mornings) which
combined substantive content (etiquette, good taste, cultural items) with
popular music of the day. Into the studios they crowded program people,
drama, and a campus dance band to bring music and variety to the
program. Wilma Post, Betty Steele, Betty Sue McCready, Cosma Arnold,
Mary Olive Snarr, Dorothy Hill, Mary Louise Armstrong, Marguerite
Woods, to name but a few of the A.W.S. women who regularly presented
these programs.
Midweek in a morning women's broadcast the girls from the Home
Economics Club participated in "Calling Mrs. Oregon." Here the girls
answered questions about the many programs and curricular activities of
the School of Home Economics. A lively question and answer period, this
was a popular segment of the week's schedule as developed by Zelta
Rodenwold, and one which continued down through the years supported
by a number of the women's program directors to follow. Our memory
leaves out far too many of the girls who gave of their time in busy
schedules to share responsibility for these broadcasts. But to name a very
few we must include: Roxie Frederickson, Shirley Howard, Barbara
Douthit, Mary Heumann, Barbara Alford.
Zelta Rodenwold and the directors who followed her during this second
half of The Remembered Years continued the fine series of programs
presented by the faculty of the School of Home Economics and the
Cooperative Extension Service.

Zelta Rodenwold begins
the Aunt Sammy series.
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We must remember, too, in 1947, Mary Louise Armstrong. She was a
protege of ours, home economics student, who got all the experience
possible while in school: women's programs and radio plays. Mary Lou
probably appeared in more radio plays on KOAC than any other student:
a wide variety of parts were played, but even as a young performer she
sounded mature and probably played more mother-type roles for me than
all the rest of the girls put together. After graduation Mary Lou went to
the National Livestock and Meat Board and traveled extensively as a
demonstration agent for the board. Following a sick spell and surgery she
returned to Oregon. The women's program spot at KOAC was open. Mary
Lou reported for work and six weeks later was gone. Cancer had taken her
life — much too soon — cutting short what would have been a great career.

Mary Louise Armstrong, women's
programs, 1947.

Lillian Schloeman (Warren) also an OSU home economist, already on
the KOAC staff, where she was filling in for Mary Louise Armstrong, was
named director of women's programs. Lillian carried on the traditions
established by Mrs. Rodenwold, but, of course, added her own variations
to the already established programing practices. From this vantage point
almost 25 years later I look back and wonder if I gave Lillian as much
freedom to be creative in her own right. She had grown up next door to
the Morrises and I wonder if I always continued to think of her as a little
girl!
In 1950 Lee Stringfellow (Nelson) came to KOAC as women's director
and probably made the greatest impact on station programing in the
shortest possible time. Her activity with the Home Economics Club of
Oregon State girls mushroomed. Lee had an especially professional way in
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handling the girls and they produced superior programs for her. Her tenure
on the staff was relatively short; she met the newest member of the male
staff, Jim Nelson, who came from Iowa to be production director for the
station. They fell in love arid were married. In those days the rules of the
State System of Higher Education were rigid. Two members of the same
family could not be employed in the same department. It was still a man's
world in 1950! Jim Nelson remained on staff and Lee resigned to establish
a home and to begin to raise a family. Jim and Lee Nelson later moved to
Minneapolis-St. Paul where Jim has made a career in commercial television
at KSTP. Lee has made a broadcasting and extension information career
for herself at the University of Minnesota.
Two other women have followed in succeeding years to the women's
program position. Gladys Chambers and Shirley Howard (Shirley was
mentioned as one of the girls active in college days on Calling Mrs.
Oregon). She also assisted in other ways in vacation spots on KOAC
programs.
Gladys Chambers (widow of Bob Chambers former head of the
psychology department at OSU, and a psychologist in her own right as
well as home economist) came to KOAC on staff in 1951. She stayed on
staff until retirement. Her years of service included those fantastic times
when the staff was preparing for the coming of television, participating in
their own continuing education workshops to learn TV techniques, and
rearranged her own work program to give less emphasis to radio while
undertaking weekly programs "on the tube" for that boisterous new baby,
KOAC-TV. Having been a faculty contributor to KOAC programs in the
years prior to joining our staff, Gladys brought a new kind of stature to
the position. Listeners reacted favorably to her programs, and she drew
heavily upon the OSU faculty in fields of interest to Oregon women. She
gave emphasis to programs of broad cultural interest, those akin to the
Great Books concept, to the League of Women Voters, and other
significant women's efforts in the Oregon Community.
Shirley Howard returned to KOAC upon Mrs. Chamber's retirement in
1959 to assume direction of the programs upon which she participated as a
student. She came from commercial home economics experience, the
result of employment with Oregon's Consumer Power Co-ops, home
demonstration activity in the uses of electricity in rural areas, publication
experience, and radio broadcasting of women's type programs by tape
recordings on Oregon's commercial stations. Shirley assumed the dual role,
as had Gladys Chambers, of daily radio programs and weekly television
broadcasts. The television series was modified with the changing
philosophies of the years since 1963 but programs for women have
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continued. Faculty and students in college, women's organizations in the
state, women in politics, in whatever field of endeavor, continued to
present their story to other Oregon women via KOAC radio. New
directions are bound to come in the light of women's lib.
Shirley, through her own broad contacts with women's organizations
strengthened this aspect of KOAC programs: D.A.R., Women's Clubs,
A.A.U.W., League of Women Voters, OSU Faculty Women. Especially did
she move into the area of women in politics and contributed significantly
to the development of the new woman's image as standing along side of
men in political office.
KOAC contributed a great deal of her time to Oregon State University
for the year leading up to the institution's 100th Anniversary. The success
of documentary television and motion picture films honoring that event
were largely due to her intensive search of the archives of the institution
and her ability to assemble the materials into meaningful broadcasts. These
programs were played on many television stations in Oregon and the films
shown to a great many club and alumni audiences as well as on OEB
stations.

Mrs. J. W. Scheel and Mrs. Martha Gray, presenting manager Bill
McGrath the Award of Merit for KOAC's 35 years of continuous
broadcasting for the Oregon Federation of Garden Clubs. (Morris
looks on).
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NEWS 7odm
-Niev‘ts

Spebal
It had been the original intent to title this segment of The Remembered
Years as "News and Special Events." But in thumbing through a back file
of correspondence and materials from the early forties we stumbled on
one of Allen Miller's program bulletins in which he listed me as "director
of news and war programs."
Actually I had forgotten that title to the responsibilities held during
those years, though I remember the experiences well. The result was a
reorganization of the chapter.
News
News of sorts has always been a part of programing for KOAC. During
the very earliest days Wallace Kadderly compiled clippings from the news
(campus, community, and regional) and it was read by assigned members
of the staff. Jack Foley accepts credit for the very first newscasting in
1925-26. Jack was a senior at O.A.C., editor of the Barometer student
daily. He also insists he was the originator of the rip-and-read technique.
Add to Jack's name among those who read the news — Art Kirkham,
Web Edwards, Rex Robinson, Winston Wade, Roger Ball; Clarence White,
Rod Phillips, Alan Johnson, Loren Hassett, Don Kneass, Linc Miller, Ted
Carlson, Joe Mitchell, Bob Hinz, John MacDonald...etc., etc....always with
the fundamental intent to fill in and around what was being done in news
by other media.
One of the earliest organized attempts was an early morning newscast.
Kadderly called us into the office in old Agricultural Hall (offices were in
another part of the campus separated from the studios) and laid before us
a new format. He reasoned that there were many, many people who
needed early morning news and were not able to get it. Over much of the
listening area the Morning Oregonian, out of Portland, was the only
newspaper and many families did not subscribe. Those were the days when
KOAC signed on for the early hours with a schedule of meditations, music,
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market reports, news and sitting-up exercises. Then signed off the air until
a later hour under the theory that for a mid-morning period of the day no
one had time to listen to radio.
As to the news — I was to stop at the corner store on the way to the
studio and buy a copy of the Oregonian. The program was to be called
"Scanning the Headlines." It would be plagiarism and violation of
copyright laws for me to read the stories directly from the paper. But I
could read the headline, then just talk about the news behind that
headline. This became a popular format. We rapidly looked through the
paper, marked those stories that seemed most important and timely, and
with the paper spread out on the table in front of me, went on the air
reading the headlines and ad-libbing my way through the stories that
created them. The paper got full credit, of course, as the source of the
news I discussed. The adlibbing experience gained here carried me through
more than 40 years of annual commencement broadcasts, several hundred
of football and basketball, and a seemingly endless series of lectures,
convocations and other special events. To say nothing about all the "tub
thumping" we did in helping to make television a reality for Oregon.
Improvements in KOAC coverage of the news evolved when the
Corvallis Gazette-Times became a subscriber to the United Press news wire.
Luke Roberts made arrangements to get the carbon copy of the material
coming off the G.T.'s new teletype. Source, of course, was the news wire
terminal in the paper's downtown newsroom. Twice each day Linc Miller
or one of the rest of us on staff would ride Dan Hiller's Yellow Bus
downtown...Dan would wait in the street outside the newsroom while Linc
ran inside to tear the carbon off the teletype roll, and ride the return trip
back up Monroe street to the campus and KOAC. If Linc and the rest of us
were too busy to make the trip, Dan Hiller was so anxious for the business
that he would leave his bus double parked at the G.T. door, run to the
teletype, rip off the news, and throw it off in a tight little roll at 16th and
Monroe as he drove up the street on his route back to the campus. Most of
the time someone from staff was there to catch the roll as Dan gave it a
heave. As you can guess there was then a mad dash back to Covell Hall to
edit the copy and prepare it for broadcast. Not quite Jack Foley's
rip-and-read technique, but close!
Phase three of news came with decision of the Gazette-Times to change
wire services from United to Associated Press. Naturally UP hated to lose a
newspaper, but they also did not want to lose a radio station. The wire
service proposed to install a teletype in the KOAC offices on campus. This
was in 1934, times were bad, and KOAC budgets were slim indeed. Luke
Roberts, station manager at the time, offered the United Press no hope of
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financing a direct wire service into the studios. During the discussion,
someone asked the question "What is KOAC paying now?" So Luke
figured up the combined cost of the carbon paper on the G.T. teletype,
the cost of the two daily round trips to town on the Yellow Bus, and
United Press installed the teletype in return for that paltry sum. This was
probably the best bargain KOAC ever received.
Down through the years the cost of United Press leased wire service
increased, of course, as inflation had its effect, but never at the rate
comparable to the amount commercial stations paid for a like news
service. And we've been forever grateful to UPI.
News with integrity became a byword of the KOAC staff. As
commercial radio moved to headline techniques KOAC devoted increased
blocks of time to news in depth to supplement the headlines which the
listener was receiving with his commercial programs. Commentary was
added, both by our own staff and from selected national sources serving
the educational stations. Some came in manuscript form, others by that
new miracle — the tape recording from the N.A.E.B. — and today, by
direct wire through the national facilities of public broadcasting.
Emphasized, too, was campus news (Oregon State System of Higher
Education colleges and universities) and Oregon Reporter type news. For
several years Neighborhood News of Oregon was a popular feature as
supplied by journalism students of the University of Oregon. This featured
a roundup of news out of the state's weekly newspapers. Chuck Boice,
now with OSU Information remembers this well while a student at U. of

0:
News of state government became a major area of concern and of
increasing emphasis when the Salem studio was opened in the state capitol.
The names of many KOAC staff and students have been associated with
newscasts down through the years. Add to the list of pioneer newscasters
given earlier: Bill Gaskins, Al Reed, Ken McCoy, Dick Burger ,Steve
Ellington, Clint Gruber, Chuck Spear, Jeannie Popovich and Louise
Rossman (during the war years), Bob Roberts, Bob Hinz, Phil Kalar, Bob
Richter, Don Dill, Lester Mock, Bill McGrath, Kenneth Scott Wood, Jerry
Walker, Jess Leonard. And I guess I did my share from 1928 to 1963. Add
to this list the present crew who round out the Golden Years! And then
there are others I'm sure I should have remembered.
Some tremendous events are in my personal file of memories. Included
are the words that came through at the beginning of World War II that "at
no time are you to broadcast any mention of 'heavy water'." Very few
persons were aware of the progress being made towards splitting the atom
and development of the atomic bomb. We found out later that few who
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worked on the war effort at the Hanford plant, in Washington, were really
aware of the end result when their individual efforts were all put together.
Having come into KOAC from the physics department I knew the
fundamentals of this heavy water concept. A real good friend, Dr. Earl C.
Gilbert, was head of chemistry at OSU and a research chemist in this
general field. So deep down inside we knew the import of the caution that
went out that day on the nation's newswire to newscasters.
Then there was the day when F.D.R. died. The emergency bell jangled
continuously on the teletype behind my desk. The first flash item was
quickly torn from the news roll and Zelta Rodenwold's morning women's
report interrupted to read the announcement. I can still recall the depth of
depression felt at the moment, the great question mark that was in my
mind, and everyone else's, about this relatively unknown Harry Truman,
vice president, who would now take F.D.R.'s place. Then, as the day and
the week wore on, we recall the tremendous effort that was made by the
wire services and other media to fill in the gaps in knowledge about
President Truman. How our confidence began to return as we came to
know more about the man.
And again the bell on the teletype sounded like a four-alarm fire! The
bomb dropped on Hiroshima! We hastily read the flash typing its way
across the page. Ripped it off the machine and again headed for an open
mike on Mrs. Rodenwold's morning program. On the way we stepped
through the door to the office of Dr. Richard Dempster, physics professor.
He'd been on the staff of the California Radiation Center, Berkeley, before
coming to Corvallis. I wish you could have seen his expression when I read
the two-line item! And the way he rose from his chair! This was the
first time I fully realized that Richard had been involved in the early stages
of development of the material for the bomb before his health had failed.
He knew the nation's capacity for the development of the material in the
atom bomb and knew at the moment that the rate of production was such
that they had just enough with which to make two more bombs.
It was difficult to read that flash on the air. Welling up before your
mind's eye was the import of such a new weapon, the conjecture as to
what it might do to end the conflict, how it would effect the future of
world problems between nations, to say nothing of the revulsion which
people felt, including those who had full knowledge now of what they had
actually been doing in working on many bits and pieces of this scientific
development.
No one really understood, or at least very few, what tremendous
scientific achievement had been accomplished. Dr. W. Weniger, head of the
OSU physics department, my first boss and good friend, came on the air at
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our invitation to talk about atomic fission, and attempt to explain in
layman's terms just what actually had been done. But few listeners could
understand. "Fission" sounded too much like what you did on a good day
down on the Alsea, over in Waldport bay, or up at Odell Lake. Slowly
people began to understand, or maybe just gave up and accepted the fact
that a horrendous new bomb had been invented. They began, instead, to
wrestle with the question as to whether scientists should have even carried
the research to fruition. And this was the point at which commentators
took over and replaced the newscaster.
KOAC War Programs
The war program part of this director's title evolved from the need to

put together in some organized fashion the many facets of the materials
coming across the program desk related to the total effort...war bonds,
news of Oregon servicemen, the spirited new music of the day, USO and
church-related activities for service men, Camp Adair as one of the largest
Army training bases located just a few miles north of Corvallis, and many
other activities of the emergency. All these called for coordinated radio
programing. A daily program block titled "It's Oregon's War" sought to be
this unifying force.
Out of these efforts came a great block of programs especially for and
about Camp Adair. Officers in charge saw a need for use of radio to
conduct orientation lectures for the three divisions of men training at the
base. Allen Miller rose to this need and Adair officers came to the KOAC
studios to broadcast those orientation lectures. On base at Adair the
enlisted men were assembled at radio receivers and one broadcast of the
lectures served an entire division of men. Classified information was still
handled on base in personal contact between officers and troops. But there
were great segments of the orientation material that could be broadcast.
This information did double duty — it proved to be valuable for the
regular KOAC audience to know.
Special Services at Adair used KOAC, too. There were a host of
talented men who had been called into military service. Individual
entertainers, musicians, dramatic stars, announcers. Under their Special
Services officers many outstanding programs were produced and broadcast
from the KOAC studios. Local station production for us was limited to
studio arrangements when the cast and musicians arrived in Corvallis, and
for assembling and operating the sound effects needed for their dramatic
productions. These shows seriously taxed what we previously had thought
of as a big studio. It was crowded by the time a dance band, small men's
chorus and dramatic cast were ready for showtime. Fortunately acoustics
were pretty good. The same could not be said for ventilation. Open
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windows helped, but also allowed extraneous noises to enter, to say
nothing of the college whistle which blew to control campus classes. And
skilled operators were needed in the KOAC control room to manage the
extreme range of sounds which mikes were forced to pick up during Camp
Adair broadcasts.
Special Event Broadcasts
Broadcasts of special events have always played an important part in
news coverage of "Oregon's Own Station," ranging from earliest
convocations in the men's gym beginning in the 1920's through to events
of the present day. A college campus is rich in such scheduled events;
prominent scientists, the arts, humanities, concerts, entertainers, politics,
all are represented in the activities scheduled for faculty, students and
townspeople.
I first remember these broadcasts as a student attending college
convocation in the men's gymnasium. Jacob Jordan had arranged for both
broadcast and public address system. Hanging from the ceiling was what
looked like a painter's scaffold, and on this scaffold above the speaker's
platform as on a shelf were two huge cardboard cone loudspeakers pointed
out towards the crowd.
Evolution of equipment to handle such specials is an important part of
the history. The early carbon mikes were insensitive, big enough to hide
the speaker's face (or probably big enough to hide the crowd from the
speaker), and were prone to pack their carbon granules and further reduce
the sound pickup. We can well remember when prominent campus visitors
were in the midst of lectures and the carbon packed on us. The only
known solution was to rap vigorously on the side of the microphone case
(akin to kicking it) to shake up the carbon. It's pickup ability would be
restored.
Governor Charles Martin was giving a convocation address in the men's
gym which was jammed to the rafters. We were serving in the dual role of
operator and announcer when this technical difficulty occurred. Seemingly
there was only one thing to do, if KOAC wished to continue the broadcast
of his address...crawl out across the stage in front of the platform party,
reach up to the mike and "kick it!" This we did despite the feeling at the
pit of the stomach. But that event led to a wonderful development. We
replaced the single head on the microphone stand with a double one. At
the next special event we installed two carbon microphones, ran both
cords back into the control room under the stairs and henceforth were
able to use either mike depending upon which one was working best. But
we always felt guilty about the size of the wall we had thrown up in front
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of the speaker. One of those early carbon mikes was big enough (6 1/2
inches across and 8 inches high) to say nothing of two of them. But my
problem had been solved.
We laugh as we think about the portable equipment used in those early
days. Jacob Jordan had assembled two boxes of equipment. One was a
Western Electric amplifier in a solid oak box about two feet wide, two and
a half feet high, with a quarter inch steel panel, and all the necessary
controls and amplifiers. The other was a box of batteries — storage
batteries to run the filaments of the tubes and "B" batteries for the high
voltage. Each box of this portable equipment took two men to lift it, and
the college truck was always on call to transport KOAC to special events
on and off campus. One could measure and trace the history of special
event broadcasts from that original "portable" remote gear through the
smaller suitcase amplifier and microphone assembled by Grant Feikert and
his technical crew, until you finally had one that was literally small enough
to carry in your coat pocket.
Communication between the remote crew and the studio also evolved
with the changes in technical equipment. In the 1920's and 1930's the old
hand crank farm telephones were used between auditorium or playing field
and control room. Underground communication lines paralleled the
campus broadcast circuit, and the ringing pulse of the old telephone
generator would cross over into the broadcast circuit. This system of
communication worked great until air time, but once you were on the air
it was a "no no." Unknowning announcers or operators could add
unwanted crosstalk to the broadcast.
Timing of special events was probably the biggest headache for the
program manager. Obviously you went on the air when the event actually
took place. The campus officials didn't adjust a convocation or a banquet
program to the radio schedule (well, not very often) and the station
schedule was adjusted to fit the demands of the special event, or you
probably didn't carry it. And many persons in the KOAC audience, as well
as scheduled participants, objected when well-established programs were
moved to allow for these special events. Remember there were no
recorders (tape or wire) until 1946 which would permit recording of a
special event and its delayed broadcast on radio. The coming of the Peirce
wire and the Soundmirror magnetic tape was a boon to radio program
managers. Use of this new portable tape recorder provided a way around
the program time conflict. Unfortunately an element of immediacy was
lost when a special event was recorded and delayed and there followed a
lack of interest on the part of some listeners. But books have been written
about the use of tape recorders. The industry could not exist without
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them today. KOAC history, like that of any other broadcast station, is rich
in references to the tremendous job that has been done by magnetic tape.
Special event broadcasts for KOAC ranged ever wider than the OSU
campus as program philosophy broadened with the years. The chapter on
The Kadderly Years told of this broadening effect after the creation of the
State System and the new concept of KOAC as "the State Station."
Lectures, assemblies, sports, graduation exercises, dances began to
originate from the University of Oregon campus in Eugene as well as from
the Oregon State campus in Corvallis. Grant Feikert and I had the
opportunity to broadcast dedication ceremonies for the student union
buildings on both campuses — the Memorial Union in Corvallis, the Erb
Memorial Union in Eugene. Occasional broadcasts from Oregon College of
Education, Monmouth, and Portland State have been carried.
On October 10, 1971, the Morrises celebrated their 39th wedding
anniversary by taking the Autumn Foliage Special of the Goose Railroad.
This 5-car steam train left the OP and E station at the Village Green for
the 36-mile run up into the Bohemia mining country. One of the sights
from the train window was Dorena Dam and the flood control lake that
stretches for miles behind the dam.
It had been a long time, before that day, since we had recalled the
KOAC special event broadcast on the occasion of the dedication of Dorena
Dam. Ben Ballard, engineer, had brought the remote broadcast equipment,
and we had driven to Dorena Dam arriving shortly before the hour of the
official ceremony. Governor Paul Patterson representing the state of
Oregon was the official host on that occasion. We've long since forgotten
the U.S. Government and Corps of Army Engineers officials but we still
remember the graciousness of Governor Patterson and his enthusiasm for
KOAC being on hand to broadcast the ceremonies direct and live from the
site. His enthusiasm continued through the years until his death. He was
one of educational broadcasting's staunchest supporters and worked hard
to help preserve the TV channels which were reserved for education in
Oregon. When there was a genuine sense of urgency about those
assignments and danger of losing them if states did not show an active
interest Paul Patterson spent many hours listening and studying the
problems and writing documents to Washington, D.C. to assist in the
preservation of channels 7 and 10.
The annual Oregon State Fair must be chronicled as perhaps our No. 1
special event. Dr. Duane Tucker, assistant program manager back in the
1950's for eight years, said in a recent letter:
"I'll never forget the 'eight great days' at the Oregon State Fair. I
suspect no station has ever been more thorough. We covered
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everything down to the last county booth and the giant squash.
Then there was the morning we entered the fairgrounds by the main
gate, walking behind an elderly couple, a farmer and his wife. On the
right near the entrance was a small scale Mauna Loa with smoke
drifting out the top. The theme that year was Hawaii. We overheard
the wife say to her mate, 'Why, look there! That old manure pile is
on fire!' "
KOAC State Fair broadcasts began with a microphone on the
Administration Building front porch, moved into a small inside studio in
that building for a few years, then to a more elaborate studio in the main
Exhibit Building, thanks to the interest of manager Leo Spitzbart. Later
the KOAC studios were again moved, with the cooperation of Howard
Maple, to combined radio, motion picture filming, and television studios in
the Natural Resources Building. These facilities came to an end when fire
wiped out this area of the Fairgrounds. For a few moments this
September, 1972, we stood at what remains of the brick wall that was the
Natural Resources building and recalled in rapid succession the events of
The Remembered Years at Oregon's Great State Fairs.
From a promotional point of view more Oregonians saw their KOAC
staff friends at the State Fair and crowds gathered at the all-glass studios
to see them in action on fair broadcasts. Duane Tucker was right, we
covered everything on the grounds with a staff on duty every day of the
week, early and late. And 75 percent of the people of Oregon had the
opportunity to hear in detail about the annual agricultural show even if
they couldn't travel to Salem to attend.
The Remembered Years in special events included sending Don
Somerville on a barnstorming trip around Oregon with the-State Board of
Aeronautics. During the time that FLYING TIME was on the air for the
Board local fly-his being scheduled were given special publicity and one
was coming up from Portland to airports in eastern Oregon then
turn-around at Boise, and back through central Oregon and southern
Oregon, up through the Rogue, Umpqua and Willamette Valleys and back
to Portland. It pays to let Don tell that story as he did in a recent letter
from Boulder, Colorado, where he is now on the School of Journalism
faculty.
"...you sent me off with a Magnecorder that weighed 40 or 50
pounds. My job was to switch from one plane to another at each
stop so that at the end of the fly-in I would have ridden in a
dozen different planes. And I was to set up our recorder at each
stop and record a program for playback in succeeding weeks. It
all happened just that way only I got more than I bargained for.
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After an overnight stay in Boise I climbed in what must have been
a 1935 Stinson (this was 1950) with a wiseguy at the controls.
High over the Snake River with terrain below that looked like a
crumpled piece of brown paper this Stinson started coughing and
sputtering. The pilot pointed at the gas gauge which read
"empty" and said something like...`this is it. We're out of gas.'
When I had shown enough terror he smiled, reached under the
dash and flicked a switch to, what turned out to be, tank number
two. The only word for that bastard was son-of-a-bitch, and I told
him so! The second slightly untoward event was our takeoff from
the Grants Pass airport. A different pilot, of course. Perhaps
today's airport is different but back then it was laid out in a
north-south direction, but, get this, uphill. You had to take off
uphill! I don't know how my pilot for this leg got his heap off the
ground but he did. Narrowly missing fences, power lines,
buildings, cows, trees."
The years since that event have been kind to me. I had forgotten all
about Don's weekend on this special event series of recordings, until he
reminded me.
In summary we might say...you name the kind of event that has
occurred within the reach of KOAC microphones and they've been there.
Lectures, building dedications, convocations, short courses, concerts,
dances, football rallies, games (football, basketball, baseball, track)
parades, (patriotic, historical, noise and otherwise) banquets...even a
talking motion picture.
It was a 4-H club summer school on campus, and the King of Jazz was
showing at the Whiteside theater downtown. Sound on motion pictures
was brand new and many of the clubbers never had attended one. A
matinee was scheduled and KOAC remote equipment was on hand for the
event. We let the parents back home know that their youngsters were
seeing this new marvel — talking pictures. Then the broadcast ended with
the opening sound from the picture and the great Paul Whiteman
conducting his orchestra. Quality wasn't so great off the mike pickup from
the theater horns, but this idea was novel enough to make up for the loss
in fidelity.
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OREGON
SCHOOL
OF THE AIR
Ben H. Darrow, founder and director of the Ohio School of the Air
wrote a book in 1932 which he titled RADIO The Assistant Teacher. In
the archives is the copy of the book which he autographed to Wallace
Kadderly in 1934. We find recorded by Darrow that in 1932 the literature
was already rich in successful use of radio as a teaching device in schools.
And I was a bit startled to even find television mentioned when Darrow
quotes Joy Morgan of the N.EA. saying that same year "To the teacher of
today talkies, radio and television may seem costly, cumbersome, and
strange as instruments of education, but tomorrow they will be as
common as the book and powerful in their effect on learning and
teaching." The further observation was made that if the School of the Air
can add as much as five percent to the effectiveness of the nation's schools
— a conservative estimate even then — it would be worth $100,000,000 a
year to the educational enterprises of the various states and communities.
Veteran baseball coach Ralph 0. Coleman (not such a veteran at the
time) was the first to try teaching by radio in Oregon when his series on
how to play baseball was a part of the earliest schedule on old
KFDJ/KOAC. And we note that in 1925 Dean Ava B. Milam, of home
economics, was talking on the topic "Radio — the Fourth R in
Education."
Professor H.T. Vance (head of secretarial science at Oregon State)
seized the opportunity to reach high school students with training in
shorthand. His weekly broadcasts of shorthand dictation at all the various
speeds was a long and steady contribution to the schedule. Members of Phi
Chi Theta, local chapter of the national professional society for women,
assisted with the program, as did Dr. Theodore Yerian. Participation of
listeners included submission of transcripts and awards were announced
annually by Phi Chi Theta. Memory tells us (though we have no record to
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substantiate this) that most frequent winner of these trophies was the high
school at Tigard, Oregon.
Both the shorthand dictation and the baseball series were instructional
programs at out-of-school hours. The real story of the Oregon School of
the Air tells of school broadcasts at in-school hours.
Professor Clyde Walker, of agricultural engineering at Oregon State,
early in 1930 saw an opportunity for the new radio station to reach out to
vocational agricultural classes in Oregon high schools with information to
augment their existing classroom activities. There's no record as to the
manner in which these high school classrooms became equipped with radio
receivers with which to tune in Professor Walker. More than likely those
instructors did what a lot of other teachers were beginning to do. They
were bringing their own personal radios to school for reception of special
broadcasts of interest to their students and of value in their teaching
programs.
This was the beginning of what was to become the Oregon School of
the Air. In 1947, some fifteen years later, when KOAC submitted it's
School of the Air in competition for the George Foster Peabody Radio
Awards the document said:
"For sixteen years, the Oregon School of the Air has served
teachers in the schools of Oregon. The first program planned and
presented for in-school use by Radio Station KOAC was in
January, 1930. Today the Oregon School of the Air features
fourteen programs and each year endeavors to correlate planning
and production of these broadcasts with the curriculum of as
many schools as possible in the state of Oregon...Radio
supplements classroom work, stimulates student interest and
offers a sound tool of instruction."
With the success of Professor Walker's in-school series, Luke Roberts
began to add other instructional programs: music appreciation, children's
stories, news, science. Alfred Powers, dean of the General Extension
Division, assigned Alexander Hull as a full time staff member with major
responsibility for in-school programs. From Zander's prolific pen came a
host of programs written especially for in-school use. Helen Miller Senn,
like Hull a member of the general extension staff in Portland, was assigned
on a part-time basis to develop dramatic production techniques for KOAC
programing. Studio production of her plays became my assignment and
from this training under Mrs. Senn came years of dramatic work for me in
the KOAC studios. Add to this training in dramatic production, Mrs.
Senn's creativity that was needed for building sound effects, for the day
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when you could purchase a library of authentic sounds on phonograph
records was still to come.
Those were the days when you hung a sheet of galvanized iron from the
ceiling to be rattled and swished when you needed the sound of thunder.
And a cardboard suit box with several handfulls of rice rolling back and
forth from one end to the other to sound for all the world like the ocean
surf — Newport or Waikiki. The quick closing of a solid book made gun
shots, plumber's friends on damp sand or your hands beat in rhythm on
your chest made horse's hoofs on a dirt road, coconut shells halves put the
horse in a walk or a trot on paved streets. And a crowd of people in the
studio all talking at once to make a large gathering...but you had to
provide them with scripts. Just tell them to start talking when the red light
goes on and most people are tongue-tied!
Actors for School of the Air dramatic shows formed the KOAC Radio
Guild. Students from Corvallis junior and senior high school as well as
college students made up the group of about 75 students who regularly
participated. Many more than were chosen answered the call for
volunteers. Selection was made through a series of studio auditions and
files were kept of all the identifying information about voice,
characterizations, interest, class schedules, ability to read, interpret,
aptitude for production suggestions, etc. From this group, too, came many
of the students who had ability to accurately read technical manuscripts
(substitution for faculty people when conflicts prevented their scheduled
appearances), and many of those who later were chosen for announcing
positions with the station staff.
With the coming of the technical equipment to put programs on
magnetic tape, libraries of in-school programs could be recorded and
stored. Many programs were thus kept and lived to be reused in other
years with new groups of boys and girls. It was out of this capability that
the Tapes for Teaching Library originated and selected series stored,
copied and distributed to schools where teachers had equipped their
classrooms with tape recorders. KOAC maintained its Tapes for Teaching
Library for about ten years before it seemed logical to transfer this service
to the DCE's office of audiovisual instruction. Radio programs thus joined
educational films and the newer classroom media: kinescope recordings,
videotapes, slide sets, etc. for distribution.
Les Mock, who ,later joined the program staff and moved on up in
administration of OEB, began as a part-time employee while an education
major at Oregon State University. Les had an electronic background before
coming to college and was our first technician in the KOAC Tapes for
Teaching Library.
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Oregon State students interested in radio as a non-credit activity
assembled for this 1937 Drama Guild photo. Jason Widmer, from
Corvallis public schools, is in center front row.

A number of great people have been responsible for the Oregon School
of the Air down through its history: Alexander Hull, Kenneth Scott Wood,
E. Jerry Walker, Betty Jo Bouska (Neil), Phoebe Butler Cox, Lana Lu
Bouska (Hull), Elizabeth Dotson (Patapoff). They came to the School of
the Air directorship at varying times, all with unique capabilities to
organize and present school programs, and academically qualified to work
with teachers and administrators of the schools, but each with quite
diverse backgrounds.
We've mentioned the fact that Alexander Hull was on the General
Extension Division staff in Portland before coming to KOAC. He was a
skillful writer, musician, educator. Kenneth Scott Wood came to KOAC
from his speech and communications major at Oregon State. He put his
unique talents to work to write for us a list of suggestions for educators
who prepared and presented radio programs. It was aptly titled "For the
Love of Mike!" The little pamphlet turned out to be a valuable guide to
appearances on KOAC. Jerry Wallcer was training for the ministry and had
the sensitive type of understanding of seminary education plus sound
courses in radio program production. His radio training was the product of
Kenneth Yeend's program at Washington State College where Allen Miller
had been production director prior to accepting the managership of
KOAC. Jerry went on from KOAC to the WLS School of the Air, finished
his ministerial training, too, and we proudly point to him now as one of
the nation's outstanding ministers in the First Methodist Church.
Allen went back to Washington State for his next school program
director and followed Jerry with Betty Jo Bouska (Neil). From up
Spokane way Betty Jo had been a student of Allen's at Pullman. Good
concepts of classroom needs and able in the use of radio techniques, she
had a unique ability to work with teachers and to organize them into
consulting groups to assist in planning of school programs. Betty Jo
espespecially strengthened relationships with the State Department of
Education. When she left the school position she was succeeded for a few
months by Phoebe Butler Cox on a shared time basis between KOAC and
the Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, where she was a member of
the faculty. After a two-year leave from KOAC to go back to my original
profession as a physics instructor teaching in the Army Specialized
Training Program, I returned to KOAC in 1944 to assume the School of
the Air position. Appointed program manager of KOAC towards the end
of 1945, we again looked to Washington State and found the sister of
Betty Jo, Lana Lu Bouska. Lana Lu came to KOAC to the school position
and kept up the reputation for excellence of her colleagues from KWSC. In
1949 she resigned to leave Corvallis with her new chemist husband. A
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former student of mine, Elizabeth Dotson, of the children's division of the
State Library in Salem was invited to assume the school position. A
successful teacher before joining the State Library staff, Betty had been in
an extension class Ed. 450 — Radio Education. This was a class I taught
around the state where teachers could attend one night a week for a term
and learn how best to use radio as a classroom tool. Betty was also a good
writer and had written a sequence of programs for the School of the Air.
During the course of her years on the KOAC staff Betty became Mrs. Abe
Patapoff, and with the exception of a few months when she lived in
Springfield, Oregon, she has continued on the production staff of Oregon
Educational Broadcasting. During those "few months" her position was
filled by Miss Ainslie Bricker.
The school staff position evolved to a supervisory production role with
the changes of the last few years, as the State Department of Education
assumed increasing responsibility for in-school planning and scheduling,
and with the increasing emphasis on televised instruction. Basic
administration of the School of the Air shifted from KOAC to the State
Department of Education (Oregon Board) in the early 60's and to the
general supervision of Mildred Burcham and Dr. Ben Simmons.
The Remembered Years in our work with teachers wouldn't be complete
without a few moments around the state with Ed. 450. We remember the
Portland sessions in what was then "Old Main" where the class included a
teacher who is now and for a good many years has been in the Congress
(none other than Edith Green) and another who left his high school
teaching job to do production for Portland's first TV station. Now he runs
Channel 3, KVDO in Salem (Harry Godsil). Then there was the class at
Tigard where a teacher from a 2-room school took violent exception to all
the work she had to do to meet my requirements for the course. But at the
end of the session and the dose of the project which she had completed
using her own boys and girls, she wrote "Mr. Morris, you've opened up a
whole new world to me! Never have my boys and girls been so enthusiastic
about their school work." And memories go back, too, to Riverdale in
Dunthorpe where we had the pleasure of adding broadcasting techniques
to the kit of teaching tools for that outstanding program. We felt like
cheering recently when we saw a press photo of Riverdale activity in a
room acoustically treated with egg cartons. It was that sort of
improvization that we were forever talking with teachers in Ed. Radio
workshops. Expensive facilities and equipment were never needed. We've
known a teacher to use a potted plant to simulate a microphone. Or a tin
can on a broom stick.
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Two other men joined the staff to assume the teaching role as station
program management took ever increasing amounts of my time. To say
nothing of the great amount of time and effort to go into the drive to
bring television to Oregon Educational Broadcasting. Don Somerville,
followed by Duane Tucker, each teaching in the night program for
extension and each in turn assuming many other assignments in
programming. Both spent many hours each week in programs from the
new studio in the capitol in Salem, and developing programs for state
government. More will be said of these activities elsewhere in The
Remembered Years. Both have gone on to complete their graduate training
in their chosen field and both hold responsible positions today. Suffice it
to say, and we were pleased to hear from each, that their five and eight
years respectively in Oregon they count as among the very best. We like
that!
Many people in Oregon education deserve mention for their support of
the KOAC School of the Air: the late Rex Putnam, superintendent of
Public Instruction and members of his staff; the late C.A. Howard, earlier
in the same office (coming to KOAC from Salem to speak on problems
and opportunities in Oregon Education. These were pre-school of the air
days just as the station was becoming state-wide in its program
philosophy). Dr. Howard, later, was a strong influence for us as president
of the Oregon College of Education. Other faculty including Roben
Maaske, Miss Emma Henkle, Miss Jane Dale, Miss Dora Scheffsky, Mrs.
Florence Hutchinson, Mrs. Agnes C. Booth, superintendent of schools for
Marion County, Miss Agnes Shields and Miss Marcia Hill of the State
Library staff of Eleanor Stephens, and the late Joy Hills Gubser, State
Department of Education. These and others served as consultants of the
radio curriculum for the Oregon School of the Air.
Mention has already been made of the creation of the Tapes for
Teaching Library and its transfer to the Office of Audiovisual Instruction
(now DCE's Educational Services.) Many of the outstanding children's
stories, dramas, programs of health, literature and music can be found in
the tape library today.
The exchange of programs between KOAC and other educational
stations needs mention. Portland's KBPS was the first to cooperate,
exchanging programs, rebroadcasting live programs they took off the air,
of making their own taped programs available to us. Dr. Patricia Swenson
and her predecessor, Mary Elizabeth Gilmore, have long been supporters of
the KOAC School of the Air. And we must mention, too, George Jennings
of the Chicago Public Schools, for a brief while a member of the KOAC
staff, who during his years at Chicago gave his assistant, Mrs. Elizabeth
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Marshall, support in exchanging programs with KOAC. It was through Mrs.
Marshall that KOAC was able to acquire the tremendous library of stories
from Canada written by Mary Grannon. More of Mary's stories have been
dramatized and read on the air than any other children's author.
"In my book" the School of the Air gets credit for a great deal of the
support generated during the 1950's for the new medium...educational
television. It is chronicled elsewhere in this volume that teachers,
administrators, parents and politicians gathered in the forefront of the
ETV movement because of the contribution which they had seen radio
make to education in Oregon. Parent-teacher associations and clubs were
quick to express an interest in the story of ETV, and they provided us a
ready audience, enthusiastic, eager for a variety of TV program topics:
How will ETV help the teacher? What are the plans for ETV in Oregon?
What does viewing of television do to our boys and girls? What programs
do children like to watch? We covered them all in schools all over Oregon.
It would be unfair to the School of the Air not to recognize its
contribution to the public ground swell that made Oregon ETV a reality,
with Channel 7 in 1957, and Channel 10 in 1961.
Some Comments on School Program Scheduling
You will recall that school programing started at the high school level,
but scheduling became difficult. It was easy to see that a social study
series, for example, could not possibly be scheduled to meet all the class
demands. And if a teacher could fit the broadcast to only one of several
classes during the day, more than likely the broadcast would not be used
at all. The result was almost complete failure at the secondary level. Not
until the coming of tape recordings did teachers begin to use the mass
media in secondary classes.
But Oregon's elementary system fit beautifully. A teacher could modify
the personal schedule for the day in a fourth grade class...adjust the
teaching to the scheduled time a broadcast would be on the air. Result: an
extensive program of in-school listening at three basic hours of the day;
1I :00 am, 1:15 pm and 2:45 pm. These scheduled times seemed to fit the
plans of a majority of teachers who were using the programs.
Especially was there success in using radio in Oregon's rural schools.
Many of these were one and two-room buildings. They had a few reference
books, activities and resources as compared to the larger schools. They
made extensive use of radio, especially those that developed student
participation: art contests correlated with Land of Make Believe stories;
club membership to go along with astronomy lectures; etc. The all-time
winner in the art contests was Mabel Scott, of East. Mt. Scott School. Her
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youngsters submitted some of the finest children's art work we have ever
seen. Mrs. Morris and I paid visits to Mrs. Scott's room and have continued
the acquaintance with her since her retirement.
The all-time record for student participation goes to the LET'S SING,
AMERICA program of Miss Maud Garnett, UO School of Music faculty
member. During her years in Oregon her singing program attracted as
many as forty thousand every week. With School of Music students in the
studio as the basic singing group Maud Garnett invited youngsters in their
classes all over Oregon to sing with the studio group. Climax of the year
was a gathering from many schools in McArthur Court where youngsters
saw Miss Garnett and her studio group, and in turn they saw the boys and
girls they'd been singing with all year. And everyone knew the songs in
exactly the same way: same words, same tune, same tempo, same
emphasis! The instruction was proven successful. It was a thrill to see these
youngsters together each year.
Changes came to the School of the Air with the ground swell of school
consolidation in Oregon. Those schools that made the greatest use of
in-school radio now are gone and the youngsters are bused to larger
schools. Today there are other media which share the teaching time in the
classroom. Radio takes its place along with the other media and each
assumes its own role.
It is appropriate to comment here on other children's programs on
KOAC outside of school hours. Notable among these is the Children's
Theatre, late afternoon listening for boys and girls, which has teamed Bob
Roberts and John MacDonald in the story telling roles since they both
joined the staff 20 years ago. Mention should be made, too, of Charlie
Callaci who joined KOAC-TV in 1957. Charlie was a speech therapist, an
educator, and brought to Oregon boys and girls a marvelous program
"Choo Choo Charlie." With a coloring book available to his young listeners
and many visits to youngsters in the elementary schools of the viewing
area Choo Choo Charlie was really years ahead of Sesame Street.
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There are many references scattered throughout the book to the
expanding KOAC program service in 1932 when the State Board of Higher
Education following action of the Oregon legislature assumed the role for
KOAC as "the State Station." KOAC broadened programing to include all
institutions of the State System. The very nature of this move indicated
that a Eugene studio on the University of Oregon campus was desirable.
Not having this studio in 1932, and wishing to include instructional and
research areas emphasized in the curriculum on the Eugene campus, as well
as to reflect student life there, programs were designed which brought
participants from Eugene to the Corvallis studios. Roy Vernstrom tells us
that he was the first producer from the University campus.
Professors Clark and Beattie, of General Extension's Eugene office, gave
basic supervision in arranging for transportation, travel vouchers, and in
general giving support to UO staff commuting to Corvallis studios. During
the administrative transition that occurred upon Mr. Kadderly's
resignation to go with the National Farm and Home Hour for the
USD.A., Mr. Beattie devoted much effort to KOAC and its management
problems.
Students began to be involved in Vernstrom's broadcasts: students in
journalism, music students, speech students. Faculty came from a variety
of instructional areas (we've already made mention of Dr. Victor P. Morris
who made weekly trips with his World In Review broadcasts). Vernstrom
highlighted recently to me the minimum travel allowance given them to
eat dinner in Corvallis. The combined total funds permitted today would
amount about to a Bob's hamburger (without the oft-pictured cheese,
too!)
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Like the guests from the state departments in Salem — this travel to
Corvallis by UO personnel made for interesting evenings for those of us
assigned to announce their broadcasts. We made many friends among those
visiting program people — students and staff. I have often remarked that I
worked five nights a week for the first ten years Lucille and I were
married. In the light of these memories of the people on the programs
perhaps that's one reason I didn't mind the evening shift.
UO Programs — Phase 2
Successful as these UO programs were it was soon possible to turn the
travel money around and send a producer from Corvallis to Eugene on a
commuting basis. Grant Feikert designed and installed a program control
console in a practice room in the UO Music building and telephone lines
(speech only) were leased over which to send direct live broadcasts. Rod
Phillips, who did much of the commuting for the program department,
Luke Roberts and Grant Feikert will remember this phase well.
Memory recalls a number of the problems they talked about in the
office:
*Music students practicing in adjacent rooms during broadcast.
**Telco lines of marginal quality for music. There were constant
complaints about this — well deserved — but lines to carry the full range
of music were expensive.
***Almost impossible weather during the winter's long schedule.
****Roundtrip bus fare of $1.25 but often not possible to take the bus
due to its schedules. Private cars cost more to drive than the allowance.
*****Etc. Etc. Etc.
But increased participation from UO faculty and students from this
improvised studio was a step in the right direction and made this all worth
while.
UO Programs — Phase 3
Space was provided in the General Extension building and for the funds
to remodel for broadcasting. This was a big wooden building where
extension offices occupied the 2nd floor. Earlier it had been the
university's home economics building. Space was now available on the
main floor — but far from adequate in regard to sound isolation from
building noises or ventilation and heating.
Remodeling was completed in 1945 and KOAC moved to Villard
Street. Like the tourist motels used to be in Twin Falls, it looked great —
but it was next to the railroad tracks! And the wooden frame structure
shuddered and shook when the evening freights rolled by!
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But the new studios provided rehearsal and audition space, two studios
for back-to-back programing, and isolation for operator, controls, and
monitoring loudspeakers. Production gained momentum in the new space.
Chuck Boice reminds us of the support of the late Dean Eric Allen, head
of UO journalism. Chuck was involved in Dean Allen's senior editing class
and "Neighborhood News." All of the stories had to come from weekly
newspapers of the state and the stories could not be so big as to have been
picked up by any daily newspaper or the wire services. Remembered are
Ted Harmon, who went on to radio in Spokane, Helen Angell Kitchen,
Elaine Dahl, Hal Olney, Jean Spearow Worth and Mimi O'Donnell.
Marvin Krenk shared an appointment between UO Speech and the
General Extension Division to coordinate UO programs for the station. His
wife, Mary, now a prominent Eugene broadcaster, was employed by
KOAC to supervise the KOAC programs from the new studio.
We'd like to cite John MacDonald (since 1951 at KOAC as newscaster,
commentator, story teller par excellance!), Paul Marcott, and the
Strickland twins — Gene and Jim. Bob Hinz was one of our students, too,
and now serves KOAC as manager. And our thanks go to many, many
more.
U0 Programs — Phase 4

Glenn Starlin came to the UO Speech Department in 1947 to teach
broadcasting and, like Marvin Krenk before him, received a shared
appointment with General Extension to be in charge of KOAC programs.
Just a few months later plans were begun for more adequate studios for
University instructional programs and KOAC production would move to
their new quarters in remodeled Villard Hall. Closure of the KOAC studios
and the moving of the GED offices followed to make way for the
construction of the new science building. And the railroad tracks were
moved! Across the millrace to the Willamette River and away from the
congestion of the campus.
The developing of instructional facilities for UO speech students now
majors in communication provided increasingly better programs for
KOAC, too. We profited greatly from the new arrangements though we
lost some direct control over programs to be presented. I'm sure they
always felt, too, the same limitations as they planned programs they
wanted to broadcast. We had to learn the skills necessary to build a
cooperative product. This is always true when people work together;
whether it be carpenters, plumbers, electricians, plasterers and painters
building a house, or program directors, producers, engineers, talent,
announcer and information specialist building a radio series.
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This format for radio begun in 1949-50 for KOAC and the University
of Oregon continued down through the pages of both radio and television.
Dr. Starlin moved on up the administrative ladder to become head of the
speech department. He was replaced, under the same cooperative
arrangements, by Dr. John R. Shepard. John's UO speech studio continues
to this date as point of origin of U of 0 programs developed for Oregon
Educational Broadcasting (OEPBS).. Microwave links tie the studio to the
network for live broadcasts, both radio and television. Tape recorders
(video and audio) make possible delayed programs for both networks —
radio and television.

DATELINE
STATEHOUSE
The scene had already been set for this page of KOAC history in the
earlier section entitled "Legislative Direction." There was told the basic
actions of the Oregon legislature which set the legal base for operation of
KOAC as "The State Station" and thus authorized the departments,
boards and commissions of state government to make use of KOAC.
This action provided the authority these departments needed to spend
some of their funds on broadcast service which KOAC could provide. It
also gave legal authority for the station to establish a studio in the Salem
area, hopefully in the state capitol building itself. In the meantime, staff
traveled to Corvallis, even dramatic programs from the files of the Oregon
State Police...KOAC's "F.B.I." before national radio and TV thought of
these types of shows. The series ended when the story file was lost in the
burning of the old capitol building.
Program highlight of these days (194041) was "Oregon On Parade"
which for two years at prime evening time presented the beauties and the
industry of Oregon. Burton Hutton, assisted by Mary Boals and Harold
Huff produced this great series for the Oregon State Highway Department.
History tells us that following that disastrous fire, efforts were made to
include KOAC in the plans for the new structure. But Governor Sprague
hesitated on the premise that close proximity of a KOAC studio to
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government would likely put the station into politics. He said "no" to the
proposal.
Continued activity towards this dream of a Capitol studio bore fruit
and Governor Earl Snell was inclined to give approval. He so informed us
at the time of an interview at the State Fair. But the tragic airplane crash a
few weeks later took his life before the action was taken. It was not until
the Patterson/Newbry administration that the studio became a reality.
Space on the main floor was provided for a studio and control room giving
KOAC a central location for working with legislators, commercial
broadcasters, department, board and commission personnel. All could
appear conveniently for tape recording and live broadcasts.
As the new studio opened the State Board of Higher Education also
authorized our scheduling of legislative series for broadcast. For the first
time, during a legislative session, KOAC was permitted to schedule a daily
series in which senators and representatives were given time on the air to
talk about the legislation in progress and their individual interests in that
legislation. Earl T. Newbry, secretary of state, assisted us in a random
selection of the members of the senate and the house as they were to
appear on the schedule. Live broadcasts from the legislature, individual
members, public sessions in the chambers, opening and closing sessions,
governor's inauguration all became tradition with the radio service.
During the term of Mark Hatfield as governor, and of Travis Cross as his
assistant for public information, arrangements were completed for a new
and enlarged studio in the basement of the Capitol which would also
provide for television filming. Plans were completed for an eventual live
television pickup, but for the start KOAC-TV provided a 16mm motion
picture sound camera with which to film legislative interviews, press
conferences with the governor, etc. Commercial broadcasters were also
invited to use the studio for their own filming and tape recording.
Early in the operation of the Salem studio, the staff commuted from
Corvallis. As the service demands increased and finances permitted a
fulltime KOAC reporter in Salem, Bob Richter came to KOAC devoting
his fulltime to reporting from the State Capitol. He was succeeded in turn
by Don Dill and the late Bob Bruce. Bob Hinz announced Bruce's
successor to be Mike Ryan from the 1972 staff in Corvallis just as this
manuscript went to press.
It is interesting to note that Richter now has his own company in New
York and travels much of the country in special documentary filming. Bob
wrote recently of the many friends and fond memories he has of Oregon.
But the point that struck home in his letter was the group of experiences
at KOAC which pointed directly towards his success today. He remembers
"the little studio on the main floor at the State Capitol...the basement film
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Governor Tom McCall (in a 1950 pose as a commercial
newscaster and commentator) made early use of KOAC Capitol
studio in preparing broadcasts for his Oregon station network.
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and radio studio and all the programs I was involved in...In Our Care
(which really launched me into documentary films)... Dateline Statehouse
(my baptism in politics)...Headline Reaction...Kaleidoscope „Main Street:
The Columbia River (John MacDonald...thank you again)... Oregon
Reports...from all of these experiences I learned much and from all of
them I was able to contribute something to everything that has followed."
Many departments of state government have participated in KOAC
programs either from Corvallis or from the Salem studio since its
construction. These have included the State Department of Education,
Game Commission, Traffic Safety, Board of Aeronautics, Highway
Department, Industrial Accident Commission, Agriculture, State Library,
Motor Vehicles, Department of Employment, Oregon State Fair, Board of
Forestry, Board of Health, State Police, State Revenue Service, Supreme
Court, Governor's office, Secretary of State, Elections Bureau,
Department of Labor, Welfare.
In summary, in July, 1962, we said:
"The Oregon Legislature, in 1939, authorized KOAC to serve as the
state station and to program for departments of state government, giving
us the authority to prorate costs to the department concerned. KOAC's
program department has followed this procedure wherever the service
asked for has been over and above the normal costs of the informational
programing which our staff has chosen to present on such series as Capitol
Story, Dateline Statehouse, and Capitol Closeup. Most of the departments
of state government have appeared on these programs at some time during
the history of our studio in Salem.
Specific requests for service from departments wishing to circulate tape
recordings and kinescope films to commercial stations have been filled by
this staff and the costs of such service prorated back to the departments
concerned. Each of these pays all charges incident to the production
required of our staff: tape dubbing, materials, film processing, shipping
and handling charges."
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The Backbone of the Broadcast Day
Build a varied schedule of educational and service features: talks by
faculty on an assortment of subjects, readings from literature, news and
commentary on new developments in science, research, significant reports
on community, state and national affairs — schedule all of these at their
prime times, where these programs will be of maximum benefit to each
intended audience, and tie them all together with an assortment of musical
programs. Let's spend a few minutes looking at the "assortment of musical
programs" down through The Remembered Years.
The old crank-wound Victrola you saw in the first picture of KFDJ in
Jacob Jordan's Apperson Hall physics lab doubtless was played with
pre-1922 disc records of "His Master's Voice." But nowhere do we find
any mention of what selections were played on those first experimental
programs. Music history buffs give us a good guess: Swanee, I don't Want
to Get Married, Mother Machree, Come Back to Erin, I Want What I Want
When I Want It! Then there was my favorite from those days titled,
"Where Was Robinson Crusoe with Friday On Saturday Night? Where
There Are Wild Men There Must Be Wild Women."
Newspaper stories tell about the live music groups that gathered in that
physics lab in front of the old carbon mike. These included the Cadet
Band under the direction of Capt. Harry L. Beard; the Lorelie Club;
Margaret McManus String Quartet; the First Christian Church Bible School
Orchestra.
Phonograph records and campus and community talent: such has been
the history of music on KFDJ[KOAC, though the mix has changed with
the years, with changing attitudes of administration and audience. Then,
too, there has been the evolving of technical equipment available,
especially remote program pickup. Maybe we should say "especially
remote equipment," for when we look at what has happened to studio
reproduction and the great resource that the perfection of magnetic tape
brought to the music library and to the capability for rietwork or tape
exchange between the educational stations.
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The old crank-wound phonograph went along with the carbon mike
from Apperson Hall to the burlap walled studio on the top floor of the old
administration building (now Benton Hall). This was in 1925 when Jacob
Jordan built the 500-watt transmitter No. 2 and programs began to
originate in a studio instead of the physics lab. The Petris (Paul and Lillian
Jeffries) helped find the space in their teaching studios, obtained the
beautiful grand piano for the studio, and came often themselves or sent
their students to perform before the microphone. Thus the pattern was
established for participation of music students and staff on KOAC
programs.
Wallace Kadderly, seeking a source of records for programing, was able
to arrange a rental scheme with Kienle Music Co., downtown Corvallis
record dealer. To Webley Edwards, first student announcer, went the task
of completing an inventory of all the records on the store shelves, and
from this catalog the station staff programed the records for KOAC music.
This arrangement for music supply carried the station through a number of
years, almost ten in fact, until the staff saw the need and the opportunity
to begin to assemble its own record library. Arrangements became possible
to buy at wholesale and the music publishers began to distribute free
copies of new records they particularly wanted to promote to the listener.
The problem here was that our ideas of music programing didn't match up
very well with the kinds of music that publishers were distributing as
promotional gift records. Just a few fit our format.
The kinds of music used during the Kienle library years were pretty
largely determined by Mr. Kadderly. In conversations with Dick Haller of
KGW, and Dolph Thomas of KOIN, in Portland, he quickly saw that
commercial stations would mainly feature popular and jazz music of the
day. Wallace had earlier stated the basic policy of offering listeners a
choice. If commercials would feature the popular songs, then classical
music had its place on KOAC. Doubtless the influence of Paul and Lillian
Jeffries Petri also was felt here. A pattern was established which had great
influence on those who followed in station management.
Classical music, from the beginning called "Music of the Masters" and
"The Concert Hall" formed the backbone of Kadderly's selections.
Symphonies, opera — light, heavy and comic, great choral groups, strings,
bands (concert and military), pop concert, ethnic music familiar to the
people who migrated to the Oregon country, and mood music...but no
jazz. The listeners who wanted the "hard rock" of their day turned
elsewhere on the dial.
We've mentioned Web Edwards, to whose lot went the chore to
complete the Kienle inventory. Early program promotion tells us Webley
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was director of music those first programing years. Luke Roberts, later to
be manager, took this position when he came to KOAC from the radio
station at the College of the Pacific in Stockton, California, in 1931. Joe
Mitchell during the time that he was on the staff had the duty of making
the daily trip to Kienle's to pick up the records the staff had ordered for
the next day's programing. Each of us was responsible for selecting the
music for the programs assigned to us. But it should be emphasized that
the basic pattern of the music schedule was set by Kadderly as he
performed his role as program manager. Luke Roberts, Kadderly trained,
followed in this position after Kadderly resigned, then Allen Miller who
came to KOAC from KWSC, Washington State, spent four years with us as
program manager. We assumed this duty in 1945 when we took over
program management following Miller's resignation.
Even though station management set the overall pattern and philosophy
for music on KOAC, there were a number of highly qualified people
responsible for music schedules down through the years. Byron Arnold,
from Paul Petri's music department staff, assigned part-time to KOAC
made a great contribution as performer, commentator and announcer,
then Jim Jackson, Don Whitman, Dick Fuson, and Phil Kalar during my
Remembered Years. With all due respect to the others for their
contributions, in my book, tremendous credit goes to Phil Kalar who came
to KOAC from Chicago in 1951 and stayed out his lifetime in the position.
The job of music director was open — we'd written to our friends in the
nation's other educational stations asking for help in locating a new
director of music. A telegram arrived from Dick Hull at Iowa's WOI, Ames.
"If you haven't filled the music job, HOLD EVERYTHING!" Hold
everything, we did. Dick knew KOAC's needs. He had worked for us
during the war years while he was stationed with the military at the air
base south of Corvallis. In a few days the story of Phil Kalar arrived. Phil's
mother was a doctor at Ames and friend Hull just happened to meet her
on the campus and discovered in conversation that her son, rich with
music experience, motion picture work, musical comedy, glee club at
Grinnell College, writer and composer for a popular program, with
network experience, had gone into the appliance business and was thinking
fondly of a job back in radio again. Two weeks later Phil had sold his share
of the business, accepted the KOAC offer, and with wife, Margaret, and
two boys, was on his way across the country to Corvallis. Phil made KOAC
his life from that moment on. He truly loved Oregon and especially the
Alsea River which he fished incessantly on his days off. KOAC music for
the next 20 years was truly "the Kalar years."
Perhaps emphasis to this point has been on recorded music, from
Kienle's record stock through the tremendous library that grew in Covell
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Hall. As one looks through the scrapbooks of news stories or the file of
program bulletins one soon comes to realize the active role played by live
music. Reference was made to Captain Beard and the band, to the interest
of Paul and Lillian Petri, Margaret McManus, Delbert Moore... we could
and should add the names of everyone who down through the years has
been connected with the OSU Department of Music: Professor Robert
Walls and all of his staff, Iris Grey, Tom Roberts. All have been performers
themselves, and encouraged their students to participate in KOAC
programs. In the early days townspeople likewise were avid participants
whether the programs originated in the physics lab in Apperson, the
makeshift studio on the top floor of the old administration building
(Benton) or in the post-1928 studios in what is now called Covell Hall.
During the years of this era live programing encompassed piano, vocal,
orchestra, band, chorus, glee club, organ, trios, quartets, and dance bands,
instrumental, and remote concerts of all types.
Memory recalls but a few of the campus dance bands that played their
way down through KOAC student and campus broadcasts: Jim Whippo,
Jess Yates, George Bruns, Dick Mote, Jimmy Diereks, Don Nance, Johnny
Bush. The fellows that played with these dance bands (Scram Graham, Phil
Brandt, Rod Shultis, Hap Edwards, Bill Gaskins and many more, could
have quite a rap session if they could get together and talk over old times).
Wouldn't you like to hear their music again? Mrs. Morris and I especially
remember Dick Mote and his band the summer of 1933. They practiced in
our living room every week! Add to these the memories of exciting
programs brought to the studios by the dance bands of the Timberwolf
Division (101st) from Camp Adair. Many of the nation's top flight
entertainers found themselves among the drafted of World War II.
The system of cables and telephone lines linking campus and
community resources to the studios, provided first by Jacob Jordan, and
later by engineer Grant Feikert and his staff, made a full schedule of
remote broadcasts possible. Music played a significant role in these
programs. Campus concerts, student dances in the "old women's gym,"
the men's gym, the Memorial Union, and later Gill Coliseum. These
resources brought local, U of 0, Portland, and touring professional bands
to KOAC. Ted HaBock, now an Oregon statesman, was a popular U of 0
dance band leader in his student days to play the Memorial Union dances.
Vaughn Monroe was a touring big band headliner...Tommy Dorsey from
McArthur Court on the Eugene campus (we were up in the clouds the
night we broadcast a formal dance from the court with the Dorsey
Brothers, Dick Haymes, Jo Stafford and all the rest!)...and there were
many more.
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We have memories of jousts with the music unions over the rights for
the touring bands to play on KOAC. Union musician rules were pretty
strict, and KOAC was non-union. Added to this was the fact that we were
asking for broadcast rights without reimbursement to members of the
band. No basic approval could be given. Each time the whole process must
be repeated to get clearance...an educational station, non-commercial
selling no time on the air...requesting the opportunity to broadcast a
30-minute segment from a campus dance. Most always that permission was
secured. Occasionally there was a wild scramble to get the clearance before
broadcast time. Once in a while that clearance did not come!
Among the earliest live music broadcasts from KOAC was a weekly
organ concert from the Whiteside theater in downtown Corvallis. The
talkies were just coming to the screen and the Whiteside had for a number
of years featured the artistry of Lillian McElroy Taylor as she played the
giant Wurlitizer for the silent movies. Now, with the talkies, Mrs. Taylor
was limited to concerts before the show and at intermission. A live organ
concert was arranged with the local post of the American Legion and I was
assigned the dual role of operator and announcer. As a member of the
physics instructional staff I had assisted with remote broadcasts for KOAC
and had on occasion read a weekly review of science which the physics
department presented on KOAC. The Whiteside organ concerts, I guess,
marked the start of my real broadcast career. Soon Mrs. Taylor's weekly
American Legion program was joined by daily concerts just ahead of the
afternoon show featuring Eddie Syring. Eddie had been brought to
Corvallis by the Fox Theater chain which had just leased the Whiteside. It
should be noted that the Wurlitizer, one of the finest and one of the last of
the theater organs, was given to Oregon State University upon the death of
theater owner Charles Whiteside. At one time we had sought to have it
given to KOAC but Charlie assured us it would stay in the theater as long
as he was alive. Upon receipt of the gift OSU installed the organ in Gill
Coliseum.
Live organ music — Chapter 2. After cessation of the Whiteside series
we moved the remote pickup a block up Madison street to the new
Hollingsworth Funeral Home, No drums and traps this time, and a great
change in the type of music. Byron Arnold came down from the campus as
organist and weekly concerts were scheduled. There were occasional
concerts played, too, by Mrs. Arthur Von Lehe ;Local organist. We made
other uses of this organ, when Biff (James) Gallatley and I created a
program of poetry and organ accompaniment. Siff was one of those highly
creative fellows with a wide repertoire of music he played from memory.
You name the number or the mood you needed and Biff could play it. He
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made a poetry and organ program a joy to create and produce. I only wish
the state of the recording art had progressed to where there was a tape
recording available. I'd like to hear one of those programs "Lines on Life"
today to see whether they really were as good as they sounded to us then.
A funeral home was an interesting broadcast studio. It was often decorated
beautifully...you had to get used to the idea that occasionally they were
ready for a funeral...once in a while you did double duty by assisting Mr.
Hollingsworth to load a casket in his hearse. Competition from the KOAC
staff for this particular program assignment was not very great!
The coming of magnetic tape recording in the late 40s and early 50s, its
extreme portability, and high quality reproduction, gave a new lease on
life to live music programs just as it did for other special events. Campus
and community concerts could now be recorded on tape at the scene of
the event, without expense of telephone circuits back to the studio. And
program staff was given the added advantage of the ability to delay the
broadcast until a more convenient broadcast hour. And it became possible
to store tapes of these concerts to add to the station library. Both served a
valuable purpose in basic program planning.
One final word about recorded music and then a live note. We
mentioned earlier that ethnic music of the people who settled Oregon was
often featured. The Music of Czechoslovakia is the best example of this
and probably the station's most enduring music series. The people of the
Scio area of western Oregon were from Czechoslovakia and the music of
their homeland was a rich part of their heritage. Guided by John Tannich
this group encouraged KOAC to schedule the lively music of their
homeland and they volunteered to raise the money and buy the records
needed. I was assigned the announcing role and sought the help of a friend,
Tillie Sevick, to write the opening and closing announcements for the
broadcast. She then trained me to more or less accurately pronounce the
language in the announcement. We'll never know how successfully this was
accomplished. But we do know that once in a while we received a letter
written in the language and it was necessary to run to Tillie for help in
translation. The Music of Czechoslovakia continued down through the
years. We had to leave the announcing to others.
The live note...The Oregon Loggers. In the days of the great depression
the little logging community of Philomath, to the west of Corvallis, found
men who had worked in the lumber mills and the woods without jobs.
About a dozen who could play guitars, banjos, fiddles, washboard, etc. and
who could sing, organized the Oregon Loggers. Making many appearances
playing dances in the valley, and appearing on KOAC each Monday night,
their popularity spread. There was standing room only throughout
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KOAC's cramped quarters as friends, relatives and the curious gathered to
hear and see them. It was operation shoehorn those nights as Linc Miller,
the Logger's announcer and producer, crowded them into the large studio.
Large for a broadcast but never meant for a studio audience. Today, some
35 years later, you still run across people who remember the Oregon
Loggers and their highly entertaining broadcasts. Not too many months
ago a granddaughter of one of the Loggers asked about the possibility of
any recordings and whether they might be in the archives. But we had to
report that was before the availability of recordings. Had there been tape
recording in those days there could easily be a library of their music still
around. We couldn't even have recorded them on the original glass disc
recording lathe. This great piece of equipment was still to come to KOAC.
But we'd venture the prediction that the Oregon Loggers, a group before
they'd invented the word, was one of the greatest of all time. I'd like to
hear them today!

The late Phil ICalar, music programs
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I wish there were pictures to tell the story of the first basketball
broadcasts. A long black box — much smaller than a coffin, but bearing
some resemblance — sometimes called one — heavily lined with hair felt to
reduce outside noise and eliminate reflection and reverberation of sound
on the inside — and about 3 feet of flexible speaking tube sticking out one
end. Inside there was an original Western Electric carbon broadcast mike.
You know the one in all the oldtime pictures, about like a small birdcage.
Can't you just see Wallace Kadderly standing in the midst of the crowd
in the old men's gym calling a basketball game? Holding the speaking tube
close to his lips to shield the mike from the thundering roar of the crowd?
Incidentally that same black box and speaking tube was a familiar sight
at games for a number of years. Not until 1928 was it replaced with a new
modern dynamic microphone whose characteristics let it be used out in
the crowd like a mike of today.
Basketball, football and track began on KOAC with the coming on the
air of the 500-watt station built by Professor Jordan in 1924-25 .. Operated
on storage batteries, since they hadn't yet learned how to filter out the
hum caused by alternating current, the evening schedule was often
determined by the hours which the batteries would hold their charge.
More than one game was cut short on the air by the bank of batteries
running down!
Wallace Kadderly tells one particularly sad story. Oregon's high schools
were sending their track teams to Corvallis for the state championships.
Kadderly scheduled the event from Bell Field for broadcast, and notified
all the high school administrators in Oregon of the fact that KOAC would
carry the event. Equipment was set up on Bell Field for broadcast,
"runners" were deployed to all the events to grab the results as each
finished and rush them to Kadderly at the microphone. About midway
through what was turning out to be a great event, all his plans working to
perfection and results pouring in to the broadcast bench, Wallace looked
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across Bell Field to see Professor Jordan strolling through the gate, across
the field, toward the broadcast setup. He arrived, to say "Well, you might
as well quit, you've been off the air for a half hour!"
I'm told this was the turning point. Kadderly and Paul Mans paid a visit
to the office of President Kerr on Monday morning. There followed a
frank discussion of the potential of broadcasting to serve the college, and
the need for equipment with which to perform the broadcast function to
the fullest extent possible. Dr. Kerr agreed with the Kadderly-Maris
statement and proceeded to implement his decision by making possible the
purchase of the new 1,000-watt Western Electric transmitter installed in
the fall of 1928 in the new physics building, now Covell Hall.
It seems obvious that in the early days of KOAC broadcasting sports
were a logical addition to the Oregon State schedule from the Corvallis
campus. When the station went state-wide in concept games were added
from the University in Eugene, and later occasional broadcasts from
Oregon College of Education and from Portland State. We had the pleasure
of broadcasting football from the Monmouth stadium and from Lincoln
High School's field used by PSU.
But the schedule mainly concentrated on all home games in football
and basketball from Oregon State and the University of Oregon.
Engineering and program crews made many a trip between Corvallis and
Eugene in all kinds of weather to maintain this sports schedule.
Early experiences in football from Bell Field are vivid in our memory.
Access to the press box was up a ladder from the top of the west stands,
through a trap door, and along a board walk on the roof. The "portable"
remote gear was the two boxes of equipment, each taking two men to lift
it. It was a real feat to hoist these boxes up through the trap door and over
to the press box. The obvious alternative was to set it up on the ground
under the stands and run long cords up to the announcer in the press box.
The hazard in all of this was that the grandstand floor was not solid and
spectators had a habit of dropping bottles and all kinds of trash through
between the boards. If you were the operator on duty for the game you
took real precautions to avoid this falling debris! To make matters worse
you couldn't see the game — just listen to it. We were all of us glad when
Grant Feikert built the new remote amplifier in a small suitcase and the
operator was moved to the press box with the rest of the crew.
Baseball and track, also among the major sports on campus, had varying
broadcast histories, with no regular schedules for many years. Wallace
Kadderly began both sports, he was a track star himself while in college,
and we would say that he had a fondness for baseball, too. Track when
interest was high would be scheduled on a special basis, particularly when
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high school state tournaments were on the Corvallis campus. We've already
told the story of the first of these.
Students were hired in the early days to call the baseball games. Our
memory goes back to installing the broadcast equipment on the top row of
the football bleachers from which the sports crew could look over onto
the baseball diamond. From this vantage point the game was broadcast.
One game in particular is recalled. The student sportscaster chewed
tobacco, rolled it around in his mouth, called the play, and then spit past
the old carbon mike with its screen about the size of a small dinner plate.
Wallace and the rest of us had visions of his missing his aim and hitting the
mike! This student didn't broadcast another game while chewing tobacco.
Often many people ask why KOAC devoted educational broadcast
hours to sports coverage? And during the years we were manager there
were a dozen answers given. The most important of all, perhaps, was the
fact that alumni of the institution were scattered all over Oregon and
KOAC with its high power and favored 550 spot on the dial continued to
give broader state coverage than any other station. In many rural parts of
the state we were possibly the only dependable reception. Therefore we
were justified in giving air time and staff to sports broadcasts.
With the increasing development of local radio stations around Oregon,
commercial networks began to emerge, locally or regionally sponsored,
and carrying college sports. Associated Oil became the sponsor of college
sports and in buying time on local stations they began to feel the
competition of KOAC's historic coverage of Oregon State and U of 0
games. Pressure was eventually brought to bear through contracts with the
athletic departments to insist that KOAC give credit to the commercial
sponsor, and in the late 50s the contracts were so written that KOAC was
reduced to coverage of the games only if we were training student
announcers. Our own broadcasts came to an end and Bob Hinz ran a crew
of students. We recall John Carey, Hal Wehmeier and Hal Childs as
prominent student sports "alums." Credit must also be given to Burton
Hutton, who with a good many years of sportscasts to his credit, joins
those of us on the station staff who took responsibility for forty years of
exciting sports coverage for Oregon and Oregon State.
Some people in the KOAC audience were happy, others saddened by
this ending of sports broadcasts. There were classical music fans who had
always protested the cancelling of their scheduled music to allow for
Saturday afternoon football in the fall and night basketball in the winter.
On the other hand there were sports fans whose letters and comments by
the hundreds testified that they enjoyed their sports most from KOAC. All
would admit that a colorful feature of KOAC history was past.
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The basketball crew in the OSU Men's Gymnasium. (1 to r) Dick
Burger, James Morris, Jim Jackson, Malcolm McWhorter, Lloyd
Crane.

Some Personal Memories of KOAC Sports...
Basketball broadcasting from the front row center in the Men's gym
with the male rooting section immediately behind us. Those were the days
when rooting sections were really rooting sections. There on the front row
you couldn't hear your own voice above the roar of the crowd, but it gave
you a sense of immediacy and excitement to add to your calling of the
plays.
Contrast .— when we moved to Gill Coliseum at the top of the north
side — above and behind the rooters — insulated from the crowd both by
walls of glass and by distance. Lost was the excitement of the men's gym.
A mike had to be hung from the catwalk on the ceiling above the band,
and to the rooters section. Pickup from these mikes added cueing
problems and a new necessary sense of timing to keep the spontaneity of
the broadcast.
Another contrast — it was a long ways to the booth at the top of the
north side for guests, too, at halftime. Occasionally this problem was
solved by a mike at floor level in front of the press box.
McArthur Court was a happy medium to the two extremes at Corvallis.
At the front row balcony the crew was close enough to the teams, and
immediately above and in full view of the benches. You could anticipate
lineup changes, the work of the officials, and other game detail. We tried
to talk Spec Keene into this kind of compromise in the Coliseum giving
us space at the front row balcony. But on the recommendation of
Tidewater Oil in the design of the building they had spent $15,000 on the
booth and hated to see us not make use of it. We'd been spoiled by the
intimacy of the broadcast setup in the Men's gym, and with the
enthusiasm that came with being in the center of things. This was lost
when you moved to where. it was hard to read the yellow numbers on the
white jerseys of the Idaho team, where you tried binoculars to see the
action, only to have the field of view too limiting, and where the PA
system was so faint you had to have your own personal phone to the
bench to get the ref's decisions.
Travel — with the team in NCAA competition to Seattle, Kansas City,
etc. Oregon State went to the NCAA finals at the end of the 1946 season.
Through the promotion of the OSU Alumni Association and the Corvallis
Gazette-Times, money was collected (donated is better) to send KOAC to
Kansas City to cover the playoffs. Ben Ballard was my engineer, and
together with a suitcase full of broadcast gear, we traveled with the team
to send their two games back by direct wire to KOAC and to all the
commercial stations who wanted to bridge on our Kansas City feed. The
boys lost the first-round, but won the consolation.
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Partiality — a letter arriving in the next day's mail after a particularly
bitter, hard-fought U of 0 vs OSC basketball game broadcast..."What's the
matter? Why does Oregon State always make the 'beautiful' baskets?
Doesn't Oregon ever make any beautiful shots?" Weeks of worry about
that listener's remark...Only to discover that two very good friends had
written it! We tried so hard never to be partial.
Much earlier — before the possibility of direct wire broadcasts like
Kansas City, we remember the away-from-home games reported by
telegraph. Telegraphic reports came into the KOAC studios, translated
from Morse code by an operator, and the brief, curt messages interpreted
by the sportscaster. Aided by sound effects of crowd noise and recorded
college band music which we put in, the glib announcer could bring the
listeners almost the illusion of being at the game.
People remembered in OSU/UO sports — Spec Keene, Leo Harris, Art
Taffe, Johnny Eggers, Art Litchman, Bob Hager, Slats Gill, Howard
Hobson, Paul Valenti, Ralph Coleman, Don Kirsch, Bill Hayward, Bob
Officer, Bill Robertson, Paul Schissler, Lon Stiner, Kip Taylor, Tommy
Prothro, Tex Oliver, Jim Aiken and Len Casanova.
Some stories the grandchildren will hear.... 1) Of the time when
Grant Feikert and I ate in a Eugene restaurant before a broadcast where
Grant had his overcoat stolen — with the keys to the state car in the coat
pocket. Luckily Grant knew how to wire around the key under the hood.
He got it started and arrived at McArthur Court in time for the sportscast.
2) Many rides for the four men in the crew in the snow and fog to
Eugene for basketball games. 3) The ice storm that took out all the
poles north from Eugene forcing cancellation of the broadcast. 4) The
investigation by the State Motor Pool on a report that a state car was seen
at Hayward Field for a football game. The seal on the side of the car says
"for official use only." A case had to be made that transporting four state
employees and arm loads of equipment from KOAC to Hayward Field was
state business. 5) Underground cables from the KOAC control room to
the Memorial Union building cut by a campus maintenance crew.
Discovered at the last moment a highly interesting sports rally could not
be broadcast. 6) The mud, the rain, the noise, the roar of the crowd.
Even ankle-deep sawdust covering old Bell Field. 7) Especially
remembered from the Memorial Union the rally for Lon Stiner and the
team leaving for the transplanted Rose Bowl at Duke University — and the
one when they returned triumphant!
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VIDEO
VIEW
April 14, 1952 — News Fame from the Federal Communications
Commission of the reservation of 242 channels for educational,
non-commercial television in the United States.
A new educational giant was striding across the horizon. I hasten to add
that it was not television beamed to classrooms — but these reservations
meant access to the homes of all the people with educational broadcasts in
the fullest sense of the term: purposeful programing to the whole broad
concept of life's experiences. Formal courses as a part of a school
curriculum and those credit courses for college classes would be but
segments of the total offering.
Even then it was being said sociologically television would become our
most potent medium of education. Gilbert Seldes, in his book The Great
Audience wrote "Researchers must still tabulate its powers, but rough and
somewhat primitive estimates indicate television will far surpass other
media or may roughly be equal to the combined impacts of aural radio,
motion pictures and the press."
The problem for education and for educators was the acquisition of the
facilities for use of the new medium. We moved to promote ETV for the
future of Oregon, to speak at every opportunity, to bring to the attention
of individuals, teachers, citizens, legislators, the horizon that was ahead for
education in its broadest aspects. Little did we realize at this point that
some of our stiffest opposition would come from our colleagues and good
friends well established in other media of education. If Gilbert Seldes was
correct in estimating the potential of TV, they reasoned, what might
happen to their existing media: motion picture film intended for
classroom use? It always seemed to us, at this point, that they were
confining their vision to the classroom segment of ETV, not the broader
educational objectives. But they would endanger the whole project in
protecting one segment of education... the use of motion picture film in
the classroom.
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For other inspiration we turned to Max Plessner, British journalist, who
in 1892 wrote a story about something he called telectroscope (the name
television had not yet been coined). Plessner predicted it would present
"the stage, opera, important events, parliament, lectures with
demonstrations, church services, city sights, visits to watering places, races,
regattas, parades, and the head of state addressing the whole nation."
Did you know that the first demonstration of real television — the
sending of moving images which showed actual detail — was given by Baird
in London in 1926? The Times said, "the image as transmitted was faint
and often blurred but substantiated a claim that through the televisor it
was possible to transmit pictures and movement." And about 1930 we
participated in an experiment in the laboratory of Jacob Jordan (builder
of the first two KOAC transmitters). We were able to see the shadow of a
screwdriver on the screen. I saw my first real television in New York City,
the summer of 1941, at the experimental CBS TV studio in the tower of
Grand Central station.
Planning for ETV actually began in the early forties. Dean Jack Cramer
assigned me a book review for a KOAC radio broadcast on the volume by
Richard Hubbel entitled, "4,000 Years of Television." It turned out to be
a fascinating book to read and to review, covering the full scope of
communication from the earlier civilizations on up into the present day
predictions of TV. Shortly after that another assignment given was to
study and report on what educational television could do for Oregon.
In the section on State Government we find references to the ETV
study committee appointed by Chancellor Byrne in 1951 and its report
adopted by the State Board of Higher Education and handed on to the
Governor of Oregon. And the reactivation of that same committee later by
Chancellor Richards.
Even commercial television was late coming to Oregon. Prior to the TV
freeze on all television construction in the United States only the u.h.f.
channel 27 in Portland was on the air. Most people had not seen television
or at best had seen it only in store window displays. I saw television in a
store window in 1950 in Seattle. There I stood entranced by watching the
great Paul Whiteman conducting his famous orchestra.
We recognized the long road ahead before the general public would
have a basis on which to judge their interest in television being added to
radio as then operating under the State System of Higher Education, or by
any community groups or corporation. We set out on a deliberate program
of talking with people in groups: service clubs, parent-teacher associations
1 "Guides to Educational Television Programing and Their Application to
the State of Oregon" unpublished doctoral thesis, James M. Morris, 1956.
Oregon State University Library.
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and clubs, churches, women's clubs...wherever an invitation to speak could
be obtained. The plans being developed by the Chancellor's committee and
by citizen groups were being discussed in detail in these appearances.
Materials were gathered and duplicated that could be used in the
informational program.
At Ralph Steetle's invitation (Ralph was then headquartered in
Washington, D.C. for the Joint Council on Educational Television) we
were able to attend a Minneapolis meeting in November 1952, of the
National Association of Educational Broadcasters and Steetle's J.C.E.T. It
became doubly evident in Minneapolis that if Oregon was to profit from
experiences in other states there must be a rapid and intensive interest
generated in educational television.
The Oregon Citizen's Committee was formed December 19, 1952, with
organization of a similar group in Portland at about the same time. Elmer
McClure, master of the Oregon State Grange, was named chairman of the
state-wide committee. Marshall N. Dana was chairman of the city group.
On January 16, 1953, the two committees met in joint session, merged,
and named McClure as permanent chairman. The Oregon Citizen's
Committee passed a resolution calling for a combined implementation of
Channels 7 and 10 for presentation to the Oregon Legislature.
The bill went to the legislature on January 19, 1953 (introduced in the
House Education Committee). A prior intent of the Portland School Board
to build on Channel 10 and for which Grant Feikert had already
completed the preliminary engineering studies, was rescinded in action
taken by the school board. The State System plan for Channel 7 was
merged with Feikert's engineering study on Channel 10 and a two-station
network proposal went from the Citizen's Committee to the legislature.
This citizen bill in the house fell victim to anti-ETV activity across the
country, spearheaded by Governor Dewey's advisors in New York State
who recommended to him that a 10 station New York State University
network not be built (construction permits were already on hand for seven
of these which meant they were well along in the planning stage). Those
who opposed non-commercial television, fearing that their own media
would become of decreasing importance, spread the word of the New
York action to all parts of the country. Our ETV hearings scheduled in the
Oregon house education committee were cancelled almost on a moment's
notice upon receipt of the news from New York.
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 7 did come out of the 1953 session.
After a number of meetings with legislators, conference of leaders of both
houses called by Governor Patterson, and meetings of the citizen's groups,
the Resolution No. 7 empowered Governor Patterson "to take all steps
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necessary to secure continued reservation of Channels 7 and 10." No funds
for TV, no interim committees, were included in this successful resolution.
It should be a matter of historical record that four channels were
originally reserved for Oregon ETV by the Federal Communication
Commission — Channels 7 and 10, plus Channel 9 in Eugene and Channel
18 in Salem. The conclusion was reached that if high power on Channel 7
was built on Mary's Peak in the coast range, primary coverage would be
given to both Eugene and Salem as well as the tri-city area of Corvallis,
Albany and Lebanon. Governor Patterson's TV committee agreed to this
decision and prepared to defend 7 and 10 against any requests by
commercial interests to file on these assignments.
Following the delaying action in the 1953 legislature and the end of
any chances for 7 and 10 to indicate progress towards activation, a small
but interested group incorporated in Portland. Community Television,
Inc., headed by Mrs. Marion Stearns, received great assistance from the
National Citizens' Committee, from Herbert Mayer, owner of KPTV, and
from the Joint Council on Educational Television.
In June, 1954, at the request of Chancellor Richards, and in view of the
shortage of funds, Grant Feikert prepared an alternate plan for activating
Channel 7 which would call for a transmitter to be located on Vinyard
Mountain, in the Peavy Arboretum, with effective radiated power of 100
kw. Studios would be linked by microwave from the Oregon State College
campus to the transmitter site. Studios on the University of Oregon
campus would also link by microwave directly to the transmitter. The
location on Vinyard Mountain was substantially less effective than Mary's
Peak, we would lose the audience up and down the coast, and there would
be less favorable transmission in the valley. Members of the
interinstitutional committee found it difficult to accept the alternate plan,
but less cost made it mandatory.
On October 12, 1954, Governor Patterson convened his committee on
ETV with 16 members, Gardner Knapp of Salem, chairman. After a four
month study the committee reported its findings to Governor Patterson:
1) Need for a two-year study of programing and $48,000 to conduct the
study.
2) Need for $4,000 to continue the engineering study.
3) Recommended Oregon's interest in Channels 7 and 10 be reaffirmed
with the F.C.C.
4) Recommended the governor appoint a committee to study and plan for
further development of ETV in Oregon.
5) Commended all groups in the state active in support of ETV.
6) Urged all institutions to proceed with their own organizations to create
the means for development of television programs.
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Two bills were introduced in the 1955 Oregon Legislature: Senate Bill
No. 327 by Senator Robert Holmes and Representative Maurine
Neuberger, providing for state-owned educational television under the
State System of Higher Education. House Bill No. 748 by the Joint Ways
and Means Committee providing an appropriation of $5,000 to be
designated to the Governor who in turn was to select the "appropriate
agency for engineering and other studies" looking towards establishment
of ETV. The Holmes/Neuberger bill did not come out of committee. The
$5,000 appropriation became law. Governor Patterson designated the
State Board of Higher Education and Chancellor Richards reactivated the
original TV study committee: Morris (chairman), Feikert and Starlin, to
pursue the study.
At about the same time Dr. Richards appointed a second committee to
study the prospects for closed-circuit teaching by TV in a system that
would link the University of Oregon, Oregon State College and the Oregon
College of Education. There were prospects for funding this study of
interchange of courses between institutions through the Ford
Foundation's Fund for the Advancement of Education.
Technical costs for the closed-circuit aspect of the project proved to be
prohibitive, but in a brain-storming session about the problems we
conceived the idea of putting Channel 7 on the air and tying the campuses
together by open-circuit broadcasting instead of closed-circuit. The idea
proved workable. Channel 7 was activated by the State System,
transmitter at Vinyard Mountain, studios in Corvallis and Eugene.
Classrooms on the campuses were equipped with television receivers to
tune in lessons in the experiment on teaching by TV. Dr. Glenn Starlin was
director of the project. With the installation of the transmitter and studios
for the teaching experiment, evening hours of each broadcast day became
available to the KOAC program staff.
During all of this administrative planning and the actual construction
by Grant Feikert and his engineering staff, the KOAC program staff was
applying many hours of study to the problems of television programing
and production, adapting their radio production techniques to the new
demands of TV. Programs of an experimental nature were produced for
release on KVAL-TV, Eugene, and workshop and seminar instruction took
place in the speech department studio on the OSU campus.
Problems of budgets and finances for operation were again critical
much as they were in the 1931 crisis for KOAC radio. It was considered
possible to move the staff out of radio over into television and
consideration was given to possible lease or sale of KOAC-Radio. Director
Frank Ballard in his extension history cited earlier, said, and we quote:
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...it appeared funds budgeted for radio use would be transferred
for establishment of a system television program. Under
leadership of Dr. Sherburne, Dean of the General Extension
Division, public hearings were held in Salem, Eugene, Redmond
and Portland. In all four public hearings only one person favored
a reduction in educational radio broadcasting. In addition to the
appearances at the hearings, a thousand letters were received from
100 Oregon communities, all but four supporting continuation of
radio broadcasting.
Believe me, I know about those letters. They were all piled on my desk!
These letters and the official hearings had an effect. John Richards
came into my office and asked me if I could program both radio and
television on the money which we had budgeted to run just radio. All I
could say was "We'll try." We tried, and thanks to staff loyalties...we did!
A year later Richards kept his promise and gave us more money with
which to program the two stations.
KOAC-TV signed on the air October 7, 1957. In addition to the
KOAC-produced programs, and the campus classes being taught that year
by the new Fund for Advancement Project, National Educational
Television began supplying KOAC with an increasing number of
programs: childrens, cultural, public affairs. Outside acquisitions and local
productions began to reflect the OSSHE's recognition that public
broadcast stations were obliged to provide a varied program service for
people who had finished their formal education or were otherwise unable
to continue formal class attendance.
When Community TV, Inc. as a non-profit corporation, was
unsuccessful in its attempt to raise adequate funds to operate Portland's
Channel 10 as a community-owned station, the State System filed for the
Channel 10 license. Real property and broadcast equipment received by
Community TV as contributions from commercial broadcasters and
Oregon individuals were signed over to the State System. With those
contributions, plus a legislative appropriation for operating funds,
KOAP-TV was signed on the air in 1961, giving the state an ETV network
of two stations, and a four-station complex of radio and TV when
KOAP-FM, given by Westinghouse, added the second radio service.
Admittedly this network did not reach all the Oregon population.
Stations and/or translators were planned from the beginning to reach the
population not served by 7 and 10. Growing in Oregon, too, were the local
cable systems and we rapidly moved to provide promotional materials and
program schedules to the local cable systems. Their subscribers comprise
an audience otherwise isolated from ETV programs. Further coverage of
the state is still the dream and the plan.
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The year was 1958 (Channel 7 had been on the air but a few months)
and Congress had just passed the National Defense Education Act. Title
VII of that legislation was to make possible some grants of research funds
through the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Chancellor John Richards made it possible for me to attend a meeting
on the University of Minnesota campus where research specialists from
many of the ETV stations were gathered to pool their individual ideas,
look over the projects planned, and make the most efficient use of their
combined capabilities.
On my return from Minnesota I reported in detail to Dr. Richards and
expressed my personal feeling that about the only area not already being
covered by these researchers and of interest to Oregon ETV was the value
of television teaching at the junior college level.
We talked over the dichotomy that seemed to exist here in Oregon
education: the growing need for a junior college program for the state's
youth, and the seeming facts of an Oregon population distribution into
small cities where it could prove economically difficult to finance the
traditional junior college type of institution. Yet many youth residing in
small cities and towns did not go on to college and to institutions of
residence. At this time prior to the ground swell that has occurred for
community colleges in the state, Oregon had but one located at Bend.
Would these youth, deprived of a chance for going to the campus, enroll
for college courses taught by television? Dr. Richards thought the idea
worthy of research.
In January, 1959, a proposal was submitted by KOAC and the Division
of Continuing Education to the U.S. Office of Education embracing a
broad structure for the conduct of an experiment in the use of educational
broadcasting to meet the growing needs of the junior college program for
the youth of Oregon.
Within a few short weeks we were called to Seattle for a conference
with Dr. Walter Stone, then in the Office of Education. In his room at the
Olympic Hotel we were told of Washington's interest in our TVJC
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proposal. News spread rapidly through a gathering of educators at the
Olympic, and we can still hear the expressions of congratulations by
colleagues who felt the 4-year TVJC grant was a real plum. There were
further discussions of various budget items, renegotiation of the contract,
and by the opening of the 1959-60 school year KOAC's TV Junior College
had been born. Four college courses were being offered: college algebra
by Dr. Robert Gaskill; English composition by Dr. James Groshong, both
of Oregon State College; Principles of Economics with Dr. Robert
Campbell; Shakespeare with Dr. Kester Svendsen and Dr. Robert Horn, of
the University of Oregon.
A total of fourteen people assumed definite assignments from the staff
of Oregon Educational Broadcasting on the production of the courses and
the direction of the research on the project. Many office and technical
employees were of course involved.
New to the staff of KOAC for the project were Mack Schwab and
Richard Potter for production assignments, and the search was on for a
research director. This position was filled by Alfred R. Kelman who came
across the country from a research position at M.I.T. Until Kelman's
arrival Mack Schwab kept the contacts with enrollees in addition to other
duties, and was laughingly referred to as our dean of men. Kelman, upon
his arrival, assembled a part-time staff of nine competent people around
him for the duration of the study to examine the statistics of the project.
The services and consulting advice of the Research Committee of the
Oregon State System is gratefully acknowledged. Dr. Glenn Starlin and Dr.
John Lallas, of the University of Oregon, Dr. Lester Beck, Portland State
University, Dr. Jack Edling, director of the Center for Teaching Research,
OSSHE, and Dr. Harold Livingston, Oregon State University, comprised
this consulting team.
From 1959 to 1963 the TVJC enlisted the support of 20 of the state
system's finest teachers to serve as instructors throughout the experiment.
Each was an authority in his field, his services were secured through
arrangements with the heads of the respective departments of the
institutions, and each performed with distinction as a member of the
television faculty. The reader is referred to publications of the TVJC for a
complete listing of these instructors, the courses they taught, and the
production and research staffs that made the project possible.'
1 Television Junior College in Oregon, a Preliminary Report
Television Junior College in Oregon, 1959-1962
Television Junior College, It's Potential for
Oregon High Schools
Television Junior College Project, Final Report
1959-1963 — available from Continuing Education
Publications, Waldo 100, Corvallis 97331
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Statistically, if one judges by the number of potential college students
enrolled in the TVJC Project we must admit to little success. And these
potential college students who' were not able to come to the campus and
enroll in traditional college classes were the ones to whom the project was
directed. Only a few enrolled, but many other people did, and stffi
countless others just watched and listened.
Al Kelman, author of the major research reports concluded his
assignment in this manner:
Two years of study show who enrolls in the College of the Air.
Our largest group consists of professional people, the majority of
whom are teachers. We understand why students enroll in College
of the Air. The more blocked students are from attending a
college campus, the greater their need for instructional television.
Also, the nature of the blocks that prevent students from
attending a college campus influences the need for ETV. They are
a homogenous group of people united in the sense that they find
college of the air a convenient and handy source of education.
Regardless of this knowledge we have little to cheer about when
considering the feasibility of television instruction meeting a
junior college need and serving an extensive adult credit need. We
have not been able to translate a theoretical need of young
students for this type of instruction into College of the Air
enrollments. A small group of degree-oriented, young students
who do enroll exhibit a marked tendency to shy away from using
televised instruction on a sustained basis. Graduating high school
seniors indicate an almost complete lack of interest in continuing
their education by television.
What do you say about a four-year teaching experiment which failed in
its major objective? The potential junior college students blocked from
attending a campus did not flock to the television tube! ... That was the
plain honest fact of the research. Adults of other age groups, teachers and
professionals, high school students (especially those needing an 'extra
stretch' in their courses, did enroll for the courses, and there were many
high points of excitement for the staff involved. Without a doubt some of
my colleagues would stop the story of the Oregon TVJC experiment with
this statistical fact...that research pointing up the fact that the intended
enrollees did not enroll.
In writing the final report of the project I could not help but make a
few subjective evaluations and interpretations of the experiment.
Completety submerged in the experiment over a four year period, close
to the ongoing project, one could see many positive developments...the
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women who enrolled after having been earlier dropouts to raise families,
enrolling in TV courses to see if they still had the capacity to actually do
college-level work...Those who enrolled for the joy of regular course work,
to improve their minds, to keep busy...The teachers enrolling in order to
maintain or upgrade their professional standing and ability, to renew
teaching certificates...Those who were financially motivated due to the
expense of a campus education or the necessity of staying on the
job...these and many more in addition to those for whom the TVJC was
intended; the high school graduate unable for any of several reasons to
take up residence on one of the institutional campuses.
Then there was the "high school angle," the TVJC's potential as an
accelerated program for the high school gifted student (to me personally
the brightest spot in the total project). Quite aside from the opportunity
of the high school senior to pick up a course or a credit needed to
complete requirements for admission to a campus, it was discovered that a
significant number of high schools were using televised courses for
educational purposes associated with their programs; especially extra
stretch for their gifted students. Some used the televised courses as an
enrichment device for already established high school credit courses;
others were encouraging their students to view at home without any •
specific help from school. The first group existed due to the efforts of
dedicated teachers. The latter a student-instigated and student-inspired
effort. High school counselors encouraged the students in the effort, but
the work and the interest were completely student motivated. When one
talked with the teachers in the several schools, discussions pointed to the
conclusion that high schools could utilize facilities of the TVJC courses in
almost as many ways as there were individual schools. Courses utilized
included: mathematics, chemistry, statistics, physics, biology, economics,
english composition, Shakespeare, psychology.
Fortunate indeed were the high school groups with teachers to motivate
them towards the use of the televised college courses during their senior
year in high school. They had a running jump on the college year to
follow: "It helped me prepare for college," "Thanks to TVJC I was able to
take the advanced placement exam. In a small high school television was
my only access to this subject," "I learned what to expect in college and
how to take notes," "I now have a small insight into my college work," "A
privilege to be able to take the course."
Those who saw the effectiveness of TV as a teacher were astounded and
puzzled by the failure of potential college students to enroll. Could it be
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that ETV was too new in the 1960's? Could it have been an error to
publicize the TVJC as an experiment? Could it be resistance due to the
known fact that most viewers think of television as an entertainment
device? Was it resistance of the family wanting to use the receiver for other
programs in conflict with the student of TV? John Shepherd in his
resistance study at the University of Oregon found a good many blocks to
viewing habits and attitudes of other members of the family. One could
surmise that the challenge is to ETV and the social psychologist to join
forces to devise ways of reducing resistance to the viewing of educational
television in the home.

The value of television as a teaching tool at this level of college
education was brought forcefully home to me just as this history of KOAC
was going to press. Dave Gilbert, formerly an instructor in English at
Oregon State University and one of the members of the TVJC faculty, is
associate director of the University of Texas 'Press. Our paths crossed at a
Seattle meeting of press directors of the Western Region. Dave and I
chatted about his days at OSU and particularly about the TVJC Project.
Like so many members of our television faculty Dave was impressed with
the fact that his students in the televized course did better than the
students he met face to face in the classroom in the same subject. He, too,
had had to find out for himself that people do learn by television. Ms
doubts were quickly dispelled and he joined the faculty group supporting
the effectiveness of televized instruction.
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There is no phase of the programing department of a broadcast station
which is more challenging and which offers greater potential than audience
measurement.
It is unfortunate that the greatest share of the work that has been done
commercially is in the field of estimating numbers of viewers and listeners.
Such data is obviously of interest to the advertiser on the morning after a
big production, but there are other factors of equal importance and
interest, especially to the educational broadcaster like KOAC.
Paul Lazarsfeld has written, "Whether a person did or did not listen to a
certain program can be determined with a fair degree of accuracy. Whether
he likes to listen to a certain program is a much lesser question. On the one
hand it can mean that he is enthusiastic...or that he listens because there is
nothing more desirable available." Again he says, "The term 'mass'
audience is applicable to broadcasting more than to other media, for it
reaches all groups of people uniformly. This is true insofar as amount of
listening is concerned...there are marked differences in what people listen
to."
The KOAC staff from the very beginning has sought to judge the
audience in more ways than numbers. First, when just coming on the air,
Wallace Kadderly and Jacob Jordan were studying the cards and letters to
see how far the programs could be heard. Kadderly's annual reports were
full of excerpts from the fan mail, emphasizing where people lived and
judging the value of these programs by what the letters said about them.
Excerpts from some of these letters in the fan mail will sample this
technique at the end of this section.
Another kind of letter was mentioned in regard to the struggles that
earlier staff sought when station life was threatened by budget shortage,
threats to sell the station, or to lease it. These letters could be said to be
either black or white, votes for closing (selling) versus votes to keep the
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station operating. In the thousands of letters which came in response to
these inquiries over the air only a half dozen supported the idea of closing
down. Invariably these were due to interference patterns. (Or the one
woman who didn't trust us and said, "You might as well go ahead and sell,
you've got your mind already made up!") In radio the highpower of
KOAC interfered with reception of outside stations on some older
receivers. KOAC's first test program for the new 1,000-watt Western
Electric transmitter happened to coincide with the 1928 visit and
broadcast from Portland of President Herbert Hoover. The phone began to
ring madly as soon as Kadderly signed on the air! hi the case of Channel 7
we caused interference in the mid-valley area to Channel 8 of Portland.
1957 marks the beginning of pleas to servicemen in the valley to assist
their customers in eliminating this interference. There were technical ways
to overcome this at the individual sets (Channel 8 engineers and KOAC
demonstrated the technique and talked with servicemen's groups). They
were hard to convince and instead wrote letters complaining of the
interference and suggesting that we close down.
In the late 40's KOAC added commercially-conducted audience
measurement as still another method. Two Broadcast Measurement Bureau
state-wide surveys helped. In the 194849 survey they reported on average
daily audience, total weekly audience, frequency of listening and on total
audience. That BMB survey showed daytime audience of 18 counties with
share of audience ranging from 11% to 52%. They did not report on
counties where audience share was less than 10%. KOAC nighttime share
was 16 counties from 10% to 48%. Benton was highest in both studies. In
the daytime Gilliam was low with 11%, at night it was Morrow with 10%.
The study three years later covered the state in a similar fashion and
gave KOAC substantially fewer counties in the pattern: a 6-county
audience greater than 10% in the daytime, the same pattern at night
excepting that the pattern was a 5-county one. Some 30,000 families were
shown in the daytime audience, 22,000 at night. We have no knowledge of
how we compared with other stations covering these same areas. The
reports were confidential and those of other stations were in no way
compared with the BMB study of KOAC. We do know that there had
been, during the three year period between surveys, a great increase in the
number of local stations going on the air.
In the 1950 s studies were conducted by KOAC in an attempt to
determine characteristics of a group of 3,000 families whose names, by
request, had been placed on a mailing list to receive publications from
KOAC. Results told the story of a segment of an audience attracted to
educational broadcasting. It was therefore not a random sample as sought
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by official research. The study was in considerable depth: age of the
population, program interests, level of understanding, words, concepts,
social activities, common family interests, needs, occupations, hobbies,
etc. This 1954 study was of real value to the program department in
determining the nature of the audience. From its results we learned the
ages and interests of the groups, their educational and cultural needs, at
what hours they were willing and able to listen and to view programs. It
was significant that we had a high return of the questionnaires. This was a
further indication of the special interest this group had in KOAC
programs. For a more thorough research program we should have made it
possible to apply the data obtained in the study of a select audience to
larger audiences of persons who had not written to KOAC for materials or
promotional literature regarding our broadcasts.
Study of the data indicated that 23% of the audience was in the age
bracket 20/40 years; 25% ages 40/60 years; 13% over 60 years of age. At
the other end of the age spread 13% of the family members were
pre-schoolers and the student groups (lower, upper, high and college)
clustered around the 5% to 7% figures. Education of parents was high, 62%
of the men and 68% of the women college graduates. Yet at the same time
we needed to know that more than 20% had only high school education;
11% of the men and 3% of the women had only grade school education.
And we needed to realize there were extreme differences too, like the wife
with a graduate degree and the husband with a 3d grade education.
Fathers' occupations had substantial numbers in many kinds of
employment with the highest number (20%) in business, another 20% in
teaching. There were 15% laborers, and we had our share of professionals,
government workers, clergy and farmers. Hobbies ran the gambit from
outdoor activities to indoor like fancy work and music. More expressed an
interest in gardening than any other hobby.
Serious study of the demographic data about the audience assists
program producers in designing their broadcasts to meet the needs of their
target audience. The above data was from the study we conducted in
connection with programing of the radio service, but was looking ahead
and we believed equally applicable to television. What was the nature of
the audience to which ETV programs would some day be broadcast?
Shirley Howard, in 1962-63, conducted a similar but much more
comprehensive and in-depth study of the women in the audience for the
broadcasts she was building and presenting on KOAC radio and television.
Her masters' thesis for Michigan State University gives great detail in these
special nress.1
1 Shirley Jean Howard. An Analysis of the Characteristics of the Women's
Audience for Educational Broadcasting in Oregon as a Guide to
Programming. Michigan State University, 1964.
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Not too long after Channel 7 went on the air, KOAC-Radio (1958) in
an attempt to study the effect of television on the radio service sought the
assistance of the Dan Clark Associates, Portland, and an audience study
completed by the ARB "numbers" type. The following table was reported
as a result:
Everywhere you go there's radio — (KOAC That Is!)
Independence
Aurora
Oregon City
Corvallis
Drain
Foster
Junction City
Portland
Canby
Salem
Lyons
Marcola
Madras
Sweet Home
Eugene
Medford
Myrtle Creek
Estacada
Silverton

Willamina
McMinnville
Brownsville
Roseburg
McKenzie Bridge
Odell Lake
Lacomb
Eddyville
Vancouver, Wn.
Creswell
Mill City
Jefferson
Cottage Grove
Blue River
Elkton
Waterloo
Halsey
Scio
Cottage Grove

Monmouth
Dallas
Crawfordsville
Albany
Azalea
Hillsboro
Walton
Parkdale
Woodburn
Sheridan
Stayton
Lebanon
Elmira

AND THE TOP FOUR!
Corvallis
Eugene
Salem
Portland

20%
20%
15%
8%
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From The

Mailbox
What Some Listeners and Viewers Told Us
"I thought I would tune in Commencement at OSU for just a few minutes.
To tell the truth I sat glued to my chair for nearly three
Portland
hours!"
"Thank you again for the accuracy and up-to-date quotations in your
market reports. I sold my crop today at a real good profit thanks to
Madras
KOAC."
"I have enjoyed many, many excellent programs from KOAC; frequently
am sorry that I cannot spend more time improving me with your
Corvallis
offerings."
"I heard a very excellent violinist...If your records show the title and
Seattle
performers I would appreciate hearing from you."
"We appreciated the broadcast of President Kennedy's trip to Germany. It
Milwaukie
was very inspiring and consoling."
"I surely enjoyed the programs: Spanish, Arts of Latin America, What's
Eugene
New?, Family Castle, Accent on Music."
"I would like to receive the booklet on 'Eye of the Artist.'
Beaverton
"I'm to understand that there will be a program on your station about the
area around Fort Rock. Could you tell me when this might be?" Lake
Grove
"If available I would like a copy of the poem read and illustrated on your
program of November 8."
Culver
"I have just enjoyed watching Miss Ritchie on Family
Corvallis
Castle."
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"This is in regard to the program 'The American liberal.' Was there a
charge for this program? According to the F.C.C. should not equal time be
given to some sort of program with the conservative point of
view?"
Silverton
"Thank you for your program regarding insurance."

Eugene

"I thoroughly enjoy and appreciate your music programs, particularly 'Art
of the Organ.' It is hard to find a program of organ music such as
Dallas
this."
"May I please have the recipe on pound cake and icing you gave on last
night's broadcast."
Eugene
"May I have the schedule of classical music that you will play from now
until the end of May."
Salem
"Gentlemen — The best analysis of our current foreign policy that I have
heard. Is there a way to obtain a copy?"
Eugene
"Please tell me where I can get a copy of the Ford Foundation
talks."
Eddyville
"I would like to say how greatful I am for the type of programs you put
on. Would it be possible to get a copy of the tape of Dr. Charles Siepman
of NYU?"
Portland
"Reference is made to a broadcast from the NA.E.B. The Commentator
Portland
discussed American foreign policy. Are copies available?"
In summary, let me underline the fact that the foregoing samples from
the mail merely suggest some of the analysis that takes place. Staff
members for fifty years have been looking at the mail, answering the
questions it contains, receiving answers to some of their own questions
about the audience; the kinds of programs people hear and watch, ages of
the audience, where the people live, attitudes towards programs, the sorts
of materials requested, the things about programing and station operation
that please...that displease.
David Grover, OSU speech department, completed a 1959 study
devoted to the utilization of radio farm market reports by Oregon farmers.
His study had considerable validity not only for KOAC's many years of
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service to Oregon farmers, but that of other radio stations throughout the
state.
A selected sample of 1,000 fanners scattered throughout the state was
used with 35% of the selected families returning the questionnaire and
representing all counties in the state. Farmers selected represented a
diversity of commodities: livestock, grain, poultry, fruits and vegetables,
potatoes and grass seeds. Cattle and wheat were the two most important
kinds of crops marketed according to the answering farmers.
The ability of the farmer to receive a good signal in his area brought out
an interesting point. About a third said they had some difficulty with the
quality of the signal...with those living in the southeast section of the state
having the greatest difficulty. But a substantial number reported difficulty
with reception when living in the heart of the Willamette-North Coast
sections. Grover added his personal comment: "an inexpensive small set in
bad repair might conceivably isolate the farmer as thoroughly as his
geographical remoteness."
I was reminded of the years-long study given to the question of when is
the best time to broadcast market reports, while reading Grover's study.
About one-fourth of those reporting were unhappy with the time of day.
Many farmers want early morning markets, the greatest number prefer a
noontime broadcast and a lesser number desired evening markets as more
convenient. They were almost unanimous in desiring "long and complete"
market information as contrasted to "short segments." Time and again
while reading Grover we were reminded how right L. R. Breithaupt was so
many times as he carefully watched over the way KOAC management
treated his market report information.
In summarizing his 1959 study, Grover pointed to the fact that
"apparently the changing pattern of farm marketing has not reduced the
importance of market reports to the farmer."
So runs the history of audience study and the importance of the
information these studies reveal. But it is also equally obvious that the
people in the audience must have a way of being informed about the
program schedule and its contents. Reference was made earlier to the fact
that a big business developed for magazines like TV Guide in publishing
advanced program schedules. KOAC has probably used too small a
percentage of its funds in the area of promotion and program information.
It has become trite to say that the best program in the world won't
gather an audience if no one knows about the event. Hence the need for
stories in the newspapers, printed schedules of Music of the Masters to be
mailed to interested listeners, broadcast schedules with enough advance
information for listeners to make early judgments on which programs to
hear.
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Ralston Smith, Information Specialist

For a good many years the advance schedules, news releases and
on-the-air promos for upcoming broadcasts were done by staff members as
extra assignments. We performed this task almost in an overload manner.
Not until 1959 did we have a staff member assigned to promotion as a
major responsibility. It was that year that we were able to establish a Civil
Service position of Information Specialist and bring Ralston Smith to
KOAC for this specific job. Rollie (no relation to an earlier student by the
same name shown in a Radio Guild photo for 1937) brought his
experience in publishing, writing and broadcasting to KOAC and has made
this area his prime responsibility from 1959 to 1972. The professional
look of The Hungry-Eye, today's promotional monthly booklet, is largely
due to his efforts. And we'd be the first to agree that assembling
information about radio and television programs from programers and
producers in time to run it through the printing process before air time is
no small achievement.
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KOAC -since 1963
The Remembered Years for me are really 41 in number, 1922 to 1963.
But the Golden Anniversary we celebrate means 50 years. In my opening
statement I declared my intention to summarize these years since 1963
when I left KOAC to head DCE Information Services. Intimate knowledge
of administrative and staff plans, close ties to all the programing activities
were gone. One small assignment has continued mine until this year: the
broadcast of the annual commencement exercises at Oregon State
University. I write of 1963-72 with a different pen...rather as an outsider
looking in, reading the stories in the press, studying the promotional
materials that are printed, all of which give public exposure to the evolving
concepts of educational broadcasting.
Luke Lamb came to Oregon as director of educational media. He
studied the broadcasting part of his job, and like any good administrator
made his own recommendations for organization. This was 1963, and
people moved into new jobs and new responsibilities. Lamb askej me to
move to the role of assistant to the director, Bill McGrath stepped into the
job of manager at KOAC, Lester Mock to manager of KOAP, Portland.
Grant Feikert became consulting engineer to all four stations, Ben Ballard
to chief engineer at KOAC and Tony Schmitt to chief at KOAP.
In program philosophy it could be said there was a shift away from
educational phases of ETV and a move towards what could be known as a
community-station approach to programs; an increase in cultural types of
offerings; reduction of courses for credit in formal education, with a
moving of courses left in the schedule away from the prime time hours
when great numbers of people could view and listen. In discussion that
took place in legislative committees when dissension began to increase in
1971, a legislator summed it up as "I thought we were buying education
with tax dollars, but we're buying culture." True, or not, to you and to
me, what was really happening was that the. tax dollar was buying fewer
classes for formal instruction (whether credit or noncredit). In most cases,
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it seems to me, the tax dollars were still buying education...at least by my
definition education does not need to be formal classroom type, organized
and taken for credit. But I have to admit the "balance of the mix"
between the several types of educational programs had changed materially
since 1963. What really matters is the professional concern back at the
program development level...that there be a concern for responsibility in
content...not just a show for entertainment's sake. This is educational
broadcasting.
Beginning in 1963 the pendulum began to swing away from the
programing that had prevailed from the Wallace Kadderly Years —
swinging to the other side (cultural side, if you like the term). Luke Lamb
resigned in 1967 to accept a position at the University of Wisconsin. He
had laid the groundwork well and the swing to the new concepts of
program service continued.
Other significant changes were occurring. We have made little mention
to this point of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters and
the NA.E.B. Network. Since the very first formation of a national
association in the early 1930's, KOAC has played an important role.
Attending the association's national meetings, serving on the board of
directors, participating in the tape network which Bob Underwood
managed from the University of Illinois campus at Urbana. KOAC
programs were frequently distributed in that program service, and we
subscribed to the full offering including School of the Air teaching tapes.
In similar fashion, once local TV stations were established and
videotape recorders were provided through grants from the Ford
Foundation, a videotape network was established (National Educational
Television) to interchange station programs and select program offerings
available from the B.B.C., Canadians, and other sources.
At the end of the 1960's and the beginning of the 70's a new network
appeared on the educational scene. The call letters PBS appeared on ETV
screens, meaning Public Broadcasting Service, and provides program
exchange beyond the capabilities of the old National Educational
Television. NET's programs became a part of the PBS offering, with the
rest of the network schedule coming from a wide variety of sources.
Terrence O'Flaherty, San Francisco TV critic writing in American
Education sees three basic ingredients for success in PBS: "financial
backing, availability of a large live network hookup and, most important,
programs people talk about."
O'Flaherty also says, "...in 1962, after ten years of self-support,
Congress authorized $32 million to expand public broadcasting facilities,
and, nourished by this appropriation, non-commercial TV had a new lease
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on life. In 1966 the Carnegie Commission on Public Broadcasting
discovered that the word 'educational' was acting as a subtle repellent to
the very people it was hoping to attract. Education just sounded too
heavy, so 'public' broadcasting was born. A year later the new public
network was formed. Congressional funding and private contributions to
the nonprofit Corporation for Public Broadcasting, which supports PBS
totaled $26 million for 1971."
Main thrusts as of this writing would indicate a number of changes. One
could ask: why wouldn't there be changes in radio and ETV? This service
is good in Oregon only so long as it serves the needs of the people.
Conditions of life in which Oregonians fmd themselves today are so
different from those of the 1920's and 30's.
Programs designed in the beginning days may. fall short in meeting
1970's needs. The farm audience of today is more urban, less rural, with
the small farms consolidated and operated as large mechanical units. The
farmer uses expensive, complicated and costly machinery in his operations
from ploughing to seeding to harvest. He's also interested in the general
news of the day, politics, public events as well as the traditional weather
and market reports. The small fanner adjacent to the cities, due to
encroaching costs and taxation, discover it's no longer profitable to farm.
He must turn his fertile ground into housing developments and a
previously rural area becomes urban. So the programs for farmers have to
change to meet the new conditions.
Other programs meet similar challenges: women's broadcasts are no
longer considered restricted to household and kitchen (if they ever really
were so thought to be) with today's broadening influence of the media, of
women's lib, the new interests of women. KOAC sports disappeared from
the schedule as hundreds of new local radio stations came on the air in
Oregon and the commercial networks of these stations provided good
coverage of campus athletics. There was the WJC project scheduling
lower division credit courses for the student bound to his local
community, blocked from going to college. At the end of the 4-year
funded project under Title VII these courses ceased because the
community college system had developed in Oregon. In this case the
change was dramatic: Bend had the only community college when the
TVJC Project was conceived — four years later a dozen were in operation
serving the youth in their local areas.
Other changes are on the horizon which could affect KOAC-AM and
TV. There can be a move back to college classes as the state works towards
a possible non-campus college degree from the State System of Higher
Education. The technical thrust can be a move toward financing of color
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television. Limited color is now possible when a color program can be
received from the network. And there is cooperation from local
commercial stations (KOIN, KGW, ICPTV, KATU and KVDO) providing
the possibility of programs being videotaped there in color for release on
Oregon educational television.
Changes have come in network programs, too. From the audio tapes in
the early 1950's bicycled between the stations on the old N.A.E.B.
Network through distribution of films, kinescope recordings and then
videotapes by National Educational Television ten years later; now to the
live network programing in color by PBS (Public Broadcasting Service).
Paralleling this TV service is NPR (National Public Radio) providing live
network materials especially in the all-important area of public affairs to
KOAC and sister radio stations from coast to coast.

kampaign for
EMETIVEME
Administrative responsibility for educational broadcasting was
transferred by the 1971 legislature from the Division of Continuing
Education to the Office of the Chancellor.
Dick Zita, director of publications in the Chancellor's office outlined
the background of this move, the new director's first steps, and the
objectives of the Campaign for Excellence:
The action of the 1971 Legislature together with the varying
concerns expressed by members of the Assembly, both explicitly
and implicitly, illuminated that body's desire to effect useful
modifications of the broadcasting service in the state. Although
no precise directions were contained in the Assembly's action,
several areas unmistakably emerged as areas of concern. These
included modifications in broadcast areas of education and
instruction, public affairs and information, and in management
areas of public participation and fiscal management and
development. Chancellor Roy E. Lieuallen delegated to Assistant
Chancellor D. R. Larson the management and operational
responsibility for broadcasting.
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New Directions — the first steps
To develop modifications in the broadcasting complex consistent
with Legislative expressions, and based to the extent possible on
State System studies, several steps already have been taken:
1) Oregon Educational Broadcasting will be identified as Oregon
Educational and Public Broadcasting Service (OEPBS).
2) A fiscal management function for OEPBS has been established
in the Board's office in cooperation with the Vice Chancellor for
Administration.
3) Program and Operation policy determination is the
responsibility of the Assistant Chancellor and is developed
through a committee representative of the four stations. Public
input to this committee is in the process of development through
a Public Broadcasting Committee.
4) An Advisory Council with public and professional involvement
is being formed.
5) OEPBS is identified as the parent broadcasting and service
activity; it includes the broadcast network of two radio stations
and two television stations, the stations individually, and two
program development and utilization divisions — Instructional
Bureau and State of Oregon Bureau.
6) An Office of Development has been established.
7) Information and public relations functions have been
transferred to the Board's Public Affairs Office.
8) Provisions for involvement and participation of the Oregon
public generally, of educational interests at all levels, and other
broadcasting-oriented agencies and organizations are being
developed. Many of these will find focus and emphasis in their
involvement through the two aforementioned bureaus.
9) Development of service improvement and expansion through
partnership or other relationships with commercial broadcasters,
and private cable distribution systems is being undertaken.
Planning is under way for transmitter-translater installations in
areas of the state not now receiving service.
Objectives — Campaign for Excellence
To achieve significant improvement in educational and public
broadcasting service to the citizens of Oregon by:
—Revitalizing Oregon's broadcasting activities.
—Upgrading programing, promotion and broadcasting capacities.
— Achieving appropriate emphasis on local program development
in educational enrichment, instruction at all levels, and state and
community activity.
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— Broadening accessibility to the media by developing close
relationships with the State Board of Education Committee on
Public Services, State System institutions, the Oregon
Educational Coordinating Council, the State Board of Education,
State Department of Education, Oregon Community Colleges,
and Oregon independent colleges and universities.
—Extending services to all of Oregon by developing partnerships
with commercial broadcasters, CATV systems, communities and
citizens throughout the state.
— Building on basic Legislative appropriations by securing
financial support from individuals, organizations and other
elements in the private and public sector to help provide
Oregonians with dynamic and important services through public
broadcasting.

Assistant Chancellor Don R. Larson, director
of broadcasting for OEPBS, and author of
the Campaign for Excellence.
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oepbs

Oregon Educational and Public Broadcasting Service

ASSISTANT CHANCELLOR / DIRECTOR
P 0 Boo 3175
Eugene, Oregon 97403
686-4141 (Code 503)

October 10, 1972

Dr. James M. Morris
Managing Editor
Division of Continuing Education Publications
100 Waldo Hall
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Dear Jimmie:
I have been fascinated, since having read through your draft of The

Remembered Years, with a new recognition of the extraordinary service
educational broadcasting in Oregon has provided the people of this state.
Moreover, The Remembered Years has illuminated for me another
significant element which emphasizes the leadership role Oregon broadcasting has had in the historical route to contemporary telecommunications.
The early beginnings of oepbs are evident in your history. So are the seeds
of national programming, of national interconnect. Sesame Street and the
Electric Company did not begin with the Children's Television Workshop.
They began in the innovativeness, the successes and, yes, the flops of the
broadcasting pioneers.
OEPBS will prove to be - or not to be - the logical continuation of
The Remembered Years, and in either case it will be possible some day to
write that the oepbs concept helped make some gains for the people • of our
state, even if more for our failures than what successes we may have.
Really, oepbs is nothing more than a concept with mechanisms attached
put into effect to enable us to participate in the new world of telecommunications to which we have been led by your pioneers. It is a concept which
recognizes that the people of our state and nation do want vigorous, incisive,
useful, enriching broadcasting. The mechanisms we attach are designed to
help us fulfill that desire.
For example, oepbs has established so far, two program design and
production divisions, one specialized for instructional programs. The second
is devoted to the development of all other kinds of programming and this will
be refined along specialized lines as time and funds allow. We have concluded
that program design and production specialization capacity must be accomplished if we are to successfully work in the greatly expanded levels of
broadcast interest both in Oregon and nationally.
oepbs

Is • public communications network operated Mr the people of Oregon by the Stele System of Higher EdueMlon
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D r. James M. Morris
Page 2
October 10, 1972
The national implications for all state broadcasting efforts are, of
course, of deep concern to us and offer both challenge and opportunity.
The relationships which we are developing with the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting and the Public Broadcasting Service hold considerable potential
for assisting us to upgrade the dimension and quality of our programming.
Much planning and preparation is required in seeking such assistance, but
much value can be gained.
OEPBS has filed program proposals with CPB this month for the coming
year which represent more than one-half million dollars in federal production
assistance if granted. These proposals will call on predominantly Oregon
program resources but will also range regionally and nationally in such areas
as the national Sea Grant program, Older Americans, Western Artist
Environment, The New Genetics Research, Young People in Music and others.
These efforts to upgrade our production competence and capacity have
already had some direct benefits. OEPBS was selected by CPB in September
of this year to produce a documentary for national television concerning the
Willamette Greenway development. CPB will fund this project at a level
which far exceeds single program investment in Oregon in any previous
experience. Obviously, the oepbs production divisions will benefit greatly
by such assistance as will the stations and Oregon viewers.
As The Remembered Years states in the section on The Future, oepbs
is engaging in a new Campaign for Excellence. Included in the design of that
"campaign" is considerable opportunity for participation by Oregon citizens
in their broadcasting service at several significant levels. Several of these
seem worth noting.
The Board of Higher Education has formed an important fourth standing
committee on public service activities with broadcasting as a major concern.
To assist this committee and the Board, a broadcasting advisory committee
has been formed representative of various segments of the public. Additional
public participation is growing through the oepbs membership program which
now has more than 700 members who have contributed ten dollars or more for
program improvement on an annual basis. The membership program has been
in effect only about four months and is growing encouragingly every week.
As oepbs endeavors to improve the state's broadcasting service it must
consider those Oregonians who do not receive our signals either from radio
or television and those special audiences, such as schools, who can benefit
from the use of other electronic technology such as cable systems, tape,
film and so on.

Dr. James M. Morris
Page 3
October 10, 1972
To begin concentrating in this area an Office of State-Wide Services
has been established and its director is developing new lines of communication
to citizens throughout the state. Out of these efforts, two translator transmitters will be on the air shortly along the Columbia River to serve areas
around Hood River and The Dalles, We are beginning to tool up for such
service in other areas of the state, and for production capacity for use of the
other technology.
Radio definitely is not being overlooked as oepbs takes on some of the
new directions I have identified. Both stations have expanded their broadcast
day and Saturday-Sunday programming. Equipment improvement has been a
high priority as evidenced in the new stereo transmitter in Portland. A new
transmitter for KOAC (after lo these many, many years) is scheduled for 1975.
And speaking of equipment needs, you will be pleased to know that color
film equipment will be installed this fall, and a state-of-the-art color studio
proposal has been approved by the Board of Higher Education, and an application has been filed for federal matching funds of more than one-half million
dollars. The private sector in Oregon is assisting in developing matching
funds for this project.
As The Remembered Years so poignantly reminds us, there is great
tradition and a great series of accomplishments which have preceded our
current efforts to serve the state. If we do as well as the pioneers we will
be doing very well indeed.
One final observation, Jimmie, and I sincerely trust you will not delete
it from your final publication: Oregon owes a great deal to you, personally.
Youare indeed Mr. Oregon Broadcasting. There are many, many who share
my high regard for your dedication and capacities in Oregon and among
broadcasters nationally. We are grateful and proud!
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Robert Mundt, radio program manager
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Bill Smith, agri-business

Bob Roberts and John MacDonala veterans
in telling children's stories for KOAC.
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Ben Ballard, chief engineer
Tom Doggett, production manager

Reader's Theater production "Cacaphony"
John MacDonald and Mar y Ryum, co-producers
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Ben J. Ballard, chief engineer
Beulah Bechtel, secretary
Ruby Chausse, secretary
Robert W. Crook, tv crew chief
Tom Doggett, production manager
Denise Drummond, receptionist
Grant S. Feikert, consulting engineer
Don Groshong, radio-tv technician
Robert C. Hinz, general manager
Shirley J. Howard, producer women's interests
Marian C. Johnson, secretary to the manager
Walter La Bonte, announcer
Don R. Larson, assistant Chancellor,
director of broadcasting
John MacDonald, producer-announcer
Ellis E. Manning, broadcast engineer
Robert C. Mundt, radio program manager
Howard R. Paine, radio-tv technician
Richard W. Potter, producer-director tv
N. William Pratt, information representative
Michael T. Ryan, Capital representative
Mary C. Ryum, producer-announcer
Mack W. Schwab, producer-director tv
Ralston E. Smith, information representative
William C. Smith, producer agri-business
Nancy Spencer, volunteer coordinator (NFPB)
Howard E. Spidle, radio-tv technician
Gary Stewart, announcer
George Warner, radio-tv technician
M. Frank Woodman, music director-announcer
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Up to this point almost everything, except for the very earliest stories
of Professor Jordan and his physics laboratory experiments and
construction, have been comments and chapters on programing for KOAC.
But it is rhetorical to leave the history merely with programs — the
technical facilities must go side by side. Programs never would get on the
air without microphones, amplifiers, transmitters and antennas. So
KOAC's Remembered Yeah for me would never have existed without
Jacob Jordan and Grant Feikert, the technical crews they assembled, the
equipment they purchased, built, even borrowed, and the administrative
support given them from 0.A.C., the State System of Higher Education
that was created in 1932, and the backing of legislators and leaders in state
government.
I thought for a moment of titling this section of the history as The
Feikert Years. The years which I personally remember from 1922 to 1963
were literally his years. Professor Jordan, even though he built the first
two transmitters, was never a commercial operator. And federal law
required then, as now, that a licensed operator be responsible at all times.
Grant was a high school boy, a ham radio operator like Jordan, but also
with a commercial license. I had first met Grant when we both went to the
old Eugene Postoffice to take exams given by the radio inspector — my
ham operator license and Grant his commercial. So as a high school boy
and then while a student in electrical engineering, Grant served KOAC as
operator. In 1932 with the organization of the State System of Higher
Education, Grant was assigned the position left vacant by Jacob Jordan as
station engineer. He continued to serve over 30 years as chief engineer,
including the tremendous development in television as well as radio, then
moved into a consulting role for all educational broadcasting into
retirement in 1971.
It is deliberate that this section on technical development of KOAC was
left to the end of The Remembered Years. From a programmer's point of
view, indeed from that of professional performers, too, the last spot on the
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program is the climax — the most important. I had thought originally of
placing this chapter in historical order — literally first. But this idea
bothered me. First outlines tended to put new technical aspects in
chronological order: we got transmitter No. 2 in 1925, Western Electric in
1928, the Granger transmitter in 1940, Channel 7 in 1957, Channel 10 in
1961, etc. etc.
But in order to see how technical needs were really met — indeed what
these needs were — we sought to read about programs first. After the
barest beginnings, merely that speech and music sounds could be sent over
the air, the combinations of transmitters, studios, remote equipment,
recording facilities required were the result of programs that evolved and
scheduled for broadcast. SO — all that you have read about to this point in
The Remembered Years: farm programs, women's programs, news, special
events, sports, music, school, governmental; all were made possible due to
the technical excellence provided by Grant Feikert and the staff he
gathered about him. So these were literally The Feikert Years.
To the serious reader who wants detail on KOAC's technical years prior
to 1937 we refer you to "The Economics and Technical Aspects of Radio
Station KOAC." This was Grant's thesis for the professional degree of
electrical engineer awarded him that year by Oregon State University. It is
on file in the OSU Library.
Grant couldn't stick to "economic and technical aspects." His opening
quotation from Blanche Buhlig, writing in the Christian Science Monitor
cited "The wonder of the Age, radio, ranks with the press in its potential
power to extend the influence of an organization, to create public opinion,
to induce public action."
Grant's thesis in Section 1 develops an excellent chapter on the history
of KOAC: origin of interest at the college, radio activities of the extension
service, official college station KFDJ dedication, change of call letters to
KOAC, installation of what we have come to call transmitter No. 2, and
the decision on the future. There follows a chapter on status as of 1937,
suggested future development and various proposals. Illustrations and
technical tables and charts make this an imposing study of the technical
aspects of KOAC. It would be futile for me even to attempt to write a new
history.
We've referred in many places to the first transmitter built by Jordan.
What has not been said, however, was the interesting story (at least to me)
of the jelling of the original idea. Dr. W. Weniger of the department of
physics gave the first course in wireless instruction to five students during
the year 1914-15. Members of the class equipped and operated a spark
transmitter on the campus. Prior to this time Dr. Weniger had done
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refraction research at Wisconsin, and had been a student in the first radio
course given in the United States. The course was taught by Dr. Augustus
Trowbridge at Wisconsin in 1905-06. He used a textbook printed in latin.
And Professor Sam Graf in 1906-07 had successfully sent and received
wireless messages in Corvallis using a spark coil transmitter and a coherer
type detector for receiving.
Dr. Weniger spent World War I years in further research at Menlo Park.
On his return to Oregon State in 1920 there was a demand by ex-navy
wireless operators enrolled at Corvallis for instruction in radio. Dr. Weniger
taught this course that first year and assigned it in 1921 to Jacob Jordan.
The rest of the story is now well known. Out of this class came first a
spark type transmitter on the air under the call letters 7YJ, followed by
the first broadcast transmitter for speech and music which became KFDJ
(later KOAC). The historic date of December 7, 1922 which we celebrate
as birthday was the day on which the license arrived from the old Federal
Radio Commission for KFDJ.
So much for early history! And back to my original thesis that all the
programs that have been broadcast since 1922 were made possible through
the engineering genius of the technical staff. Farm programs, women's,
music, news, special events, sports, school, whatever the topic, the source
and the manner of presentation, each program has placed its own special
demands upon engineering. We'd like to briefly illustrate...the way in
which programing made special demands upon technical:
Farm Programs — The farm directors each, in turn, brought needs to the
technical crew far beyond the playing of it's daily theme "The Cuckoo
Waltz" and providing a microphone at the table for staff interviews. Into
the large studio came swarms of 4-H clubbers on Monday nights and
throughout the annual summer school; there were assemblies and
conferences to broadcast with their unique problems of mike pickup,
remotes from the State Fair, Pacific International, and on occasion from a
farm demonstration. Before the days of tape recordings the live mike had
to go there! And then the wire recorder and the magnetic tape were added
to the bag of tricks and these had to be kept in constant repair.
Women's Programs — The technical skill of the Feikert crew was extended
to its utmost to enable adequate pickup of the soft voices that often
appeared on programs by and for women. A roundtable is difficult at best
for proper mike pickup — then doubly difficult when the voices are
feminine. (Nothing is said in today's plea for women's lib about the
decibel difference between male and female.) Drama added another phase
to technical requirements as the girls from Associated Women Students
brought weekly programs to the big studio. Plays, with women's parts at
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one end of the spectrum, and a campus dance band at the other created
audio problems for study and solution. Add these to the need for sound
effects and musical backgrounds and bridges and a wide range of mike
pickup problems result.
Special Event Programs — The very title casts a dark shadow over
engineering. It means programs which originate outside the studios with
the demands for portable equipment and transmission lines (either your
own underground on campus or leased from Northwest Bell, and people to
transport, set up and operate the equipment. There was a continuing
attempt to build lighter weight amplifiers and equip them with more
modern microphones. And the engineers on remotes were called upon to
string mike cables in many complex ways in order to pick up the variety of
sound sources: orchestra, band, organ, piano, ensembles, speakers at a
podium or in a crowd. Variety to say the least. And all scheduled at an
assortment of odd hours.
School of the Air Programs — The technical demands of these called for
many of the same qualities and the broad variety listed above. Add to
these the special requirements for dramatic productions, the need to pick
up children's voices, the voices of character actors, musical bridges, and a
broad range of sound effects. Out of these needs grew what we thought'
was a remarkable sound truck . A bank of three turntables capable of
playing varying speeds of records, individual volume controls on each, and
the capacity to mix all three records at once if need be. With a recorded
library of sounds the drama director could achieve any combination of
storm, crowd or special effect needed. By having variable speed turntables,
which Feikert provided, you could make wonderful and strange new
sounds by playing sound effect records at slower or faster speeds than
originally intended.
Sports Broadcasts — Add to all the pickup requirements of special events,
the peculiar ones that occur at a game, especially football and basketball.
Booth location high atop the stadium, overlooking the playing floor or the
field, the crowd noise, the band, cheering sections, halftime guests for
interviews, and the special need to blend many of these that occur
simultaneously into a pleasing whole, while still being able to hear the
announcer calling the plays. Grant Feikert and his engineers had a special
need not to become so engulfed in watching the game that they forgot to
listen to the announcer. Sometimes I used to wonder about the
tranquilizing effect of sunflower seeds. Grant ate them (or do you chew
them) by the bagful game after game! Then there were occasions when the
noise of the crowd in the stands drowned out all other voices — knowing
your engineer couldn't hear you we were forced to point in the direction
of the microphone you wanted opened up!
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In retrospect it is this summary of special needs of KOAC programs
that give us the true picture of technical development. Engineering is more
than vacuum tubes, and condensers, and faders, and tape recorders,
amplifiers, transmitters, antennas. But the history would not be complete
without recognition of the tremendous technical development in a more
orthodox way. The homemade transmitters No. 1 and No. 2 gave way to
the commercial product, and engineering efforts could be devoted to the
advances that were taking place in communications. Television was on the
horizon and Grant and his crew spent much of their time in planning, in
serving on state and State System committees, and finally in making the
TV dreams into reality for Oregon citizens: the present networks in radio
and television — four stations, two radio and two TV, with additional
studios in Eugene and Salem. All these are a part of the Feikert Years, and
a culmination of Grant's dreams.
The story of engineering would not be complete without:
1) Recognition of the assistance that Feikert has given to commercial
stations in Oregon. His role as a consulting engineer is recognized
nationally. He has represented many stations before the Federal
Communications Commission in addition to our own, and through the
years he has traveled widely in the state by plane and by auto to make
necessary technical measurements for station managers, so they — like
KOAC and KOAP — could prove to the F.C.C. that their transmitters were
meeting federal standards.
2) Credit to a host of technical staff who aided and served on the
engineering crews for KOAC. Some have come and gone as they sought
other fields of service, others have stayed for extended periods of time
beyond their graduation from Oregon State University. We like to think
for a variety of reasons: roots go down very deep and awfully quick in
Oregon, we like our jobs, working conditions are pleasant, and the end
product of educational broadcasting gives one a sense of satisfaction; it's
worthwhile, contributing to the well-being of the people who make up the
audience. Maybe Grant's engineers stay for other reasons, but that's why
I've been here through The Remembered Years! So kudos to Grant Feikert
and his two assistants, now chiefs, Ben Ballard and Tony Schmitt and all
their individual staffs at KOAC and KOAP. And special recognition to
some of the early engineers: Dix Perkins (who was my best man in 1932),
Tom Wagner, Dick Newman, Lloyd Crane, Keith Mealey, and Malcolm
McWhorter. And a host of students who served on the technical staff down
through the Golden Years! Many of whom went on from Grant's classes to
important jobs in the communication industry.
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As today's broadcasters and their administrator, Don R. Larson,
assistant Chancellor, begin a "campaign for excellence" in 1972-73 for
Oregon Educational and Public Broadcasting Service (OEPBS) they
combined the start of a fund-raising campaign, dedication of a new FM
stereo radio transmitter in Portland, and recognition of these fifty years...a
couple of dozen oldtimers were invited to participate.
Among those able to combine the event with their own busy schedules,
back on March 13, 1972, a group of "firsts" and a group of "earlies"
gathered under the lights at KOAP-TV, Channel 10, Portland, where they
were recognized admittedly all too briefly for their pioneering efforts on
KOAC.
The group of firsts included Wallace Kadderly, first manager; Grant
Feikert, first operator, later and for many years the engineering genius
behind technical development; Luke Roberts, rust music director, named
manager after Wallace Kadderly's resignation (now back on the OEPBS
staff in a consulting capacity); Roy Vernstrom, first program producer for
University of Oregon programs. Roy brought his people to Corvallis each
week in all kinds of weather for their appearances on UO programs.
The "earlies" included Joe Mitchell, Clint Gruber, Clarence White and
yours truly...all early announcers. Me, I stayed around to do a lot of other
things, later following Allen Miller as program manager from 1945 to
1963...much later, 1970-72, as KOAC historian in writing The
Remembered Years!

There were a number of others we would like to have had with us. Luke
had invited them — especially two "firsts" who live in Portland, who, for
differing reasons couldn't make it on March 13th. One was Art Kirkham,
KOAC first announcer, who went from the campus to KOIN in Portland
where he carved out a tremendous career in commercial broadcasting. The
other was Zelta Rodenwold, first director of women's programs, who in
1946 left to edit the Journal of the American Home Economics
Association and stayed on until retirement with the U.S.D.A. in
Washington, D.C. out at Beltsville.
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I approach my main objective in this chapter with fear and
trembling...KOAC's Hall of Fame. It is indeed dangerous to begin any list
of people worthy of such honor when you know that some deserving souls
will be missed (if only someone had kept a scrapbook of all these folk) or
perhaps due to my own faulty judgment some are overlooked that should
be there.
We single out for special mention...
Professor Jacob Jordan
For the technical vision and skill to build the first and second
transmitters out of almost nothing.
Wallace L. Kadderly
Ahead of his time in accepting a new communication medium for
agricultural extension information and broadening that concept to
include all state-system education.
Dr. Willibald Weniger
For taking the first course in radio (in latin, yet!) teaching it to Jordan,
encouraging the building of the first KOAC.
LeRoy Breithaupt
Amazing incite into the needs and opportunities for using broadcasting
in agricultural market reporting.
Paul V. Maris
A far-sighted administrator of agricultural extension.
Frank Ballard
Ditto
William Jasper Kerr
For understanding and supporting his staff in planning for educational
broadcasting.
Harry Seymour
A grasp of the value of radio for 4-H club work.
Zelta Rodenwold
Recognizing the worth of radio to women.
Alfred Powers
KOAC's first dean under General Extension. Seeker of the balanced
program schedule to serve all of Oregon.
W. G. Beattie
He knew what radio could mean to state-wide extension.
Art Kirkham
A great announcer worthy of being "first."

Webley Edwards
Setting a foundation towards which all students aspired.
Gil Talbot and Peggy
A great student team in radio drama.
Mary Louise Armstrong
Tremendous talent for women's programs — ended too soon!
Anthony Euwer
The funniest "boner" ever.
Harry Drill
For being too busy and putting a script in my hand that got me started
in radio.
Barney Keep
The funniest student.
Fred Gleason
Most talented student announcer (jr. high through college)
A.G.B. Bouquet
Faculty appearances over 40 years of broadcasting.
Grant Feikert
Engineering genius and years of service to Oregon.
C. B. Mitchell
For pioneering drama on KOAC and the training of students in the
fundamentals of broadcasting.
John Richards
The vision to see the potential of a radio-television network for Oregon
and the financial wizardry to start it.
Jean Heather
For bringing her dramatic talent to OSU and KOAC on her way up the
ladder to Bing Crosby's "Going My Way."
Spec Keene
Years of enthusiastic support to KOAC sports broadcasts.
H. T. Vance
Introducing radio education to high school business classes.
The Oregon Loggers
A group before the group idea became popular. Great!
Paul and Lillian Petri
Giving their time and that of their students to entertain with good
music programs.
Alexander Hull
"Setting the sails" for the Oregon School of the Air.
Duane Tucker
For his skill in producing programs by and about boys from McClaren
School, Woodburn. A great series.
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C. W. Reynolds
Long and faithful service as a commentator on life as "Neighbor
Reynolds."
Jack Cramer
For the vision of what television could someday mean to Oregon and
OSSHE. He started us early to plan.
Charles D. Byrne
Naming an interinstitutional TV committee early and especially for
listening to its proposals.
Clyde Walker
Willing to be the first to try sending radio to the classroom.
Sara Watt Prentiss
For her skills in household administration and KOAC's Dr. Spock
before there was one.
Glenn Starlin
For bringing U of 0 programs into proper perspective.
Victor P. Morris
Pioneering news commentary programs on world affairs and weekly
trips to Corvallis before there was a Eugene studio. For a lifetime of
support and enthusiasm as my big brother.
Maud Garnett
Her "Let's Sing, America" led the all-time hit parade for the Oregon
School of the Air.
Jeanne Popovich and Louise Rossman
Who kept the programs on the air while the men took military
assignments during World War II.
John Kerrick
For his efforts in promoting traffic safety and leading the way for
programs from state government.
Ron Shay
Putting into practice what he learned at KOAC in year's of service for
Oregon's Game Commission.
George W. Peavy and A. L. Strand
Concerned administrators who listened and then took action on the
problems of KOAC.
Earl Snell
The governor of Oregon who gave us the courage to try again for
studios in the state capitol, Salem.
Robert Holmes
As "Mr. Education" he labored endlessly to help bring ETV to Oregon.
An ex-governor still working at the task he helped to start.
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Leo Spitzbart and Howard Maple
For creating an atmosphere for great broadcasts from the Oregon State
Fair.
Ed Allworth and F. 0. McMillan
Solidly behind KOAC at Oregon State.
Judge Kendall
Portland attorney who gave untiring legal support.
Mary Boals
The first of our women students to make it in commercial radio.
There — I have done the foolhardy thing — naming names for a Hall of
Fame. To list them all is impossible — many have doubtless been
overlooked that should have been there. But I know no other way than to
take the risk.
We are especially indebted to the students, too, who answered our calls
for help and the promises of new experiences and good times together. In
recognition of all of them we name these: Betty Sue McCready, Bob
Averill, Elizabeth Hilton, Bob Morse, Bill Epps, Cosma Arnold, Betty
Steele, Eileen Holden, Alan Johnson, Jean Davies, Harold Sasser, Ralston
Smith, Ken McCoy, Wilma Post, Al Read, Homer Welch, Chuck Speare,
Dorothy Hill, Gertrude Wardrip, Alnora Pierce, Frank Calhoun, Keith
Mealey, Dick Burger, Stella Shuck, Mabel Forster, Dick Vogel, and Jim
Dalilke. There were many others in the Radio Guild for Jim Nelson,
Sheldon Goldstein and Bob Roberts.
During an average year, at the peak of local programing, a minimum of
100 students could be said to be sharing their talents on KOAC programs.
Over a 40-year period that's 4,000 students!
And with what results?
1) Into stations up and down the coast as announcers, newscasters, writers,
entertainers.
2) Learning to express themselves and thus to be better equipped for
community leadership wherever their chosen professions have taken them.
3) Filled with stories with which to entertain their children and their
children's children.
Administrators who through their decisions have shared in the fortunes
of KOAC, faculty and townspeople participating in programs over the
years, and students appearing before the mikes and at engineering controls
literally number in the thousands. What a crowd they would make if they
were to appear in one great extravaganza!
God Bless them all!
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KOAC RADIO GUILD — 1935 (1 to r) Morris,
Ralston Smith, Lester Lynch, Stella Shuck,
Cosma Arnold, Dick Vogel.

Children's programs began on Channel 7 KOAC-TV, in 1957, with speech
therapist Charles Callaci and his fun and games for speech improvement.
Choo-Choo Charlie is seen on set with his studio group of youngsters as
the cameras look on.
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secretaries-

Originally these last few lines were to be in the nature of a postscript
and summation of my personal feelings in having completed this
tremendous experience! ... a task I would heartily recommend to every
professional person: to write, or attempt to write, your life's central work
towards its close. Many facets of experience long forgotten come back into
focus exactly the way the picture clears up when you work the focus knob
on the enlarger in your darkroom.
I wrote earlier about the concept of things taking on the likes (or
dislikes) of the individual responsible. This has been a sobering thought for
me. Dean Jack Cramer put me administratively in charge of KOAC in
1945. For the next 18 years I was responsible for a number of areas of the
picture that have been developed and brought into focus in these pages.
As I started to sum everything up with the few words which would say
"many, many thanks to everyone that helped" I realized that one
particular group of staff had played a most important role in any success
we have had...the girls who made up the secretarial team to run the office
over the years. Our special appreciation to: Ruth Bellrood (among the
very first), Beverly Hathaway (Chilcote), Dorice Williams (Stewart),
Margaret Sauerwein, Kathy Reese (Ringo), and more recently Marian
Johnson, Ruby Chausse and Beulah Bechtel. Through them we say "thank
you" to the host of girls who have answered the telephone, kept track of
all the staff schedules, written the letters, typed the continuity, the news
releases, the mailing lists, and kept the books — they've even grabbed a
script and appeared on the air in an emergency! You've been great!
J. M. Morris
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1892 - The magic word was telephone.

1902 - The password of the year was automobile.
1912 - The word of the hour was movie.

/ /

1922 - Everybody's lips were saying radio.
Radio Waves (Portland): Every owner of a receiving outfit
is besieged by his friends. And almost everyone else has
announced his intention to buy an outfit or get access to
one. Radio has taken hold of the popular imagination
perhaps more quickly than the telephone, the automobile
or the movie, thus reflecting the spirit of progress that
characterizes this century. C.L. Bischoff, editor.
Washington (D.C.) Post: To the intelligent, energetic
woman forced to live within her own small circle through
devotion to home and children, the radio telephone will
bring a soul's surcease.
Brooklyn (NY ) Union: It will not be long, no doubt,
before "movies" will be transmitted by radio. Inventors are
working on this scheme at present and with some success.
New York (N. Y.) Tribune: Radio broadcasting as an aid to
the dissemination of the Gospel of Christ is now being
considered by missionary bodies. The time is not far distant
when it will be practical for their work — radio for the
heathen.
Philadelphia (Pa.) Record: "The way you chaps are going at
it in this country there seems to be no limit to the
accomplishments which you may achieve. There will be no
reason for the wife to be left alone with such an attraction
at home to keep the entire family there." Mr. J.B. Wilson,
London.
Corvallis Gazette-Times: The Secretary of Commerce
Herbert Hoover today (December 7, 1922) delivered a radio
broadcasting license to Oregon Agricultural College. A
50-watt transmitter built by Professor Jacob Jordan is
ready to go on the air from the physics laboratory in
Apperson Hall on the O.A.C. campus. The new station has
been assigned the call letters K.F.D.J.

